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PREFACE 
THIS book is intended for the student commencing the study 
of that side of economics with which it deals, and for the 
general reader who is sufficiently interested in the problems 
of international trade and tariffs to seek to understand the 
main principles involved. It is an introduction which, it is 
hoped, wiII enable readers to turn with profit to more advanced 
and more technical works. 

My purpose in writing it was to bring together, and to treat 
in an elementary fashion, two sides of the study of trade ques
tions which are often separated, I believe, to their mutual detJi
ment. T,?discuss tariff problelllswith'111.tpayinga groun_cJll!g 
in the theory of international trade is a mere waste of time; 
but, on the other hand, a grasp of the pure theQ.1JT of inter,. 
national tra<!,,-~>!!Lm)t.!'11!!.ble us to ex'p~U.llUbe It!9sj: 
lleneraI judgment on a particular tariff issue. In a sense, the 
whole of the case against protection, the whole argument as 
to the effects of duties, is contained in the first proposition 
as to the advantage to both parties concerned of exchange 
arising out of differences in costs of production. But complex 
appearances hide the simple realities with which the pure 
theory deals, and therefore it is necessary to expand and 
elaborate the substance of the first few pages of this book. 
The questions discussed in Part II are of a different character, 
but I have tried to deal with them generally, merely illus
trating from actual cases. If, in the future, Great Britain 
is going to follow a definitely protectionist policy, it is desir
able, I think, that what is being done shall be fully appreciated 
I by as many people as possible. To desiderate a "scientific 
. tariff"-if that can ever be translated into reality-is not 
! to admit that a tariff is desirable in itself; it is merely to see 
i. that, if we are to have a tariff, it shall be so devised as to 
lobtain its objective with the least possible incidental harm. 

vii 



viii PREFACE 

The scheme of this book was thought out some time before 
the events of last autumn brought these questions into the 
foreground of public attention. It would, however, have been 
pedantic to ignore those developments altogether, as of merely 
momentary concern, and, in consequence, more emphasis is 
laid on some sides of the problem than was originally intended. 
But in so far as what has been said about the terms of inter
national trade, and the technique of tariffs, is sound, it is 
not affected by any change in a country's position or policy, 
thougj:l its practical application may be. Anything written 
about the gold standard system may shortly be out of date-
but a new international regime has yet to be established. 

It is impossible to write an introductory book of this kind 
without owing more than any specific acknowledgment can 
express to the leading works in the field. Professor T. E. 
Gregory's Tariffs: A Study in Me/hod is the foundation of 
all English studies in the subject, and his three smaller books 

. on the gold standard are equally valuable. Professor F. W. 
Taussig's IntemaJional Trade is a comprehensive and funda
mental treatment of that side; while Fisk and Peirce, Inter
national Commercial Policies, gives a wide survey of technical 
questions. Without these in particular. it is doubtful whether 
this book could have been written. 

R. A. H. 
1932 
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INTRODUCTION 

IT!s_llo",}airlygen!,"~y acceptedtljat ~cononllcsis a!llet!!!?~ 
of study, rather than a body of doctrine; and that this method 
is-aspeci.liiatloDm api>licationt;;~nomic problems of the 
mental instruments common to all branches of science. To 
give a complete and exact description of the method used 
in the study of economics needs a treatise in itself, 1 and is 
a task outside the scope of this book; but it is necessary to 
give the reader who has not encountered it before a preIiril
inary explanation. The method of reasoning to be employed 
has two sides: the inductive, which broadly means the exam
ination of data with a view to framing a theory that shall 
account for what we observe, and the deductive, which, 
broadly, means the working-out of the logical consequences 
of certain assumptions, subject to whatever conditions we 
may have to consider in the course of our argument. The 
inductive method is generally experimental or statistical or 
historical in process, and has achieved its most signal 
triumphs, therefore, in the natural sciences; but it caunot 
be used exclusively in any study. The deductive method is 
more frequently used in economics simply because it is more 
appropriate; there are relatively few subjects in which the 
economist has a sufficient body of proved facts to justify 
induction. Even where there is an apparent wealth of data, 
in statistical form as in a country's trade returns, for example, 
it is usually the case that these have to be used with con
siderable caution, I and caunot be regarded as in themselves 

1 Such a. treatise for the general reader is provided by J. M. Keynes' 
Scop~ IJU Mdltpd, of Poli'ical ECOMtny, still of considerable value. 

I .. The critical faculty should be very alert when statistics are in 
question; the published heading may be pedantically and officially 
correct, but it will not contain such a statement as • every word is used 
in a technical sense and has a special meaning only known to the 
officials who made the compilation, the part that is not recorded. is 
more important than that which is, where the facts are Dot known, 
an estimate has been made by a method which cannot for depa.Jt.. 
mental reasons be divulged, and the method. of computation has been 
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xii INTRODUCTION 

sufficient basis for a final and comprehensive statement. The 
result is that the normal approach to the subjects discussed 
under the heading of International Trade is the well-tried 
one by which a simple case (not supposed to be a description 
of any actual circumstances) is stated, and the logical outcome 
of a hypothetical development argued: as, for instance, where 
two countries trade with one another on given terms, what 
would be tbe effect on these terms of an alteration in the 
costs of production of one country? One condition after 
another, requiring a qualification of one step in the argument 
or another, is then introduced, until our simple imaginary 
case has become as like the complex reality in which we are 
interested as we can make it, and our conclusion, therefore, 
if our arguments have been sound, as near the truth about 
the real case as possible. 

The method has, at least, one practical disadvantage-that 
the layman is sometimes wearied by the logical processes it 
involves, and distrustful of the results that are attained 
through consideration of hypothetical and perhaps unlikely 
cases. But it must be insisted that, under present conditions, 
at least, it is the ouly method that is likely to give us any 
results of general value in the study of the fundamental prob
lems of international exchange. We have not yet got the 
statistical material that would be required by the inductive 
method attempting the same task.' And, further, the work
ing out of purely hypothetical cases may provide us with 
suggestions of practical usefulness as to the situation likely 
to arise and the policy to adopt if certain circumstances 
should occur. Extreme cases of a fall in the value of money, 
for instance, might well have been considered before the War 
as the mere logical exercises of pure economics, remote from 
the world of reality; yet had they been exhaustively worked 
out, the post-war inflation might not have gone to the lengths 

modified since the last issue of the numbers,' yet part or aU of this 
is sometimes implied."-Bowley, Official SldIislies (Humphrey Milford), 
p. II. 

1 See. in this connection. Part II. Venjicaliort. of Professor F. W. 
Taussig's InleNUllioNal TrlMk (Macmillan). 
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it did in countries where its consequences were not fully 
realized until a great deal of avoidable social damage had 
been done. The somewhat formal discipline of the orthodox 
argument must, therefore, be faced by the student if a clear 
conception of the elements of international trade is to be 
obtained. 
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PART I 

INTERNATIONAL TRADE: 
SOME THEORETICAL ASPECTS 



CHAPTER I 

THE NATURE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

(I) THE meaning of the term "International Trade"-(2} The origin 
of international trade-(3) The terms of international trade. 

r 

.. Two men can both make shoes and hats, and one is superior to 
the other in both employments; but in making hats he can only exceed 
his competitor by one-fifth or 20 fer cent, and in making shoes he 
can excel him by one-third or 33 per cent-will it not be for the 
interest of both that the superior man should employ himseH exc1u

t sively in making shoes, and the inferior man in making bats."
I David Ricardo. TIM Principiis oj Political Economy and Ttuation. 
r Chapter VI. 

I. The Meaning ofthe Term" International Trade." 
THE scope of our study is determined by the meaning which 
we give to the word .. international," and that will depend 
upon how a .. nation" is to be defined for this purpose. It 
would not be necessary to devote any attention to the point, 
were it not the case that instances may arise in which it is 
not self-evident that exchange ought to be included or ex
cluded from the category of international trade. By a .. nation" 
is generally understood a political entity, a territory under 
one government; and this is a sufficiently good working de
finition in most cases. Yet this popular meaning is qualified 
even in popular discussion to the extent that the facts require, 
since territories that are not continuous or that are not under 
a single government mil)' collectively form a .. nation" for 
our purpose. The United Kingdom is an example of the first 
type, India 'of the second. The alteration in the meaning of 
the term "United Kingdom," consequent upon the establish
ment of the Irish Free State, is an illustration of the importance 
of classification; English man ufactures going to Dublin since 
1st April, 1923, have figured among our exports, dairy pro
ducts coming into England from Cork have been included 
in our imports. Formerly, as is still the case with Northern 
Ireland, such trade would not have been recorded as .. over
seas," but would have counted as internal or home trade, 

3 



4 INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND TARIFFS 

just as much as, say, the daily consignments of milk flom 
the West Country to London. In other words, it would not 
have appeared in official returns. 
• This gives us a suggestion as to how to define a .. nation" 
as a unit in .. international trade," so as to agree with actual 
practice. If we flame our definition as .. a customs. area 
normally making separate returns," we shall be fitting the 
usual interpretation of the word nearer to the facts. A customs 
area is almost always delimited with reference to a political 
entity, and this entity is generally a territory or territories 
under one supreme authority. Customs unions by treaty (such 
as that proposed, but not carried through, between Germany 
and Austpa in the summer of ;(931), which leave the political 
and ecoftomic integrity of the nations concerned unaffected, 
do not make the trade between them internal. On the other 
hand, the ·duties levied .by French towns on produce enter
ing their gates flom the surrounding country, known as 
oct,oi duties, do not convert those movements of goods 
into anything but local trade, any more than a toll on traffic 
using a bridge makes it international. Such duties are, in 
effect, a species of local taxation, and their economic im
portance is negligible. 

It was thought by the early economists that there were 
essential differences between home and foreign trade, and . 
that it was necessary to work out a special theory for the 
latter. This view was founded on the belief that within a 
country capital and labour circulated fleely, while they did 
not move between different countries, or hardly at all. This 
was expressed forcibly and clearly by Ricardo 1 in a passage 
in which he says: .. The same rule which regnIates the relative 
value of commoditieS in one country does not regulate the 
relative value of the commodities exchanged between two or 
more COWltries . ... 

.. In one and the same country, profits are, generally speak
ing, always on the same level, or differ only as the employ
ment of capital may be more or less secure and agreeable. 

1 PriMpks of Polil/col Ec ....... y (1817), Chapter VII. 
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It is not so between different countries. If the profits of capital 
employed in Yorkshire, should exceed those of capital employed 
in London, capital would speedily move from London to 
Yorkshire, and an equality of profits would be effected; but if in 
consequence of the diminished rate of production in the lands 
of England, from the increase of capital and population, 
wages should rise, and profits faIl, it would not follow that 
capital and population would necessarily move from England 
to Holland, or Spain, or Russia, where profits might be higher." 

As to this we may observe that, in so far as there are 
peculiar obstacles to the movement of capital and population 
across national frontiers, it will probably be the case that 
different returns (or .. profits") will be earned iq differe~t 
countries; but this does not prove that economic forces are 
not at work in the same way as in local affairs. It is merely 
that their working-out is conditioned or even prevented by 
the limits imposed by the different political systems, deliber
ately or otherwise. The nature of the difference between local 
and international trade presently began to be recognized; 
J. S. Mill, writing some thirty years later, while following 
Ricardo in his treatment of the subject in general, laid em
phasis on distance. .. If capital," he observes, .. removed to 
remote parts of the world as readily, and for as smaIl an in
ducement, as it moves to another quarter of the same town; 
if people would transport their manufactories to America or 
China whenever they could save a smaIl percentage in their 
expenses by it; profits would be alike (or equivalent) all over 
the world, and all things would be produced in the places 
where the same lahour and capital would produce them in 
the greatest quantity and of the best qUality. A tendency 
may, even now, be observed towards such a state of things; 
capital is becoming more and more cosmopolitan; there is 
so much greater similarity of manners and institutions than 
formerly, and so much less alienation of feeling, that both 
population and capital now move from one of these countries 
to another on much less temptation than heretofore. "I 

1 Mill, PrillCip/u 0/ Po/iliCtll Economy (.848), Book V, Chapter X. 
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Since Mill's time. the development of which he saw the 
beginnings has reached the stage at which it is no longer 
appropriate to think of the nations as closed areas largely 
cut off from one another. as existing. so to speak. in a vacuum 
where normal economic forces could not operate. In fact. 
both the assumptions of the classical economists are invalid 
under modern conditions. As Professor Bastable has put it: 

... " Two facts have contributed to make this distinction [between 
home and foreign· trade 1 a false one. when applied to the 
actual situation. First. the extent to which there was free . 
movement inside a given country was usually exaggerated 
by the classical economists. Apart from natural differences 
of Went. of acquired skill. and the like. there exist in all 
countries barriers of a more artificial kind both for capital 
and labour; it is only necessary to mention trade union 
restrictions and the barrier imposed on the movement of 
ability by lack of means. Secondly. the extent to which free
dom of movement between countries existed was generally 
flndomAId by the classical economists. and this under
estimation was continued by those who accepted their theories 
at a time when the facts on which the theory was originally 
based no longer existed. We are in fact bound to recognize"', 
that. from the wider point of view. international and domestic 
are both simply cases of exchange generally. subject to the ; 
same general laws. and that there is. consequently. 110 need 
to evolve a basically different theory to account for inter-

~ -national trade." 1 

• The theoretic an-alysis of international trade must. therefore. 
proceed on the same lines as the analysis of exchange in general . 
.. International value is regulated just as inter-provincial or 
inter-parishional value is"-and nations can no more than 
persons. resist or evade the imperatives of economic law. 

2_ The Origin of International Trade. 
While we always speak of trade as being conducted .. be

tween nations." we refer to transactions that are carried out 
, ~tab1 •• TIN C.m ........ • / NrMi ..... ed. Gregory. Chapter I. 
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by individuals or business concerns, for private profit. It is 
not impossible that national or local authorities should engage 
in trade with foreign firms or authorities-deaIings of this 
sort were undertaken on a large scale during the Great War 
-but, so far, it has been broadly true that international 
trade has been carried on by merchants on ordinary business 
lines. Importers and exporters will not continue to engage 
in foreign trade unless it yields them a return not less, au 
things considered, than they would obtain from whatever 
other employments of their capital and energy are open to 
them. There ~Ilst be a net gain deriv~}rolll foreign,trade, 
ij1~.l'fQre.kLboij1sides of any and all traIts,.ctlons. 

It is not difficult to see the advantage of trade between 
two countries, where, owing to great natural or economic 
differences between them, each produces some commodity that 
the other does not, and requires what it does not produce. 
The trade between the tropics and England in manufactures 
and natural products is an example of such a case. Nor is 
it necessary to argue that there is a gain where goods that 
are imported could be produced at home only with great 
difficulty and expense. Adam Smith's celebrated illustration 
may be called to mind: .. The natural advantages which one 
country has over another in producing particular commodities 
are sometimes so great, that it is acknowledged by all the 
world to be in vain to struggle with them. ~m~an'!....Q.f 

glasses, hotbeds, and hotwalls, ve!y ggocj. grapeHatlllcuai§e9 
m -Scotiana;- and very. good 'iViru:.. too~. can. be ,!Dade of them 
ataboutthfrtytimes tbe,expensdm:.which..atleaSLequalJjr 
~ood can be.1>rought from foreign countries."l But, where 
a nation can produce-':'eommoditywliiCh it imports from. 
a foreign country, and produce it on ordinary commercial 
terms, the question may be raised as to whether there is a 
net gain obtained from the trade. This can best be answered 
in the course of the theoretical analysis that attempts to 
measure the extent of the gain, if any, that may arise from 
international exchange. 

'Th4 WIQ/IA 0/ Noli .... (1776), Book IV, Chapter II. 
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We must begin, as has been said, by imagining simple cases 
which can be qualliied when it is required to bring them 
closer to a particular case. It must always be borne in mind 
that the illustrations that will be employed for this purpose 
are not themselves part of the argument; they are cases worked 
out to show how the theory, which is general and applies 
to all cases, can be traced in these particular instances. The 
arithmetical results obtained, therefore, are valid only for 
such figures as are here used, and different examples would 
give different answers. But, as can be tested by the invention 
of further cases, the final conclusions to be drawn are the same. 

Let us consider trade between two countries only, and to 
remove from our examples any suggestion of their being a 
picture of a real situation, let us call one country A, the 
other B. (Some readers will, at this stage, prefer not to deal 
exclusively in imaginary terms, perhaps, and those who find 
it difficult to remember which is which under alphabetical 
designations might substitute, say, "Australia" for A, and 
.. Britain" for B). Both can produce wheat and coal, but, 
owing either to physical conditions or to differences in econ
omic development, they do not produce the two commodities 
on exactly the same terms. The expenditure of a given num
ber of hours of labour, assumed of the same efficiency, will not 
produce the same amount of coal, or wheat, in A as in B. The 
reduction of production to hours of labour is merely a simplifi
cation of the issue. Whatever capital, in the form of agricul
tural or mining equipmen t, is employed, is itself the result of 
previous labour, and can, therefore, be given a labour-hour 
equivalent for the purposes of this argument. But it may be 
more acceptable to the reader to speak of .. a given quantity 
of labour-and-capital" as being required to produce so much 
coal or wheat. This may be called a .. capital-labour" unit, 
or .. unjt" for short, expended to produce such and such a 
result. This does not involve the assumption that methods of 
production are the same in both countries; machinery (i.e. 
capital) may be used more by farmers-or miners-in A than 
in B. What is necessary is to have a conception of a unit 
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quantity of labour, in no matter what form, that does not 
give the same physical output in difierent us~ in different 
countries. 

We can distinguish the following types of difierences in 
terms of production, or, more shortly, difierences in cost-

1. Where each country has an absolute advantage over the 
other in the production of one of the commodities. 

A produces wheat at a lower cost than B can, while B pro
duces coal at a lower cost than A can. 

For illustration, let the position be--
In A, one unit produces z tons of wheat or I ton of coal. 
In B, one unit produces I ton of wheat or z tons of coal. 

That is, in A the effectiveness of the wheat producer is 
twice what it is in B, so costs are one half of what they are 
in B, and the rever"" is true of coal. This case is 'one of abso
lute differences of cost. 

z. Where one country has an advantage over the other in 
the production of one commodity. 

In A, one unit produces z tons of wheat or I ton of coal. 
In B, one unit produces z tons of wheat or z tons of coal. 

Here, costs in each country are the same in wheat produc
tion, but lower in B as regards coal. 

3. Where one country has an advantage over the other in 
the production of both commodities. 

In A, one unit produces z tons of wheat or I ton of coal. 
In B, one unit produces 3 tons of wheat or 3 tons of coal. 

Here there are comparatively lower costs in the production 
of coal in B, though the country is superior to A in both 
branches of production. 

Another case of the same type is where the advantage 
which one country has over the other is of the same degree 
in the case of each commodity. For example, if B produced 
3 tons of wheat or I i tens of coal per unit, the effecti¥eness 
of labour in B would be 50 per cent greater than that in A 
in both employments. In such a case, where the difierences 
in cost are equal in each branch of production, exchange will 
not take place. Such uniform all-round superiority is what we 
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are least likely to find in any actual situations. The variety 
of natural resources and of phases of economic development, 
not to mention racial peculiarities and such historical episodes 
as Britain's temporary world-leadership in industrialization, 
makes comparative differences in costs (including our second 
and third cases) the most usual state of affairs. 

The gain that accrues to each country when they enter 
into trade, in the various cases set out above, can be shown 
if we compare the cost to A and B of obtaining coal and 
wheat without exchange, with the cost when exchange is 
freely carried out, everything else remaining unaltered. The 
result will measure the .. saving," so to speak, to the con
sumers resident in the two countries, a saving the amount 
of which, on the basis of the figures as to costs of production 
already used, will be determined according to assumed con
ditions. These may be summarized thus-

(i) There is free trade, or rather, unrestricted barter, be
tween the two countries, costs of transport being eliminated 
in order not to complicate the sum. 

(ti) Production is supposed to be carried on under condi
tions of .. constant costs." This expression means that the 
cost per unit of product is the same, no matter what the 
volume of production; 60 million tons of coal raised in B, 
for instance, cost the same per ton as would 120 millions 
or 30 millions. It will be perceived that this is only another 
assumption made in order to allow a first statement of our 
problem to be worked out simply; it does not require us to 
argue that in any instance in the real world coal or wheat 
or anything else must be produced under conditions of constant 
cost. The differences between the results obtained on our 
assumption and those that are likely to be obtained under 
conditions more common in actuality will be suggested later. 

(iii) Demand is assumed to be unaltered in the new situa
tion, so that all that A might have . produced for herself is 
supposed to be imported from B, .in exchange for what B 
might have produced for herself, now raised in A. This allows 
the benefits derived from foreign trade to be shown as a simple 
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saving to consumers of the imported goods, who are also 
pIoducers of the exported goods .. They get as much as before 
with less labour, and the picture can be completed by the 
reader's imagining if he likes that the populations of A and 
B decide that they prefer more leisure to more goods. 

Where A is the cheaper pIoducer of wheat, and B of 
coal, it is obvious that, assuming that A can produce sufficient 
wheat, and B sufficient coal, for both, each by concentrating 
on the commodity which it can produce more cheaply W\ll 
get both commodities at a lower cost than if they adopted a 
policy of self-sufficient isolation. But what gain precisely will 
accrue to each? 

For illustration, suppose A to consume annually 50 million 
tons of wheat and 30 million tons of coal, while B requires 
40 million tons of wheat and 60 million tons of coal. Suppose, 
fqRher, that each has sufficient resources to produce these 
amounts, and also could produce more of one commodity if 
capital and labour actually taken up by the production of 
the other commodity could be diverted to the first (e.g. if 
some of the capital and labour used in A to produce coal 
could be put into wheat-growing, more wheat could be raised
there is no lack of suitable land). 

If, then, A and B are entirely cut off from one another, 
the cost to A of supplying her needs in wheat and coal is 
(in capital-labour units), ¥ + ¥ = 55 million units. 

The cost to B similarly is ¥ + ¥ = 70 million units. 
Or, from another point of view, the whole body of consumers 

of wheat in both countries must expend 65 million units; 
the consumers of coal 60 million units. 

Let the two countries be opened to one another, and con
sumers of coal in A discover that they are paying more for 
it than are consumers in B; while the inhabitants of B dis
cover that wheat is cheaper in A than in their own country. 
(It must be borne in mind that the .. cost" that is .. paid" 
for these commodities means the expenditure of labour re
quired to obtain a given quantity. There is no advantage, , 
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at this stage, in translating this into money tenns. That is 
done later.) If wheat-producers in A supply wheat to B on 
the same tenns as they are already placing it on the home 
market, cost of transport being ignored, and mine-owners 
similarly send coal to A, there will be a demand in each 
country for the imported product up to the limit of con
sumption. 

The outcome of the trade relations between the two coun
tries will be, therefore, that A produces all the wheat required 
by both, and B all the coal; the exports of wheat from A 
are, in effect, bartered against the exports of coal from B. 
Consumers of coal in A get the 30 million tons they require 
in exchange for 40 million tons of wheat, to produce which 
has cost them 20 million units. Consumers of wheat in B 
get the 40 millions of tons at a cost of 15 million units. The 
cost to A of her requirements in respect of both commodities 
is 45 million units, a saving of 10 million units; the cost to 
B of her requirements is equally 45 million units, representing 
a saving of 25 million units. 

Comparing the position of consumers in the area A-B with 
their former one, we note that now wheat and coal each cost 
45 million units to produce, in the required amounts, a fall 
of 20 million units in the case of wheat, of 15 million units 
in the case of coal. 

Where B is superior to A in the production of both 
wheat and coal, it may not be so obvious that it is to B's 
advantage to concentrate on the production of coal, in which 
it has the greater advantage. Nevertheless, this can be shown 
to be true, on the same lines as before. 

Suppose the needs of each country to be the same as in 
the first example, then before exchange takes place, A's 
requirements will be satisfied by home production at the same 
expenditure as before, but B's will demand, with the figures 
given above, 'the expenditure of only ~ + ¥ = 331 million 
units. Now, if trade is opened between the two countries, 
it is 'c\early the case that coal will be produced at a lower 
cost if B supplies the 90 million tons consumed by the whole 
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area A-B. Only 30 million units will have to be expended 
to raise this output, as against the 50 millions previously 
expended. The 30 million tons imported and consumed in 
A will be obtained in exchange for wheat (since by our 
hypotheses A has nothing else to offer, and no other employ
ment to which may be diverted the resources no longer re
quired to raise coal). The 40 million tons of wheat consumed 
in B are a fraction of the wheat raised in A. and has meant 
an expenditure of 20 million units. In other words. A obtains 
in exchange a quantity of coal that, had it been produced 
at home, would have cost 30 million units, for 20 million 
units-a saving of 10 millions. 

The position in B is that 40 million tons of wheat have 
been obtained for coal that cost 10 million units to raise. 
The same quantity of wheat could have been pro.duced in 
B ouly at an expenditure of 131 million units-there is thus 
a saving of 31 million units enjoyed by B. 

abe factor that determines the course of international trade, 
i.e. what goods are exported and what imported by any 
country, under conditions such as those of our imaginary 
cases, is then the relation between the costs of production 
of commodities. It is the goods which can be produced """'" 
cheaply by one country as compared with another, which will 
be those on which that country will tend to specialize. Since 
economic resources are not infinite, it pays best to produce 
commodities in which the advantage held is greatest (or the 
disadvantage least), and to buy with the surplus over home 
needs what might have been produced at home, but which 
is imported from those foreign countries which find such 
production profitable. If a country does not itself consume 
what it can produce at great advantage, this surplus may 
be practically the Whole of the output, as was the case until 
recently with the Indian jute trade. 

[

Since what is true of any nation must be true of all taken 
together, the world at large must benefit from a development 
of international trade. The effect of a universal concentration 
of all communities on whatever may be the work for which 
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they are best fitted, is an international" division of labour," 
an international specialization which can result only in a 
more economical production of all commodities. 

The full benefits of such an order of things need not be 
limited merely to the "savings" such as are calculated to 
accrue to A and B in our illustrations. The qualifications 
that the cases worked out above must undergo before they 
can be related to real life can be brie1ly indicated by re
ferring once more to our assumptions. 

The first was the existence of a Free Trade regime. The 
alteration in the outcome due to any taxation of imports 
by A or B must be considered separately. Here it is only 
necessary to remark that in general the levying of a duty 
on a commodity may be expected to raise the cost of it to 
consumers, and this will reduce the benefit calculated to arise 
in our examples. 

As to production at constant costs, it need hardly be said 
that cases in the actual world are hard to find. The two 
other classes of conditions generally distinguished by econ
omists-and regarded as of greater practical importance-are 
those of U diminishing U and H increasing" costs. It cannot 
be argued here whether any thorough-going and definitive 
classification of economic activities under these three heads 
can be made. All that is important in this connection is to 
admit that a change in the volume of production may be ac
companied by a change in the cost of producing a unit of the 
product. If a rise in the volume of output is accompanied 
by a fall in the cost of production per unit of output (i.e. a less 
than proportionate rise in the total cost of production), the 
industry is said to be operating on diminishing costs, or to be 
one of "increasing returns." If the reverse is true, it is said 
to be a case of increasing costs, or "diminishing returns." 

The importance of this in the case of commodities entering 
into international trade is obvious. The two selected for our 
examples-wheat and coal-are among those products which 
in old countries are considered to be under conditions of in
creasing cost. If, as a result of the opening of trade relations 
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between the two countries, wheat growing becomes confined 
to A and the cost of production as a consequence rises (be
cause if more wheat is to be produced the expense of the 
whole crop increases more than in proportion), the benefits 
derived by A and B will be correspondiogly reduced. As there 
is always being made an attempt to find the most economical 
terms of production, this will tend to qualify the result 
that we obtained from arguing on a constant-costs basis; 
we might, in practice, find that the effect of the opening of 
trade was that while A grew more wheat than before, and 
exported some to B, the latter country did not import all 
that she consumed, but raised a certain amount at home. 
On the other hand, manufactured articles are considered to 
be produced unqer conditions of diminishing cost, and if the 
commodities exchanged are, say, motor-cars and cotton piece
goods, the gain will be greater than is indicated in our imag
inary cases. And neither agriculture nor mining is believed 
to be carried on subject to increasing costs in all circumstances. 

No precise working-out of the gains actually derived by 
anyone country from international trade is, of course, pos
sible; the sum is too complicated, and what is more, we do 
not know the magnitudes of many of the factors involved. 
But it may sometimes be of interest to discuss the probable 
benefit to be obtained from the development of a new source 
of trade, and then it is essential to bear in mind the conditions 
just outlined. 

Lastly, with regard to demand, it must be remembered that 
in actual conditions demand for goods is variable, and that any 
alteration in their cost almost always means an alteration in 
the amount consumed. A rise in the cost of a commodity 
to the consumer usually means a reduction in the quantity 
he will take, other things equal, and a fall in cost an increase. 

We have, therefore, to consider the way in which the de
marid on the part of countries for each other's products will 
govern the terms on which international exchanges are carried 
on, in order to discover how the terms ruling at any given 
time are fixed, and how they may alter. 
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3. The Terms of International Trade. 
Still thlnking in terms not of money but of quantities of 

goods exchanged, we have to show how a particular trnde 
position, e.g. in the dealing in wheat and coal between A 
and B, is determined. I!Jril.l~ b~t9...~!!!pl()Y_ih~p!Jrase 
"barter tet'!Il~ QJ.!t:~~::~iIl.Jhlu<!!!'!.t&iQn .. s!!>ce it stresSes 
tiieia~t- that we ale stilltrea..!IDg.9i...siInplified cases of inter
nation'l!J:iJlil~~-iitiie -iiart~ terms of tradealter, it mean~ 
thatQ;,e country is receiving a different quantity of imported 
goods in exchange for a given quantity of its own exports, 
than it did before, and an increase in the amount received 
represents an improvement, a decrease a worsening, of the 
terms tin which that country trndes. 
A~ the machinery of our international bartering, we may 

imagine that merchants place A's goods on their malket in 
B, and from the proceeds_ of their sale obtain certain quan
tities of B's goods which they malket in A, on terms that 
will give them as good a return on commodities exported 
as if they had sold them at home. These merchants will form 
an idea of the different quantities of A's goods that it is worth 
while to offer for specific quantities of B's goods. If only 
a small amount of B's goods were available, for instance, 
they might command a IaIge quantity of A's goods, whereas 
double that amount wonld fetch only one-and-a-haIf times 
the quantity of goods previously offered by A. In other words, 
merchants will form an idea of the probable demand of 
A consumers for different quantities of B's goods, this demand 
being expressed by the vatying amounts of A's goods obtain
able in exchange for the vatying imports from B. And those 
looking at the trnde position from the other side would equally 
estimate the demand of B for A's goods. 

It is convenient to draw up for each country an imaginaty 
schedule of the quantities which it would offer to obtain 

1 This is the phrase used by Professor F. W. Taussig; see Iffl#ruliOtlld 
Trade. p. 9. A somewhat colourless alternative is that used by Professor 
Marshall: "rates of intercbange"; see Mouy. Crill". au CQflltfleru. 
p. ]61. 
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certain quantities of the other's goods, in terms of any appro
priate measure, such as tons or boshe1s or yards, according 
to whatever the goods are supposed to be. This can be done by 
taking certain quantities of goods imported by a country, and 
setting against them the quantities of home-produced goods 
offered in exchange, i.e. exported. The larger the quantity of 
B's goods available in A, the smaller the quantity of A's goods 
that will be offered for a given amount of B's; or in other words, 
an increase in A's imports will, other things equal, represent 
a cheapening of the imported goods in terms of her own. For 
example, such figures as the following might show A's schedule, 
so far as they go (the table can be extended on the same lines) ; 
starting with a small quantity of B's goods availabw., and 
increasing it by arbitrary amounts, we might have-,- . .-

.: . 
1. Qu .... tity of 2. Quantities 3. Barter terms: 4. A's valuation 

of A goods in 
B~fot of A goods. B goods to A terms of B whic A offers in 000'8 goods per 100 goods per unit 

20,000 100 '0 ·'0 
80,000 '00 40 .40 

165,000 300 5S ·55 
292,000 400 73 ·73 
450 ,000 500 go .go 

This table is to be read thus: If only 20,000 (tons or boshe1s, 
or whatever it may be) of B's goods are available, A is willing 
to give 100,000 of her own for them; if the quantity should 
be inCIeased to 80,000, A will offer 200,000. Looking at the 
position from another angle, if B's goods, which formerly were 
obtainable in A at the rate of 73 of B's goods per 100 of A's 
goods (or their equivalent), should now be placed on the 
market at the rate of 55 of B's goods per 100 of A's, the con
sumption will fall off. At the former rate, merchants could 
dispose of 292,000 of B's goods in A; at the current rate only. 
165,000 can be marketed. This reflects the nature of A's 
demand for B's goods; it responds sharply to an alteration 

s-(.19s) 
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in their cost, increasing when the cost falls, diminishing when 
the cost rises. Demand of such a character is termed" elastic," 
and the elasticity of demand is a matter of degree. The 
demand for some products may alter very little one way or 
the other with relatively large alterations in their price. This 
is generally the case with the necessaries of life, especially 
foodstuffs; their consumption does not alter markedly in 
correspondence to price changes, and the demand is said to 
he "inelastic." Our tahle suggests that B's goods do not 
come within the category of necessaries for A; as we have 
ima,gmed the position, it is clearly not the case that con
sumers must have B's goods at almost any cost, while, on 
the other hand, a reduction in cost (= a rise in the figures 
of columns 3 and 4 of the table) will raise the quantity taken 
byA. 

Similarly, B's trading schedule might he set out as-

I. Quantity of 2. Quantities 3. Barter terms: 4. B's valuation 
of A goods in A goods for of B goods, A goods to B terms of B which B offers in 000'8 goods, per 100 goods. per unit 

25,000 100 2S 4'00 
9O,OOD 200 4S ''22 

186,000 300 62 1·61 
30 4.000 400 76 1°31 
4 1b.OOO SOO 82 1'22 

This represents a demand of different character, and of 
slightly higher elasticity. So far as these figures go, the 
demand of B for A's goods is not so intense as A's demand 
for B's goods; that is, B consumers would go without imports 
rather than pay the price demanded, a little more readily 
than would consumers in A. 

Attention is directed to column 4-which might just as 
well have shown the value of B goods in terms of A goods. 
It is clear that sooner or later a point will he reached at 
Which the two countries will . agree, so to speak. in their 
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mutual valuation of goods. At this point, exchange will take 
place, for, from the point of view of each side demand and 
supply will equate; that is to say, just that quantity of the 
other country's goods that each country wants will in fact 
be obtained by that quantity of its own exports that represents 
the barter terms wbich make the trade worth wbile. It would 
be more accurate to say that the two countries' demands 
for one another's goods equate, since A's demand for a given 
amount of B's exports is what A will give of her own goods 
in exchange-B's supply. 

This equilibrium of demands is a stable one, as long as 
the trading schedules of the two countries remain unaltered, 
for if more than the quantity of B's goods required by the 
equation were offered on A's market, a larger quantity than 
before will have to be given to secure a given amount of A's 
goods. The returns to merchants from their trading abroad 
will thus be reduced, and this will bring about a dinJinution 
in the volume of B's exports. The fall in the supply of B's 
goods to A would continue until their value in terms of A's 
goods was once more such that normal returns were to be 
gained by merchants. And the same is true of any change
increase or decrease-in the supply of A's goods to B. 

To sum up, it is the comparative costs at wbichgoods are pro
duced that determines what shall enter into international trade, 
and it is the trading schedules, representing the intensities of 
the demands of the two nations for one another's goods, wbich 
determine the terms on wbich these goods will exchange. 



CHAPTER II 

THE CONDmONS OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE 

(I) Tlm m ... ban;sm of intematiODal settlements--(.) IntematiODal ex
change in monetary terms-(3) Services and in_ent in inter
national trade. 

1. The" Mechanism of International Settlements. 
IT is now necessary to take a step that will bring us nearer 
to the everyday world, and to express some of our illustrations 
in monetary terms. This is not to come closer to reality; 
on the contrary, the realities of international trade are what 
we get in the form of gOOdsancrservrceS;"".fwhat we b;.V; 
~o Sive .!or then;.; -These Considerations ale revealed hy the 
line of algument that has been attempted above. When we 
put it in terms of money, we are coming nearer to the appear
ances with which everybody is familiar, closer to the returns 
of imports and exports by value which is what most people 
have in mind when thinking of a countIy's trade position. 

While the part played by money in everyday transactions 
within a countIy is, in general, well understood, the mechanism 
of payment in foreign trade is not so familiar to the average 
person, and it will, therefore, be appropriate to describe the 
elements of the method of international settlement. What 
follows is an account of payment for imports, but it must 
be remembered that there are other transactions than mer
chandise dealings which have to be settled between nations. 
These .. investment" transactions, as they may be called, will 
be discussed later; here it is necessary to say only that, as 
they involve the transfer of funds from one countIy to another, 
just as payment fO! goods does, they make use of the same 
mechanism and have a similar effect. 

To a consumer in a local malket there is no difference so 
far as the method of payment is concerned between home
produced and foreign-produced goods; both sorts will be ... 
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priced in. his local CUITency. But the meIchant who brings 
those goods to the market has to settle· with the produceIS 
in difieIent CUITencies, according to their origin-he will pay 
for the home-produced goods in the same money as the con
sumeI pays him, wheIeas he must pay for the foreign goods 
in the currency which their produCe! needs, that is (almost 
always) in the CUITency of the country whence the goods 
WeIe exported. Or, what is, in effect, the same thing, he 
must give the producer means of obtaining a ceItain quantity 
of his own CUITency, in exchange for his goods. oWhen a 
meIchant comes to pay for the goods he has imported, theIe
fore, he seeks something that will give command OVeI the 
currency of the foreigneI to whom he owes a debt, a debt 
which is the price of the goods. He buys this command OVeI, 
or right to, a certain quantity of the foreign CUITency in a 
foreign centre with his own CUITenCY-Qlld so is finally in 
the same position as if the goods were produced at home. 
In otheI word", he conveIts some of his local currency into 
the required foreign CUITency. and with this discharges his 
debt. 

The process of conveIsion of one currency into anotheI is 
really a purchase of a ceItain quantity of one currency with 
one's own, or, more exactly, the purchase of a right to a 
ceItain quantity of foreign CUITency, payable in the appro
priate centre. This right geneIally takes the form eitheI of 
a credit instrument or of a balance at a bank (which might 
be called simply "a credit" unrepresented by an "instru
ment "). The sort of credit instrument used is a bill of ex
change, or a bankeI's draft, or a cheque; a credit placed at 
a peIson' .. disposal is provided by telegraphic transfeI. A 
purchase by an importeI of South AmeIican hides in London 
of that numbeI of Argentine pesos which is their price, for 
example, involves his getting command OVeI that amount of 
currency in Buenos Aires; he advises the exporteI that the 
money is at his disposal, and when it is taken up, the debt 
is settled. Tbe English importeI has, eitheI directly or, 
more probably, through the agency of his bank, enteIed the 
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market for pesos-the foreign exchange market--<lS a buyer. 
Incidentally, he is a seller of sterling, and as snch is at the 
same time snpplying somebody with a means of settling a 
debt in England. 

The malket for foreign exchange, which is constituted by 
those who deal in different currencies, in any financial centre, 
is therefore one in which currencies--or rights to certain 
quantities of varioas currencies---ue ofteIed for one another. 
From the point of view of an Englishman, London is a foreign 
exchange malket in which other curr~cies--francs, malks, 
do11aIs, and so on-.:an be got for sterling; from the point 
of view of an American banker, London (like New York) is 
a centre where sterling, francs, etc., can be got for dollars. 
Usually, anyone concerned with foreign currencies thinks of 
the local foreign exchange market. as a place where he can 
buy another currency with his own, and the price-quotation 
for that foreign currency is given as so many units to a unit 
of the local currency; thus, in London, the prevailing .. rates 
of exchange" ale quoted at so many do11aIs or francs to a l 
sterling. 1 But, a purchase ot do11aIs is a sale of sterling, and 
the cost (in shillings and pence) of obtaining one dollar woald 
mean the same thing. 

Since paying for inlports involves the purchase of foreign 
currencies (and equally the sale of local currency) on the 
foreign exchange malket, the conditions ruling in the market, 
and the resalting malket-price, or exchange rate, of the cur
rency he wants to buy ale of inlmediate interest to a merchant . 
.. EveIy transaction in commerce is an independent transac
tion," I and so eveIy inlporter settles his debts independently. 
He enters the malket as a buyer of do11aIs, say, a seller of 
sterling, not knowing how many other people at that moment 
are competing with him, or what quantity of do11aIs is avaii
able at the price he is prepaIed to pay. If on that day there 
are being offered for sterling relatively iaIge quantities of 

1 This is Dot true of all the London quotations; a few are given the 
other way-the sterling price of the foreign unit. e.g. the rupee. tho 
yen. The method used. is largely a conventiolL 

I Ricanlo, op. cU., Chapter VI. 
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dollars, then he will get the dollars he wants to settle his debt 
cheaply, i.e. the market quotation of dollars and cents to 
the £ will show that a larger amount of that CWTency can 
be obtained for sterling than ordinarily. "High rates are for 
us, low rates against us" is the rule that sums up the position 
so far as any centre is concerned where (as in London) the 
majority of CWTencies are quoted at so much per unit of 
local CWTency. 

In short, payment for a certain amount of imports by ValU~ 
will mean a difierent" outlay in local CWTency, according to 
the fluctuations in the rate of exchange. The day-to-day 
alterations of a particular rate of exchange (the dollar, franc, \ 
or other rate) are caused by the changing supply-demand! 
position; at one time there are more payments, or transfers ~ 
of funds for investment purposes, to be made from A to B ( 
than from B to A, and the price of B's currency in A's financial, 
centre rises, at other times the position is reversed and B's', 
currency is cheap. But, in the case of gold standard currencies, ' 
the fluctuations are limited. -' 

A gold standard system is one under which the monetary 
unit of a country (e.g. the £, the mark) has a fixed,' determinate 
value in gold; that is, a certain quantity of gold can be 
obtained in exchange for it, usually at the Central Bank. 
The gold values of the units of the two gold standard coun
tries can be compared directly, and on the basis of this com
parison we can establish a parity-"Mint (or gold) Par"
between the units. This is, so to speak, their legal, official, 
relation to one another. Their market relation, the foreign 
exchange quotation, may show at some times that the value 
of B's CWTency in terms of A's is higher than this parity, 
or vice versa. 1 Suppose that the cost in A of obtaining a 
credit in B (a banker's draft, or whatever it might be, for so 
many units of B's currency) is rising, so that more of A's 
currency has to be given for B' s than is required by the mint 

1 Any extract from a table of foreign exchange rates will illustrate 
this: London Exchange Rates, 31St July, 1931. on Brussels (Par. 
35 Belgas per £) 34-80 - ·81; on Paris. (Par, 124"21 Francs per £) 
123.89 - '91. 
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parity, the question arises: Will it not be worth while for an 
importer in A to convert his money into gold, pay the c:ost 
of shipping it to B, there to turn it into B's currency at the 
official rate? It wiU be worth while, obviously, if the whole 
c:ost to him ofdoil1g~~ano'" him to settle his debt more 
Cheaply-tlWi by ·purcl.a.sini from his banker a credit at the 
runDg fate iifexcli3iige.- But, in so far as any use is made 
of1liiS~power toobtliin gold for local currency, and export it, 
the procedure will, by diverting a demand from the foreign 
exchange market, bring exchange rates down, or keep them 
within the limits imposed by the c:ost of moving gold. The 
limit above which the rate cannot rise without producing such 
a movement is A's .. export specie (or gold) point"; since 
the same considerations apply to all countries, there is a rate 
at which A may expect to receive gold, and this will constitute 
B's export specie point. 

To sum up, limits are set to exchange fluctuations by the 
possibility of getting gold for a l.,-cal currency, and sending 
it abroad. Consideration of the reactions of such a develop
ment on the price-level and trade may be postponed for a 
moment. All that need be emphasized here is, that if it is 
possible to pay a foreign debt by using gold, that method 
will be adopted whenever it is the cheapest way of settling 
the debt. No large movement of gold is under ordinary con
ditions required to correct foreign exchange rates, i.e. to bring 
them within the specie points; but a considerable flow of 
gold in one direction may persist if there are long-continued 
withdrawals from a particu1ar centre of balances held there 
formerly by foreigners. This will go on when other than 
commercial factors are at work; when, on account of political 
developments, foreigners want to repatriate funds they had 
deposited in a centre, for example, an4 they bring about in 
that market an abnormal selling of local currency, an abnormal 
demand for their own currencies, forcing and keeping their 
values up. But this is clearly a matter outside the scope of 
a discussion of international trade. 
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2. International Exchange in Monetary Terms. 
If we are to restate the examples already worked out, it 

will be necessary further to define our conditions. For the 
sake of simplicity, suppose that the two countries, A and B, 
are both on the gold standard, so that gold will flow freely 
from either to the other whenever the trade position between 
them requires it. Looking at the question now from the point 
of view at which we are concerned with nations as units, 
not-as in the preceding section-with individuals, we may 
say that this will occur if over any period the gold vaIue of 
A's exports to B differs from the gold value of B's exports 
to A (cost of transport still being ignored). If what A imports 
exceeds in value what she exports, then such quantity of 
gold as will make up the difference must be sent from A to 
B. This balances the trade account in respect of that period, 
but it sets in train developments affecting the trading of the 
two countries. To be .. on the gold standard" means, we have 
said, that the value of a unit of currency is fixed and kept 
invariable in terms of gold. The arrangement for effecting 
this under a simple gold standard regime is that the currency 
shall be made to vary in volume according to movements 
of gold into and out of the country, or, in other words, that 
its volume is related, by legislative provision, to the quantity 
of gold held in the country, which means, in practice, to-day. 
in the vaults of the Central Bank. A gold outflow means a 
reduction in the volume of currency in circulation, which 
(other things equal) means a fall in the price-level.1 The price
movement extends into the field of wages with a rapidity that 
in practice depends upon the organization of industry, the 
strength of trade unionism, the effect of legal provisions 
relating to the workers, and similar factors. Here we will make 

1 This assumes the validity of what is knOWll as .. the Quantity 
Theory of Money," This, as it works out in gold standard conditions, 
is dealt with more fully later. in the section on the In1luence of Monetary 
Factors on Trade. A certain amount of repetition on this subject is 
inevitable. if we are not to introduce it at every step of an argument 
concerned,in the first place, with a rather di1ferent matter. The reader 
who would prefer to take nothing for granted can tum to the later 
section before going on with this. 
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the furtheI assumption that wages and prices vary directly 
with alteIations in the volume of currency, and as a result of 
gold movements. 

With these assumptions in mind, let us rewrite our examples 
to compare the prices of commodities produced in A and B 
on the same teImS as before. 

(I) ABsOLUTE DIFFERENCES IN COST. Let the level of 
wages in A and B be the same, i.e. an hour's labour can be 
obtained for-<>r commands-the same quantity of gold. 

Then, if one unit represents so much labour as earns £1 
(taking this to be worth a certain fixed quantity of gold), 
the prices at which wheat and coal can be put on their home 
markets, the .. domestic supply prices" are-

In A: Wheat, lOS. pel ton; C01'l, 2OS. pel ton. 
In B: Wheat, 2OS. pel ton; coal, lOS. pel ton. 

The comparison of the supply prices at once explains why, if 
trade begins between A and B, the 1jrst country produces all the 
wheat, the second all the coal. This conclusion is, of course, 
identical with the one already reached; but the translation of 
the case into monetary teImS suggests furtheI re1Iections. 

The level of wages in A could be ciiffeIent flom that in B, 
and trade would still take place, though not with the same re
sults as under the formeI conditions. For example, if wages 
in A were 50 pel cent higher than those in B, the domestic 
supply prices would compare thus-

In A: Wheat, ISS. pel ton; coal, 30s. pel ton. 
In B: Wheat, zos. pel ton; coal, lOS. pel ton. 

SinIi1arly, if wages in B WeIe the higher; say 36s. pel unit 
as compared with Z09. in A, exchange would be mutually 
profitable, for the prices would he-

In A: Wheat, lOS. pel ton; coal, 2OS. pel ton. 
"In B: Wheat, 36s. pel ton; coal, ISs. pel ton. 

The ligures of the ciiffeIent cases, in o~e of which A's supply 
price of wheat approaches B's, while in the otheI B's supply 
price of coal approaches A's, indicate the limits imposed on 
such wage-ciiffeIentiation. The real effectiveness of labour in 
each country is, in respect of the commodity it produces, at 
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an advantage, twice that of the labour in the oth~ country. 
Therefore, if wages in A are twice those in B, or higher, no 
wheat will move between the two countries, and if A imports 
any coal from B, it must be paid for in gold; just as if wages 
in B are twice those in A, only wheat will move. 

(2) CoMPARATIVE DIFFERENCES IN COST. It is obvious that 
equal wages in A and B would make it impossible for A to 
compete with B in the production of either wheat or coal. 
A fortiori a higher level of wages in A would make competitive 
production impossible, and therefore could not be maintained. 
When the position is that wages in B are as much higher 
than A's wages as before, we have these supply prices-

In A: Wheat, lOS. per ton; coal, 20S. per ton. 
In B: Wheat, 125. per ton, coal, 125. per ton. 

(This example uses the figures as to production given in the 
third case discussed in Chapter I, and the figures as to wages 
given in the last case of absolute differences in cost just treated.) 

The exclusive production and export of wheat by A, of 
coal by B, is thus profitable to both. It would be so if wages 
in B were still higher. Twice as high as those in A they 
would give a supply price of wheat and coal in B of 13S. 4d. 
per ton, and so on. Again, the extent to which the level of 
wages in B can be maintained above that in A is limited by 
the extent of B's superior effectiveness in production. There 
is thus clearly no singularity in a situation where one country 
with a higher level of wages than another can export goods 
which undersell the cheap-labour product in its home market; 
better industrial organization, special natural advantages, or 
greater skill-all of which mean higher earnings-make the 
supply price of the goods lower than that ruling in the low
wage country.l 

Continuing our restatement in monetary terms of the 
I The very high level of wages in the United States is often attributed 

to their high tariff. It must be remembered, however. that there are 
several European countries with tariffs as high, or nearly as high. 
in which the general level of wages has always ruled lower than that 
which obtains in England. and much lower than that of the States. 
The import:a;,Dt thing is the eftectiveness of labour. therefore. not the 
protection of • tarilI wall. 
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illustrations already given, let us trace how gold movements 
and price changes, resulting from the necessity to settle a 
trade balance, themselves alter in consequence the relations 
between two trading countries. 

To use the same figures as before, let us suppose that the 
trade between A and B, when the latter country has the 
already assumed comparative advantage, and a level of wages 
"[00 per cent above A's, is--

A exports 40 million tons of wheat at yos. a ton 
= £20 million. 

B exports 30 miIIion tons of coal at IJS. 4d. a ton 
= £20 million. 

Here there is an all-round equilibrium; imports and exports 
balance, no gold moves (i.e. no gold moves on balance for 
the period for which the above quantities are returned), and 
the wage levels will he steady. " 

Now, suppose that A's demand for coal increases, and that 
at the price of I3S. 4d. a ton A calls for 36 million tons instead 
of 30 millions. This quantity costs £24 millions and, with 
B taking no more wheat and everything else unchanged, there 
is a balance against A of £4 millions, i.e. the value of her 
imports for a period exceeds that of her exports by that 
amount. Gold moves from A to B to make up the difference. 
What are the reactions? 

The outflow of gold from A will bring prices down under 
our assumed conditions as surely as it will raise them in B." 
The extent of the change is not necessarily the same in both 
countries. If A has a smaller stock of gold than B. and their 
currencies are managed in the same way, the transfer of any 
quantity of gold must have a more considerable effect on the 
former than on the latter country. Let us make the not un
reasonable supposition that A's loss ~ gold brings prices and 
wages down by 10 per cent, while the same amount gained 
by B raises prices and wages there by only S per cent. 

Then the figures are-
In A, the new supply price of wheat is 98. per ton; of 

coal, 18s. per ton. 
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In B, the new supply price of wheat is I¥. per ton; 
of coal, I¥. per ton. 

The 'cost of one unit in A now being I8s. (reduced from £1), 
in B now 42S. (raised from £2.) 

But A's increased demand for coal was at the former (lower) 
price, and will tend to fall. On the other hand, wheat is 
cheaper than before from B's point of view, and the consump
tion will tend to rise. In the period governed, SO to speak, by 
the new supply prices, we shall therefore have A's inIports 
declining and exports rising, until a position is reached in 
which there is once more an equation of the value of A's 
exports to B with that of B's exports to A. For just as 
long as this equation is not obtained are there set into opera
tion the correcting factors of a movement of gold and an 
alteration of price levels. 

The final equation will depend upon the elasticities of 
demand of each of the two countries for the other's product. 
Not to make our illustration unnecessarily elaborate, let US 

suppose that fina11y-
A exports 49 million tons of wheat at 9s. a ton 

= £22,050 ,000. 

B exports 31'5 million tons of coal at I¥. a ton 
= £22,050 ,000. 

Equilibrium is reached, and gold will cease to Bow. 
The barter terms of trade have obviously moved in B's 

. favour, since 49 million tons of wheat for 31'5 million tons 
of coal is a better bargain than 40 million tons of wheat for 
30 million tons of coal. If the former equation of 4 wheat 
to 3 coal be expressed as 100, then the new purchasing power 
of coal over wheat is u6'6, representing a rise of one-sixth·. 
(from B's point of view). This is the outcome of what the . 
hypothesis inIpIi.-that the intensity of A's demand for B's 
products is greater than that of B's for A's. Their demand 
schedules are different, and it is this that determines their 
relative bargaining power. Until there is a further alteration 
in demand schedules, such as was represented by the initial 
increase of A's demand for coal at the old price, the terms now 
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established will remain the basis of exchange between the 
two countries. 

3. Services and Investment in International Trade. 
A. SERVICES. (x) Trallsporl. So far all our discussion has 

related to physical commodities that are measured and re
turned in official trade statistics. This is justified by our 
exclusion of transport as a factor in the situation. Ai; long 
as it is not necessary to consider what is involved in shifting 
goods from A to B, we can compare the domestic sdpply 
prices of these goods directly, as if to produce them was to 
place them immediately upon their foreign market. But, in 
practice, international trade means the c:anying of goods, often 
considerable distances, by land or Sea, and this carriage must 
be paid for, and the payment is an element in a countIy's 
trade position. 

It is simplest to begin by considering overseas trade, such 
as the foreign trade of England exclusively is. If wheat is 
brought from the Argentine by a vessel owned by a United 
States line, the freight charged for its transportation will be 
paid in the first place by the Argentine exporter to the Ameri
can shipping company. It will enter into the price at which 
the wheat is sold in England, and so will ultimately be paid 
by the English consumer. The freight earned is an addition 
to the purchasing power of the inhabitants of the United 
States, taking them as a group, as a .. nation" according to 
our definition. The addition is just the same as the addition 
that would be made if Virginian tobacco or Louisiana cotton 
had been sold to English buyers, to the same amount in money. 
It gives the United States as a nation the means of obtaining 
so much more of what other countries have to sell as that 
amount will buy; they can spend it on English manufactures or 
Jamaican bananas or Chilean nitrates or whatever they want. 

Yet, this serVice-the provision of ocean transportation
will not figure in the trade returns of the United States, as 
do exports of tobacco or cotton. It is an export of value-
otherwise it would not be paid for-the proceeds of which 
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can be used to acquire commodities or to command another 
country's services; but it is not included in the recorded 
total of United States exports. "Invisible" in the sense that 
physical commodities, the money-values of which comprise 
that total, are "visible," the purchasing power that accrues 
to the United States on account of shipping services rendered 
to other countries is thus not exactly known. It can, however, 
be estimated fairly closely. 

The information we have to go upon for this purpose is 
represented by the imparl trade statistics of the countries 
concerned. In general, the value stated for goods entering 
a country includes the cost of caniage and of insurance, is 
the "c.i.f." (cost, insurance, freight) value of the goods. This 
is their cost to the importer, and is the :figure below which 
he will not ordinarily dispose of the goods. The value stated 
for goods leaving a country is, in general, the figure at which 
the exporter values them as they are shipped; it is the "f.o.b." 
(free on board) value of the goods. The result is that an 
identical consignment of goods will be returned in the trade 
statistics of the exporting country at a lower figure than that 
given in the statistics of the importing country; and the value 
of the world's exports is, therefore, appreciably lower than 
the value of the world's imports. Assuming no alteration in 
the course or volume of trade, a difference between one year 
and another in this respect would represent an alteration in 
transport and insurance charges; a continued fall in ocean 
freight rates, for example, would reduce the margin between 
world import and export:figures. (Incidentally, it might alter 
the apparent positions of the principal importing nations of 
the world relative to one another, without the volume or 
nature of their imports changing in the least.) Such a fall 
in freight rates means a shrinkage in the invisible exports 
of a nation that is an ocean carrier for others, a shrinkage that 
lessens its purchasing power over the products of other coun
tries. On the basis of ocean freight rate changes, taking into 
account also any change in the total volume of world trade 
and in the way in which it is shared out among the competing 
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mercantile :fleets, can be estimated the improvement or other
wise, year by year, of a country's position under this head. 

If it is important to take shipping services into account 
in attempting to determine the true trade position of a country 
like the United States, it is vital to do so when we consider 
Great Britain, where these and similar services play a much 
greater part. British-owned vessels caITYing goods for the 
nationals of other countries are a source of income to this 
country as a trading concern. Out of these earnings can be 
purchased commodities or other services; that is to say, 
against this invisible export can be offset imports visible or 
invisible. 

(2) InstWance and Finance. Services secondary to that of 
. transport are those of insurance and finance. Marine insur
ance of ships and goods has been an important feature of 
England's commercial development for more than a hundred 
years, and with the expansion of our overseas· trade has 
developed a great and profitable business known the world 
over as .. Lloyds." Dealings in goods must be financed, and 
the international commercial instrument used for that pur
pose, the bill of exchange, requires a market. Such a market 
is provided by London, that is to say, by the specialized 
dealers in bills of exchange whose business is mostly carried 
on in the square mile of the City. In so far as this market is 
used by nationals of other countries who buy or sell bills 
in London, its organization and conduct is a service rendered 
to them for which they pay the charges of the English bill
broker or discount house. 

Shipping has thus brought insurance in its train, and then 
finance. Both have developed a variety of subsidiary activi
ties, less directly related to ocean transport. The insurance 
business of London to-day is of every type; the financial 
business consists not only in the discounting of bills, but in 
other services which can be provided only in a higbly-developed 
centre where funds are usually abundant and cheap, and there 
is a wealth of experience in international dealing. London 
discount and accepting houses, the London Stock Exchange, 
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and London banks represent an organization of facilities for 
dealing in money and in securities which is not yet to be found 
in any other centre. Since it is generally possible to get 
business done more expeditiously or cheaply in London than 
elsewhere, peISOns and institutions (such as banks or govern
ments) with financial business to transact will resort to London 
rather than to other places. The commissions or profits earned 
by the London firms in this work are yet another class of 
.. invisible export. U 1 

It may be observed that the place in which the services 
are rendered and consumed is of no importance. Transport 
is being provided and used continuously over the period and 
distance of the journey which the goods transported have 
to travel. Securities sold by a stockbroker in London on 
behalf of a client in Berlin represent a service done, in return 
for which England has a c\aim on German goods and services, 
if those are wanted, or on the goods or services of some other 
country for which Germany ultimately foots the bill. English 
people seeing and hearing American films are in that way 
accepting sett1ement for American indebtedness on account 
of British goods or past loans. People holiday-making abroad 
are consuming foreign goods and services and pleasures gener
ally, in exchange for which they transfer purchasing power 
to the hotel-keepers and others whose livelihood they are. 
So Switzerland can buy English cloth with winter sports, and 
convert Alpine views and dangers into coal or motor..:ars. 
Remittances to or from abroad equally affect the real trade 
position of a country, and, in some cases, of which Italy and 
Ireland are typical, these may amount to a considerable sum. 
Emigrants from such countries who send home part of their 
earnings in that way place purchasing power at the disposal 

1 It must be remembered that this side of London's business is 
peculiarly liable to be advenoely alIected by liDaDcial and cUlTellCY 
developments web as occurred during the summer and autumn of 
1931. If funds cease to be cheap and abundant in London, 01' less so 
than in. e.g. New York, or if foreign confidence in the security and 
competence of London as a financial organization declines. this source 
of income may diminish (as did in fact occur, fallowing 00. the suspension 
of the gold standard). 

4-(21911 
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of their relatives, and this spent on foreign products ·will 
raise the imports (visible or otherwise) of the country con
cerned. The reality of the situation is that the country exports 
man-power instead of utilizing it within its own frontiers 
(perhaps because its population is above the level employable 
by native resources and organization), and it is in exchange 
for this that it obtains what it requires. 

B. INVESTMENT. Up to the nineteenth century, the analysis 
of international trade, so far as it has been carried in the last 
few pages, would have offered a practically complete explana
tion of the factors determining a country's trade position. 
Before that time, lending to foreigners, while not unknown, 
was a comparatively infrequent 'UIldertaking on anybody's 
part, and rarely assumed significant proportions. But, indus
trialization brought first England, and later the other great 
European countries, an expansion of income which was only 
partly absorbed by a general rise in the standard of living, 
i.e. by current consumption. Yearby year there was a surplus 
which constituted the savings of the nation, and these were 
presently lent abroad. They went into the issues of foreign 
governmental loans, or into commercial undertakings, as the 
opening-up of the New World and the recovery of Europe 
after the Napoleonic Wars provided a demand for them. Some 
of these investments were merely speculative, and turned out 
dead losses; but most gave a return sufficiently secure and 
sufficiently high to compete with the home demand for British 
savings. The distribution of the funds of a nation between 
home and foreign investment, and between long and short 
period investment in each case, will depend ultimately (if 
investors are left to pursue their own interests according to 
their own ideas) on the attractiveness of the different types 
to the investor. This" attractiveness" is a composite quality, 
involving such considerations as the net yield expected from 
the investment (that is, as the average net yield over a 
term of years in the case of a security not bearing a fixed 
rate of return) ; the prospect of the full capital value, or more,. 
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being obtainable in the future on realization, or of redemption 
at that value, and the facilities available for dealing in that 
security. An issue of bonds or stock, to be redeemed at par 
at a date neither too distant nor too near, by a public auth
ority whose credit is good, and the issues of which will, there
fore, be readily bought should the original investors want to 
dispose of them, will be able to secure all the money required, 
in normal times, at a rate of interest below that ruling on 
ordinary industrial investments. So it came about in the 
nineteenth century that England, in addition to developing 
her own railway system, supplied the capital for the con
struction of railways in India, in the Argentine, in Canada, 
in the United States; lent money to most of the governments 
of the world, and financed municipal undertakings of every 
kind abroad as well as at home. The fact that England was 
so early in the field, and the large scale on which she lent, 
powerfully contributed towards the pre-eminence of London 
in finance to which reference was made in the preceding 
section. As other nations began to overtake her, England 
ceased to be the sole international investor; France and 
Holland became important competitors within a somewhat 
restricted field, and by the end of the nineteenth century, the 
United States and Germany, formerly borrowing nations, had 
entered the realm of international finance. But the years 
during which England had been lending largely and steadily 
had placed her far ahead of her rivals at that time. 

The in1Iuence of such investment on a nation's trade position 
may be considered in two respects: the effect of the actual 
making of a particular investment, and the effect of the 
investment for the duration of its term. 

When an investment, whatever it may be, is made, the 
immediate result is to place a definite amount of purchasing 
power at the disposal of the borrowing country. A South 
American city raising a loan in London in order to start a 
tramway undertaking receives so much money from a number 
of persons domiciled in England. This will be spent on build
ing and equipping the tramway system-on rails, rolling stock, 
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and the necessary labour. The rails and rolling stock may be 
bought in England, the labour will probably be native labour. 
Just so much of the amount raised as is laid out on foreign goods 
will go to swell the total of visible imports of the South Ameri
can country concerned; it will also go to swell the visible exports 
of the country or countries in which the equipment is bought. 

The immediate direct effect of one country's lending to 
another is, therefore. an increase in the imports of the borrow
ing country, a corresponding increase in the exports of the rest 
of the world. It used to be the practice that the borrowing 
country spent the loan where it was raised; in the early days of 
British overseas investment this was generally the case because 
only British industry could supply the manufactures that the 
borrowing countries needed. Sometimes a certain amount of 
pressure was brought to bear upon the borrowers by the 
lenders, and, in the case of countries which were economically 
and politically weak, this might even involve them in loss by 
depriving them of opportunity to buy in their best markets. 
For example, of the foreign loans raised in England in 1824-5, 
Professor Andreades says: "As regards these loans •.• it may 
also be remarked that, at any rate in the case of the Greek 
loans. only a small part of the sums paid in reached their 
intended destination in the hands of the Greek Government. 
The remainder was frittered away in the form of orders insisted 
on by the banking firms which undertook the issue. Thus, 
the Greeks were forced to buy certain frigates which were 
never able to reach Gibraltar, and some firearms which ex
ploded as soon as they were used." 1 This has not been un
known even in recent times. Professor Taussig observes: a 
"It was the undisguised policy of the governments in both 
countries (pre-war France and Germany), and of the financial 
promoters and institutions which were in close touch with 
the governments, to arrange the terms of foreign loans in 
such a way that the borrowers should spend the entire proceeds 
in France or Germany. Virtually, the same sort of thing 

I Andreades, Hmory of lite Bank 0/ Englatld, p. 250, note. 
I Taussig, 0/1. cil. Chapter XU. 
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appeared in the huge loans which were made from the United 
States to the Allies during the Great War itself; tho here, 
• • • the conditions were qnite exceptional, and the conse
quences unnsnal. It appeared again, and und ... circmnstances 
not so exceptional, in the American loans of the post-war 
years." 

Some investments are for a definite term only; most loans 
raised by governments and monicipalities, and most deben
tures issned by commercial concerns, are of this ord.... The 
repayment of the Principal at ·the end of the period has exactly 
the opposite effect, of course, to that caused by the making 
of the loan. It is the debtor country now which has to place 
an amount of pnrchasing power at the disposal of the creditor 
country, and if the latter takes it out in goods, its visible 
imports will rise. 

While the loan is outstan~, for so long as there may 
be earned a return, in the case of a dividend-bearing commer
cial investment-periodic payments of interest or dividends 
must be made by the debtor country to the creditor, i.e. to 
the holders of the bonds, saip, stock, or shares certificates 
that are the legal documentary evidence of the right to receive 
such payments. The effect on trade is still essentially the 
same; the natinnaIs of another country now have at their 
disposal a claim on (pUTChasing power over) the goods and 
services of the bOiioWds or of producers in other countries 
who will be paid by these claims on the debtor country
to the extent of the amount of the half-yearly or yearly in
terest or dividend, whatever it may be. OccasionaIIy, a loan 
may be repaid in instalments, and this means during that 
the term for which it has been borrowed, the periodic payments 
will be Iarger than are reqnired by the interest terms alone; 
but at the end of the period, the principal will have been 
completely paid off, so that the possibly objectionable neces
sity of having to make a single Iarge payment is avoided. 

During the early days of a new country's development, 
when an its resowces are still to be exploited, and abundant 
supplies of capital are its great need, it is probable that it 
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will continue to raise loans abroad for many years, so that 
throughout this stage it will be paying interest or dividends 
on funds already borrowed, and borrowing fresh funds. At 
the outset, the amoWlt borrowed in anyone year is likely 
to exceed the interest due on the total of previously contracted 
debts, and this will certainly be the case if borrowing is main
tained at a steady or rising level. As long as this is the case, 
the value of imports which represents the new borrowing will 
exceed that of the exports which represent interest payments 
in respect of the old investment (assuming for the sake of 
simplicity that both are converted into commodities).1 

But, sooner or later, the accumulated debt must amoWlt 
to many times the sum that is borrowed for any single year, 
and the interest due ou it ultimately exceed a single year's 
fresh borrowings--if ouly because the lending COWltry is Wl
likely to go on making advances to an ever-increasing extent, 
even if it could. Then the position is reversed, the debtor 
COWltry has on balance to place purchasing power -at the dis
posal of the creditor COWltry. If the latter chooses to take 
what is due to it in the form of goods from its debtor, the 
visible imports of the investing COWltry rise, just as do the 
visible exports of the other-for these imports and exports 
are the two sides of the same transaction. 

The ac~al instances in the world of to-day of all these 
developments are well known. The pre-eminent position of 
Great Britain as a lending and investing COWltry has already 
been indicated. "New" COWltries all the world over are in
debted to British thrift and enterprise for the capital with 
which railways and harbours have been built, lands irrigated, 
municipal Wldertakings financed. The history of these 

I Some countries borrowed _y ~caIly to meet in_ or 
redemptiOll charges 011 existing debt, m fact, instead of making pr0-
vision for these charges out of income. Canada and Australia 8JJ1OD3' 
our DominiODS &Ie tc<aIDpl.. of this practice, probably encouraged 
by the exceptional borrowing facilities enjoyed UDder the Colonial Stock 
Acts, which gave them admissiOD to the popular categor)' of trustee 
securities. But the day of reckooing caanot be postponed mdefioite1y. 
however acceptable this policy may be to the bouoh ... and the later 
it oomes. the sharper it is likely to be, as the Australiao crisis of 1930 
showed. 
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countries. of which the British Dominions. the United States. 
and the South American republics are the chief. can be summar
ized broadly on these lines: Large imports of capital for some 
years. temporarily slackening when the country has absorbed 
all that it requires for the time being. at its then stage of 
economic development; during that time an excess of imports 
over exports on investment account (an "import balance"). 
A period when interest and dividend payments grow up to 
and exceed the level of new borrowing; exports on investment 
account exceed imports. Repayment of loans on term. or 
acquisition of investments hy nationals. so that the country. 
now sufficiently developed to finance itself. ceases to be 
dependent on its former creditor; an export balance on invest
ment account. which will dwindle as the payments to be 
made as either capital or interest decrease. Lastly. an excess 
of home savings over home demand for capital turns investors 
to the foreign market to seek for employment for their funds; 
the erstwhile borrowing country becomes a lending country. 
and there is once more a growing export balance on invest
ment account. this time of a different nature. Of the countries 
mentioned above. so far only the United States has reached the 
last stage. 

The lending country itself. it will be noticed. will pass 
through two stages. so far as each of its debtors is concerned. 
The first is that when its career is just beginning'; there is no 
interest coIning in yet. or the interest is only that due on 
the lending of a short time. and the amount of fresh investment 
done in a year will much exceed what is received. There 
is an export balance. therefore. on investment account. Pre
sently. that particular foreign demand for capital will slacken. 
while the interest and dividends receivable on investments 
to date will amount to a total exceeding that of the new lending 
of each year. The creditor will now have an import balance 
on investment account. This development is inevitable. though 
its actual effect on the trade position of the countries concerned 
may be concealed if the lending country makes it a practice 
-as Great Britain has done for many years-to reinvest 
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almost automatically part or all of the returns from past 
inveStments. The result is the same as if the income were 
received and then lent out in a series of new, independent 
transactions, so far as the capital position goes ; but the figures 
of both imports and exports of this country are lower than 
they otherwise would be, to the extent that these invested 
interest-sums would have been represented by goods. 



CHAPTER III 

THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 

(I) THB balance of ttade and the balance of payments-{2) Great 
Britain's balance of payments-(3) The influence of monetary 
conditions of trade. 

1. The Balance of Trade and the Balance of 
Payments. 

We are now able to fonn an idea of what may be the items 
to be taken into account in estimating a country's trade 
position. 

The first step is, of course, to look at the recorded imports 
and exports, which show the movement of goods into and out 
of the country. As returns are at present compiled, the vaIue 
~!JmJ>Qrts illgu!ie.! th~st of ,,!r~..3'~r.!...~d ~sur,,;c~ji!.e 
goods, the valu~ ofexp~rts does rIOt. If, therefore, we had 
only to consider goods and the services necessarily provided 
in trading in them, a difierence between a country's imports 
and exports would represent a balance that, so far as it was 
not discharged by the net cost of transport, would have to 
be settled in gold. A country that took goods to a value above 
that of its exports would export gold until an adjustment 
of the position was reached along the lines already worked 
out. Such a position is called Clunfavourable" or "adverse/' 
in terms that we inherit from the mercantiIist school of thought 
that held sway in England up to the middle of the eighteenth 
century, and on the Continent and in America well into the 
nineteenth-if, indeed, it does not linger on in a more sophisti
cated guise to-day. 

Mercantilism was a politico-economic doctrine that possibly 
fitted seventeenth and eighteenth century conditions in Europe 
fairly well. It was during that time broadly true that-as 
we started by considering--commodities and ocean freight 
charges were the only factors that had to be considered in 
the trading position of England, for example. If England 
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bought from abroad more than she sold, taking shipping ser
vices into account, she would pay for the excess of imports 
with gold and silver, or "treasure," as it was generally termed. 
A loss of treasure meant, usually, a reduction in the country's 
supply of currency, i.e. of coin, and this would have caused 
a serious inconvenience in days when there was no developed 
banking system, quite apart from the weakening of the" sinews 
of war" that was an ever-present consideration in the minds 
of statesmen. It was only natural, therefore, that it should 
have been the declared end of the policy of every state to 
increase exports relative to imports, and in any event, to 
obviate or" check any tendency for specie to leave the country. 
As one of the most important of the seventeenth century 
writers on economic topics, Sir William Petty,' put it: "The 
great and ultimate Effect of Trade is not Wealth at large, 
but particularly Abundance of Silver, Gold, and Jewels, which 
are not perishable, nor so mutable as other Commodities, but 
are Wealth at all Times, and in all Places: Whereas Abundance 
of Wine, Com, Fowls, Flesh, etc., are Riches but hie and _, 
so as the raising of such commodities, and the following of 
such Trade, which does store the Country with Gold, Silver, 
Jewels, etc., is profitable before others. But the Labour of 
Seamen, and Freight of Ships, is always of the Nature of an 
exported Commodity, the Overplus whereof, above what is 
imported, brings homll Money, etc." The error of mercantilism 
comes out clearly in this passage. "Abundance of Silver, 
Gold, and Jewels" are, in fact, only wealth when and where 
they are accepted in exchange for "Wine, Com, Fowls, Flesh, 
etc."; since they were generally accepted, they represented 
(as gold still does) a convenient form of purchasing power. 
Despite Sir William Petty, the "great and ultimate Effect 
of Trade" is the enjoyment of goods and services, and, if 
any country had ever succeeded in realizing the mercantilist 
ideal of a large export trade with no imports except of treasure, 
it would have discovered that it was, in reality, no better 
off; it would have achieved only a raising of the price-level. 

1 PolilK," Ari'h .... 'K~ (1690), Chapter I. 
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The mercantilist ideal was never realized; even in the seven
teenth centwy, settlements arising out of foreign trade were 
largely offset through the use of the bill of exchange, and 
comparatively small transfers of bullion on balance had to 
be made between countries over any appreciable period. The 
mistaken-'!ttempt§.!,f:Europea!l. g9YerJ!11lents. t~c~_th,,=t 
objective resulted ~.in_.!J.1.~!.. res~ctio!'.. !,!SOIm:J!erc'L~ 
trenchantly exposed and det!oun~J>y Adam_S.ll)itP in aooJt 
IV"01 Ths weauli qfNations~ 

Nevertheless, an excess of imports over exports is still called 
"unfavourable," even though it may not be associated with 
a net outflow of gold. If it is associated with such an outward 
gold movement, the reactions on the country with the un
favourable balance, which may be assumed to be on the gold 
standard, are of the kind already discussed. But, in what 
circumstances is this loss of gold likely to occur? 

The account given in the preceding sections of the various 
elements, other than goods, which are produced and consumed 
by trading countries, suggests the answer. It is only when 
an excess of imports of merchandise over exports is not offset 
(i.e. paid for) by services rendered by or investment-income 
due to the country concerned, that there is any need to settle 
this balance with gold. To use the accepted term, it is when 
the "balance of payments" is against a country that there 
will be a net outflow of gold. The" balance of payments" is 
here used in distinction from the "balance of trade," to signify 
the difference between the gold-values of all imports and all 
exports, visible and invisible. The balance of trade is the 
difference between the recorded values of all physical com
modities comiug into a country through the Customs, and 
all physical commodities goiug out, and can be exactly stated. 
But the balance of payments cannot be exactly stated under 
present conditions, since the magoitude of the items, and in 
a few cases possibly even their existence in a country's trading 
account, is a matter of conjecture. However, in general, the side 
of the account on which the balance falls can be inferred with 
some certainty, and its size estimated sufficiently accurately 
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to enable us to say that a country with a pennanent un
favourable balance of trade may have (in any particular 
year) a considerable favourable balance of payments, or that 
a country with a marked export surplus of goods is one with 
a heavy balance of payments against it, a balance which, in 
fact, the export surplus is offsetting. 
f When an adverse balance of payments (or unfavourable 

/ ,eat trade position, as it might be called) does exist, then, 
to reeeat, th':!~tan~loss of g()ld_~ 1"''W~_l'Iice!; at home, 
raise them aoroad, and this movement will restrict inIportation 
by the gold-losing country (since foreign products are becoming 
more expensive). SinIi1arly, its own products will be less ex
pensive and so more attractive to foreigners, and its exports 
will rise in amount, until the balance ceases to exist and gold 
to move. It will be remembered that we are not to assume 
that these changes in price-levels at home and abroad are of 
the same degree; home prices will fall more or less than foreign 
prices rise, according to the inIportance in the different mone
tary systems of the amount of gold that is transferred. Carry
ing this reflection a stage further, we may observe that a 
country which had a comparatively small gold stock as the 
basis of its monetary system, and a large adverse balance to 
settle, might not find it possible to export a sufficient quantity 
of gold to pay for its inIport surplus, without radically modify
ing its currency arrangements. To prevent a movement of 
gold required by the trade position is to abrogate one of the 
fundamental conditions of the gold standard system; on the 
other hand, to lose most or all of the gold reserve which the 
normal operation of the system requires, is to be forced off 
the gold standard equally. This dilemma is, in essence, that 
which faced Great Britain in September, 1931, when it appar
ently became a question either of England's abandoning the 
gold standard or of gold abandoning England. In the circum
stances, no choice but what was actually made could have 
been expected; the gold standard was suspended by relieving 
the Bank of England of the requirement inIposed by the 
Gold Standard Act, 1925, to give gold for sterling on fixed 
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terms, i.e. at a fixed price (the" Mint Price" of {.3 x7s. xold. 
per standard ounce troy). Gold, therefore, did not continue 
~o leave the country as it must otherwise have done, in view 
of the trade position. ' 

We must add to the services of transport and finance which 
arise in connection with current trading, investment factors 
which do not necessarily so arise. Under this heading must 
be included: (x) Current international borrowing and!ending_ 
I.or both long and s~ort peI104ii:\2) intereSt and dividends 
receivable and payable, and repayments of loans. To discover 
the real, as distinct from the apparent, trade position of a 
country for any period, then, we must make up an account 
from all these items, or from so many as enter into the position 
of the particular country we are concerned with-

9n the credit side, representing the country's claims on 
the rest of the world (= its purchasing power)-
x. Merchandise exported. 
2. Gold exported. 
3. Transport charges made. 
4. Insurance, banking, etc., business done. 
5. Visitors' (tourists') expenditure, and emigrants' remit

tances home. 
6. Interest on old investments abroad, and principal of old 

investments repaid. 
7. New borrowing from abroad. 

gn the debit side (= its use of its purchasing power)
x. Merchandise imported. 
2. Gold imported. 
3. Transport charges incurred. 
4. Insurance, etc., business required. 
5. Nationals' expenditure abroad, and immigrants' remit

tances home. 
6. Interest and dividends payable to foreigners, and old 

loans repaid. ' 
7. New investment abroad. 
With regard to the above, it may be remarked that not 

all the seven items will appear on each side of the account 
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of every country. The young nations of the world will be 
borrowers, but not lenders; backward countries of the East 
will earn nothing from banking and financial services, and 
there are- some territories which have no significant amonnt 
of immigration or emigration, or holiday traffic. On the other 
hand, some countries do present most or all of the featnres 
set out above; Great Britain, for example, the premier in
vesting country, is also, as an international banker, a debtor 
in respect of short-term liabilities. 

To sum up: An adverse merchandise balance persisting for 
any appreciable time implies that other items (numbers 3 to 
6 of our statement) are offsetting the excess of imports. To 
the extent that they do not, there must be a net ontftow 
of gold. The established trade balance of a country indicates 
the stage of its economic development, a permanent excess 
of merchandise exports revealing a debtor country, financed 
by foreign investment, a permanent excess of merchandise 
imports a creditor conntry, investing abroad. A final qua1ifica
tion must be made before leaving this topic. The visible trade 
balance to which in practice our attention is confined is one 
which relates to a short period; it is the difference between 
the values of recorded imports and exports for, e.g. a quarter, 
or a year. It may occnr that a visI"b1e balance for a particolar 
year is not exactly offset by an invisible balance, e.g. an 
adverse trade balance by net invisible exports. In the case 
of the United Kingdom, the Board of Trade estimates of our 
position have shown for most of the post-war years up to 
x93x an excess of all exports-visible plus invisl"ble-ovcs all 
imports. The actual size of this .. real favourable" balance 
is not precisely determinable, of course, since the figures used 
in its calculation are to a large extent, estimates. The fact 
of its existence in normal times can hardly be disputed, how
ever, since it is just what is available for--QDd ordinarily 
used as-iurther investment. It is what England can lend 
abroad withont having to keep consumption below cmrent 
production, i.e. without making the sacrifice required for fresh 
saving. If the real balance is nnfavourable, it means that 
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the reverse position obtains; consumption must be reduced 
relative to production in order to maintain foreign investment. 
A long-continued adverse real balance, therefore, would mean 
that a country was "living on its capital"; it would represent 
.a reduction, by rea1ization, of former investments abroad, 
the proceeds being spent on imports. Such a positive reduction 
occurred during the Great War, under somewhat different 
conditions from those implied in what has just been said; 
securities in American undertakings, such as railways, held 
by British investors were, in effect transferred to Americans 
in exchange for foodstuffs and munitions. Whatever the 
situation, however, no perfect balancing off by calendar 
periods, one side against another, of a nation's account occurs. 
Yet, it is nevertheless, true that, in the long ,un,_ all imports 
must be offset by all exports, and that in the short run of a few 
years a nation may find that a policy of buying more than it is 
selling abroad will seriously affect its general trade position. 

2. Great Britain'8 Balance of Payments, 1926-31. 
The account given in the preceding section of the items 

which may determine the trading position of a country was a 
general one, and therefore dealt with everything arising out 
of normal commercial transactions, without reference to the 
question as to whether any single country's position included 
all the items. In fact, the balance of payments of Great 
Britain is believed always to include the different constituents 
which have been discussed, and since the War it has been 
necessary -to take receipts and expenditure on government 
account overseas into consideration as well. These represent 
a heading which does not appear in the summary of the credit 
and debit sides of a country's account on page 54, being omitted 
because they are not regarded as normal commercial transac
tions. Nevertheless, when they occur they must be taken into 
account, since such receipts are part of the nation's purchasing 
power over the products of the rest of the world, and such 
expenses are part of the foreign claims of a particular period 
which the nation has to meet. As will be seen when the actual 
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figures are examined, this is a variable and comparatively 
unimportant item. The principal headings, so far as Great 
Britain is concerned, are merchandise imports and exports, 
income from shipping services, from insurance and banking 
business, and from overseas investments. 

The sources from which information on these heads is 
drawn are: articles published in the Boa,d of T,atle Journal, 
and the table showing the import and export of gold bullion 
and coin on pages 372-3 of the 73Id Statistical Abst,ad for the 
U"itetl Kingilom (Cmd. 3465); two papers by Sir Robert 
Kindersley in the Eoonomic Journal, for permission to quote 
from which I have to thank the Editor; and a series of articles 
in the Economist, reference to which is also made by permission 
of the Editor. The conclusions reached are tabulated below, 
but to appreciate the value of the figures it is necessary to 
know how they are obtained, and how far they ~ be con
sidered as close approximations to the true position. 

In the spring of every year there is published in the Board 
of T,atle Journal an article on the "Balance of Trade" for 
the preceding year. This gives the visible or merchandise 
balance, which invariably reveals a large excess of imports 
over exports, and then discosses the invisible items, the 
amounts of which are estimated in the light of the information 
available for that year. If the total of invisl"le exports, so 
estimated, exceeds the adverse visible balance (which is exactly 
known, of course), then there is presumed to be a favourable 
balance of payments on current account which is available 
for fresh investment abroad. (This does not mean that British 
overseas investment in anyone year is dependent on the "real 
favourable" balance for that year, it must be remembered; 
but it represents a net national income which may be used by 
the individuals who are the ultimate recipients in subscrihing 
towards foreign and Dominion loans and capital issues.) The 
degree to which this balance corresponds to the actual position 
will obviously depend on the error in the estimates as to the 
net national shipping income, investment income, and so on. 
Each article makes comparison between the year under review 
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and the two years immediately preceding, so that the article 
on 1931 also gives figures for 1930 and 1929. It is thus possible 
for the estimates for each year to be revised in two subsequent 
articles, and it has so far been necessary in every case to alter 
figures already given, in the light of later information. While 
we may, therefore, accept the Board of Trade statement with 
some confidence so far as it relates to the last year but two, 
and earlier periods, the necessity for constant and considerable 
revision makes it difficult to put complete faith in the estimates 
for the last complete period. On the other hand, if we are 
prepared to allow a liberal margin of error in the individual 
items (perhaps as much as 10 per cent above or below the 
figure actually given), we sha11 get a broad impression of the 
present situation not likely to require serious qualification. 

We must now consider briefly the transactions included 
under the various headings, and the bases on which the 
estimates .ire made. 

GoVERNMENT TRANSACTIONS are constituted by receipts and 
payments in respect of loans between governments (not in 
respect of any dealings between governments and private 
persons, which are included in .. Overseas Investments "), 
Reparations, and Indian .. Home Charges," i.e. sums remitted 
to persons resident in England by the Government of India 
on account of such items as pensions payable to former Indian 
civil servants. Receipts and payments on account of the 
overseas work and establishments of British Government 
departments are also included. 

NET NATIONAL SHIPPING INCOME represents the earnings of 
British shipping in the carriage of passengers and goods, less 
the expenses of British ships abroad (purchase of stores in 
overseas ports; dues and tolls, etc.), plus the expenses of foreign 
shipping in British ports. This figure stands for the income 
from shipping to the nation as a whole, not the profit; a given 
year, indeed, might show larger earnings than those of a pre
vious year but smaller profits, if the cost of operating our 
mercantile marine had increased more than the volume of 
traffic, or more than freights had risen. 

s-(U39) 
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The Board of Trade calculations as to shipping are based 
on the movements of freight rates during the year; the figures 
for passengers carried in British vessels; and the estimated 
utilization of the total tonnage available during the year, i.e. 
the amount of shipping tonn.:ge laid up, and the proportion 
of the tonnage afloat that represents the actual cargo-c:a.nyjng, 
or paying load, of the ships. The last factor is the one about 
which there is the least reliability; but in spite of this the Board 
of Trade appears to be fairly satisfied with the estimate ob
tained, and no significant revision of the figures from year to 
year is usual. 

NET INCOME FROM OvERSEAS INVESTMENTS is the ~gest 
single invisible item in recent years, and also, unfortunately, 
the one in respect of which the official estinIates are least 
satisfactory. The problems that arise in this connection are: 
the determination of the actual amount of investments in 
undertakings carried on overseas, and of loans to foreign and 
Dominion governments, held by residents in Great Britain, 
and the actual income received from these capital holdings in 
any period. The amount of British holding of foreign and 
Dominion government and corporation stocks can be estimated 
fairly closely, it is believed; and this class of securities always 
bears fixed interest, so that the income derived from this 
source can be calculated as accurately as the estimation of 
the capital held allows. But in the case of investments in 
companies operating abroad, holdings (except of debentures) 
will be of securities yielding a fluctuating return in the form 
"f dividends, and here both elements of the sum are subject 
to an appreciable degree of error. 

In 1930 and 1931 Sir Robert Kindersley published two 
articles in the EC01fOmic Journal', which gave t1i.e results of an 
investigation into British overseas investments and the income 
therefrom in 1928 and 1929; there also appeared in the 
EC01fOmist" in the autumn of 1930 three articles on "British 

I ECMUnftic JOtWnal. Juno, 1930, No. IS8, Vol. XL, and September, 
1931, No. 163. Vol. XLf . . 

• EcOftomm. 18th and asth October. and 1St November, 1930. 
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Capital Abroad," which presented the outcome of an inquiry 
on similar lines. The author of the Economist articles accepted 
Sir R. Kindersley's figures as to British holdings of Dominion 
and foreign government and cQrporation stocks, which gave 
a total in round numbers of £I,400 millions. To this must 
be added the holdings in Dominion and foreign companies, 
estimated at £I,OOO millions, and the holdings in British com
panies operating overseas, estimated at £1,050 millions. These 
estimates are based on inquiries made of some of the companies 
whose shares are officially quoted on the London Stock 
Exchange, and certain others; that for the British holdings in 
companies registered abroad, for example, related to about 
300 companies whose combined share capital represented fm 
I929) 40 per cent of that of the whole group of concerns to 
which the ligures relate. The three headings together give a 
total of £3.450 or, say, £3,500 millions, which agrees very 
closely with Sir R. Kindersley's estimate for I929, and even 
when allowance was made for classes of long-term investment 
not included under any of the above heads, the writer in the 
Eoonomist concluded that £4,000 millions was prohably the 
safest figure to take. This is a smaller total than had generally 
been thought to be correct, since British overseas investments 
were estimated to stand at the same level before the War; and 
since I919 this country has been a considerable exporter of 
capital. Our pre-war investments must, therefore, have been 
depleted more heavily than had been realized, by liquidation 
(especially in the case of American railway securities) to pay 
for war-time purchases, and by loss or depreciation due to 
revolution or inflation after the War-to such an extent, 
indeed, that post-war investment overseas to I930 has only 
sufficed to make up this loss. 

The consequence of these investigations is that it is necessary 
to revise our ideas as to the national income from this source. 
Sir R. Kindersley, writing in the Economic I DUI'fIal for Sep
tember, 193I, gave £212 millions as the income from £30438 
millions of British capital invested overseas in I929, just over 
half of this £212 millions being dividends. To allow for the 
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classes of investment not included in the inquiry, at least {,19 
millions should be added, giving a total income for 1929 of 
{,231 millions. But of this a large fraction represents a variable 
source of income, and so the figure is by no means likely to 
remain about the same level, year after year. .. If in a bad 
year average dividends decline, say, to 3 per cent, then, 
assuming no default in debentures, it is clearly possible for 
our income from overseas investment to fall to as Iowa figure 
as {,140 millions, thus illustrating the extent to which world 
depression may affect our balance of payments through this 
item. Conversely, in a good year this figure may rise to as 
much as £300 millions." 

In the light of these conclusions, the Board of Trade esti
mates for 1930 and preceding years have now been written 
down to the amounts given in the following table. Earlier 
articles (see, for example, the Boa,d oj T,ad< J ... rnal for 27th 
January, 1927) gave the net national income from overseas 
investments as £220 millions in 1924, {,250 millions in 1925, 
and {,270 millions in 1926. The same amount was at first 
estimated for 1927, but subsequently the 1926 and 1927 figures 
were raised to {,285 millions, with the suggestion (see the Board 
oj T,ade J 014mal for 28th February, 1929) that this was 
probably an under-<lStimate for 1928. However, the item 
remaioed at {,2B5 millions for 1927, 1928, and 1929, to be 
reduced to {,270 millions for the last two years on revision in 
1931. At the same time the 1930 income was estimated at 
{,235 millions, owing to the fall in profits of companies affected 
by the decline in the price of raw materials. Finally, the 
revision of the Boa,d oJT,ad< Journal for 18th February, 1932, 
taking into account the results of the investigations already 
referred to, put the income for 1929 at {,250 millions, that for 
1930 at {,220 millions, and that for 1931 at £165 millions. 

SHORT INTEREST AND CoMMISSION represent payments for 
services rendered by British banks, finance houses, under
writers, and others, to residents abroad, as already explained. 
It is a source of revenue that might well be expected to grow 
steadily, if slowly, as the general business of Great Britain 
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expands; more active trade should bring a 1arger volume of 
bills of exchange to London for discount, and foreign lending 
maintamed and increased should mean more work for London 
financial houses handling the issue of bonds, stock, or shares. 
On the other hand, it will equally be affected adverse1y by 
anything tending to reduce general business activity, or the 
amount of savings available for investment abroad, and by 
anything which tends to disturb the confidence of persons 
outside this country in London as an international banking 
centre, a place where funds are sale and which can, therefore, 
be trusted with the management of them. It is on account 
of these considerations that the figure under this head is shown 
in our table to rise gradually to the 192849 level, to fall 
appreciably in 1930-the year which saw the beginnings of 
the world slump-and to fall very sharply in 1931, partly owing 
to the suspension of the gold standard and the events leading 
up to it. 

M!SCEUANEOUS RECEIPTS AND PAYMENTS include emigrants' 
and immigrants' remittances home, sale and purchase of old 
ships, tourists' expenditure, an\l similar items, which are not 
believed to be very large for this country. It is considered 
that receipts exceed payments to an amount which may be 
£15 millions for a normal year; it was reduced to £xo millions 
for 1931 on account of a falling off in the sales of second-hand 
ships to foreigners, and of tourists' expenditure in Great 
Britam. 

It is now possible to review the account as a whole for the 
six years 1926-31, the period opening with the first complete 
year of the new gold standard and closing with the year of its 
suspension. In the Board of Trade survey (18th February, 
1932) there was a novel separation of gold from silver coin 
and bullion. Prior to this the imports and exports of gold and 
silver bullion and specie were given in a single total as additions 
to the merchandise imports and exports, and therefore helped 
to determine the visible trade balance. As it appeared that 
the gold movements of 1931 were not all directly connected 
with normal commercial transactions, those imports and 
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exports were shown separately, and for the purposes of 
comparison this practice was applied retrospectively to x930 
and x!)29. For the sake of completeness, this has been done for 
all the years of the table given here, though it is not suggested 
that the (compaxatively small) net gold movements of x!)26 
to x930 were abnormal in chaxacter as were those of x93x. 

BALANCES 01" CUDITS AND DEBITS IN THE TRANSACTIONS (OTHER 
THAN THE LXMDING AND RBPAYIlBNT OP CAPITAL) BB'l'WElDf 

THE UNITED KINGDOM AND ALL 0rBmt CotJJ(TRIBS 

In million /.'8 

1926 192 7 1928 1929 1930 1931 

Excess of Imports of Mer-
chandise and Silver Bul-
lion and Specie 463 386 353 381 386 4" 

Estimated-
Excess of Govt. Receipts 

from Overseas . . 4 I IS "4 19 16 
Net Naticmal Shipping In-

come. ". 
Net Income from 

120 '40 '30 '30 105 80 

Investments 
Net Receipts from Short 

Interest and C0mmis-

250 250 250 250 220 165 

sions • . . . 60 63 65 65 55 30 
Net Receipts from other 

Sources IS IS IS IS IS 10 

449 469 
Total Credit + cr Debit 

475 484 414 301 

-Balance - 146 +83 + 122 + 103 + 28 -110 

Excess of Exports + 01 
Imports - of Gold Bul-
lion and Specie . -II -3 -6 + IS -5 + 35 

NOTE. Govt. Receipts from Overseas includes some items on loan 
account. Net National Shipping Income includes disbursements by 
foreign ships in British ports. The 1928 figures of Gold Movemeots 
exclude £18·4 millious tIaosfeIIed to France, an amoont of gold pledged 
as security for a previous loan. 

Detailed comment on the above table is unnecessary, but a 
word of warning as to its significance must be reiterated. The 
.. favourable" invisible balance is set off against the .. adverse" 
visible balance, but it must not be forgotten that all the items 
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in the account-imports and exports of merchandise with 
the invisible items-are to some extent interdependent. We 
usually say that our banking and shipping eimings go to 
"pay for" our imports of foodstufis and raw materials; but 
we might equally well say that those services give us a com
mand over the products of other nations which we take out 
in the form of merchandise imports in excess of our exports. 
Again, while current investment is not directly related to the 
net credit balance in our favour, the size of the balance itseH 
is affected by the amount and yield of prior investment 
outstanding. 

The most striking feature of the table is perhaps the high 
degree of stability in the four classes of invisible exports, 
leaviog the comparatively unimportant Net Government 
Receipts out of account, and excluding I93I. The considerable 
variations in the final balance are, therefore, due to the 
variations in the size of the adverse visible balance. An 
examination of our trade returns 1 shows that this is rather 
affected, over this period, by changes in the total value of our 
exports than by changes in the value of imports; the large 
difference between the balances of I9Z6 and I9Z7, for example, 
is to be explaioed chiefly by reference to the rise in -the export 
total from £778.5 millions to £83Z millions, the fall in the cost 
of imports being only £z3 millions. This particular increase is 
presumably due to the recovery in some branches of our export 
trade following the. conclusion of the coal strike of I9z6; a 
small advance for I9Z8 of nearly £IZ millions was not maio
taioed, the I9z9 total beiog a little lower at £839 millions. 

3. The Influence of Monetary Conditions on Trade. 
The stage has now been reached at which it may be useful 

to bring together and to develop the observations already 
made as to the part played by currency affairs in international 
exchange. 

1 See Slatislieal Tab,.., • .wi,., 10 BrilisA ."" F .. eip T.ado ."" 
1""...,try. 1924-30. Part I (Cmd. 3737). from which the statistics in tho 
text are taken. 
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It is clear that the fundamental conditions of international 
trade do not imply any particular currency arrangements, such 
as a gold standard. They have been established in the pre
ceding pages in terms of hours of labour and of quantities 
of products, subsequently translated into monetary terms. 
But this translation, which makes the more detailed analysis 
easier, itself suggests the usefulness of money in this con
nection. It provides us at the very least with a measure of 
what is finally involved, of indebtedness, a measure expressed 
in units which facilitate calculation. If the measure were in 
all cases an unchanging one, there would be nothing more 
to be done than to describe it. As it is not, as a monetary 
unit such as a pound sterling may represent a different amount 
of indebtedness in terms of commodities at one time from what 
it does at another, it is necessary to consider the possible 
effects of such changes. 

(i) THE EsSENTIALS OF A GoLD STANDARD SYSTEM. The 
arrangement adopted by most of the civilized nations of the 
western world, designed to ensure so far as possible that trade 
shall not be affected by fluctuations in the value of money, 
is the gold standard. To repeat, the essential condition of 
the existence of the gold standard is that the unit of account 
employed within a country shall always have a purchasing 
power equal to that of a certain weight of gold of a certain 
fineness. The method used to effect this fixation of the 
unit (the pound sterling, the dollar, the franc, or whatever 
it may be) in relation to gold is not the same in every 
case, though most countries work on substantially the same 
lines. These lines of operation are in accordance with the 
generally-accepted "Quantity TheoI}' of Money," which is, 
briefly, that the purchasing power of a unit of money in any 
community, supposing the supply of purchasable commodities 
remains unchanged, will vary inversely with the total number 
of units there are in circulation. The larger the number of units 
offered for this (supposed fixed) quantity of commodities, the 
less of any or all commodities a single unit will command; 
and 11ic. ""sa. If, therefore, the quantity of commodities 
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offered for purchase were known, and if the number of units 
available for purchasing them could be made what we like, 
the value of a single unit could be fixed at any determinate 
level. In such a case, the general level of prices (taking this 
expression to mean the same as .. the value of money") could 
be fixed by a government at any level it chose, and maintained 
at the selected level, or not, as desired, by appropriate altera
tions of the number of units of currency with which it supplied 
the community. Now the level selected iu the case of a gold 
standard system is one related to gold, and thus the quantity 
of the currency must be varied so as to maintain that rela
tion. The currency must be reduced iu volume when the 
value of a unit of money must be raised iu order to keep it 
at par with gold (i.e. with the definite quantity of gold to the . 
purchasing power of which its own must be equal); it must 
be iucreased iu volume, when its value must siuk with that 
of gold. 

The methods by which this variation of the volume of the 
iuterual currency of a country is secured all iuvolve the limi
tation of the total amount of currency iu circulation by refer
ence to the country's gold stock. It is as true of gold as 
of anythiug else that abundance causes its value to fall, scar
city causes it to rise. If the world's stock of gold is relatively 
more abundant iu one period than another-more abundant, 
that is, taking iuto account the way iu which it is used and 
the supply of commodities offered for it-...1ts value will be 
lower iu the period of abundance. In other words, gold prices 
-the prices commodities fetch iu terms of gold-will be higher. 
A single country on the gold standard will be affected iu 
the same way. If gold is more abundant, and so lower iu 
value iu that country, its currency, which must be kept at 
a fixed value iu terms of gold, must be iucreased iu quantity, 
and so currency prices will be higher. In short, the iuternal 
prices of all gold standard currencies-which will be expressed 
iu different units and may differ iu detail iu their altera
tions-must alter as the world-value of gold does; they 
will rise as relatively iucreasing supplies bring the value 
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of gold down, fall as relatively decreasing supplies raise 
it. 

The way in which this regulation of the volume of local 
currencies is effected, has, so far, involved (a) the free con
veISion of gold and currency into one another on fixed terms, 
(b) the free movement of gold into and out of the country. 
These two provisions are theoretically separable, bnt in pmc
tice, the one is useless without the other. When they are 
both in actual operatiou. it means that anybody who holds 
the local currency of a country, say England, can convert 
it into gold and send that gold ablOad. It will be worth while 
to do so when English prices are at such a level that. when 
the general level of sterling prices is translated into gold. they 
are appreciably above the level of prices in other gold standard 
countries. for example. France. The English gold standard 
system gives a fixed quantity of gold for a definite amount 
of currency; under the Gold Standard Act. z925. the Bank 
of England is required to give a bar of bnllion of appIOximately 
400 oz. tIOy of fine gold for legal tender currency presented to it. 
at the figure equivalent to the price of!3 z7S- zoid per standard 
ounce. As the English standard is H fine. this means that. in 
practice.l.z.7OO is the mininIum quantity of currency for which 
the Bank will convert gold under this clause. A rise in sterling 
prices. theIefore. means a fall in the value of sterling and equally 
of the gold into which it is convertible ou fixed terms--<l fall 
in England which we suppose not to be accompanied by a fall 
elsewhere. H the rise in sterling prices. or fall in the value of 
gold in England. is appreciable.' then it becomes worth while 
to tnm currency into gold instead of into goods. and to transfer 
the gold to wherever it will buy more than in England, 
converted into the appropdate local currency. 

The transference of gold will affect the price sitnation. 
because the ontward gold movement has been set in train 
by the conveISion of currency. which has reduced the volume 

I" APJ>I"CiabJe" bere means: beyond the specie point. determined 
by the cost 01 obiftiDg gold from Eug\aDd to the rogiODS where it bays 
more. 
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outstanding. This reduction in the supply of sterling will 
check any rise in prices that may have been occurring in 
England. or bring prices down. Such a movement will go 
on until the sterling price-level is once more equated to the 
world price-level. that is. until gold buys the same in England 
as abroad. or very nearly. This may not mean a very con
siderable gold outflow and corresponding reduction of the 
volume of local currency. because the gold leaving England 
is going to those other countries where price-levels are 
lower. and these must be affected in the opposite way, 
i.e. their prices will tend to rise. because the addition to their 
gold stocks will ordinarily produce a corresponding increase 
in the volume of their currency. The extent of the effect 
on the countries concerned will largely depend upon (4) the 
total volume of the currency prior to the particular move
ment under consideration. and (b) their currency arrangements. 
and it must not be assumed that a given gold movement 
will produce the same results in no matter what direction 
it moves. 

(il) GoLD STANDARD ARRA~o;;J;;~NTS. At present two sorts 
of cmrency..:controIS-are rep~esented by the different practices 
of gold standard countries. One way of regulating the volume 
of currency put into circulation is to limit it by law to an 
amount not more than so many times the gold reserve of the 
issuing authority. This is more commonly expressed by saying 
that the gold reserve must not be allowed to become less than 
a certain fraction of the total issue of currency. which will 
not, of course. be of gold; two--fifths or 40 per cent is the figure 
laid down by law in the case of the Federal Reserve Banks 
which hold the gold reserve of the circulation of the United 
States. Such a provision is not accompanied by a limitation 
of the maximum amount that may be held. and. in fact. 
the Federal Reserve System has. at times. maintained a re
serve around 70 per cent. The other way is to limit the issue 
of currency by saying that it must equal a fixed quantity 
of securities held by the currency authority plus a fluctuating 
quantity of gold. This is the method established in Great 
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Britain by the Currency and Bank Notes Act, 1928, wheIeby 
it was laid down that the Bank of England must issue notes 
to the extent of {,260 millions 1 plus whatever was the amount 
of the gold reserve it might have at any time. (A gold reserve 
of {,loo millions would, theIefore, give a note issue of 
£360 millions, and so on.) The amount of gold being deter
mined by our imports and exports of the meta1 (which is the 
same thing as saying the Bank's purchases and sales), it is the 
day-to-day inflow and outflow of gold that fix automatically 
the total quantity of currency. But the gold movements them
selves, as we have seen, are set in train by the relation between 
the British and otheI price-levels. 

We must now return to the bearing of these currency matteIS 
on the exchange of goods and servii:es which is inteInationai 
trade. When the gold standaId system is working in the way 
in which we have described, monetary questions will not com
plicate the trade situation, which will be dominated by those 
undeIlying economic factors discussed in ChapteI I. This is 
because the workin,g ?f t!!e gold stan~rd implies an equation 
of price-levels between all gQ1<!csta.u.d;ir.Q.sQ,IlIltries. an~ be;
Ca§e_1tprOvides-::m~~ whereby."!lyd~e fl'om~c~ 
§..equ~!iollcan be correct.,q; that is, it allows any inteIested 
parties to adjust the volumes and so the values of all cur
rencies on the standaId by turning any local currencies into 
gold and by shifting this gold to wheIeveI it will fetch most 
in goods and services. The difference between price-levels has 
only to be enough to COVeI the expense of doing this. UndeI 
an international gold standaId regime, therefore, trade be
tween nations will be deteImined by their comparative costs 
of pIoduction, as according to the geneIai theory. 

(iii) DEPARTURES FROM THE GoLD STANDARD, AND THE 

REACTIONSON'tiADE:" When 'we 'nave any departure from 
gold standaId conditions, howeveI, the position is changed. 
The simplest case is that represented by the history of most 

1 Raised by £Is.ooo.ooo under Treasury sanction, according to the 
provisions of the Act. as from 1St August. 1931. in the first instance 
for a period of three weeks. subsequently extendecl. 
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of the belligerent nations shortly after 1918; the gold standard 
abandoned, and the local currency inflated, that is, increased 
in volume by governments who resort to such a practice as 
a means of balancing budgets. An inflating government is 
rea11y attempting to fill up the deficiency of revenue by creat
ing money to the required extent-by issuing notes that con
stitute the currency, and that are no longer being kept fixed 
at any particular value in terms of gold. Such action, of 
course, raises local prices; the purchasing power over com
modities of each note decreases, the larger the number put 
out by the government (or by the Central Bank). But, at 
least at first, it does not necessarily raise local price to the 
extent that it reduces the value of the currency in terms of 
gold standard currencies. 

The interna1 value may faIl more rapidly or more sIowlythan 
the external (or gold) value, so that we may have a currency 
at one stage of inflation with a foreign exchange value higher 
than its internal value, at another stage with a foreign exchange 
value low., than its internal value. The reasons for these dis
parities are to some extent peculiar to each case, but it may 
be noted here that the external value of a currency can be 
affected to an important extent by dealings in that currency 
by foreigners for other than ordinary trade purposes. If it is 
believed that its value wi11 rise in the future, speculative pur
chases may be made on the foreign exchange markets, and 
these wi11 tend to keep the external value above the level 
corresponding to the internal value; just as speculative sales 
wi11 bring it down. But again, the internal value, or general 
price-level within the inflating country, may not alter directly 
with the increase in currency, because there are a number of 
money charges that cannot be altered precisely in correspon
dence with inflation. In this case, the internal value wi11 be 
higher than the external; and this is the position more usually 
established when a currency has been divorced from its 
nominal standard for some time. 

A given quantity of a currency in such a state wi11 com
mand, for instance;" ten hours' labour within the country. 
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and a certain quantity of gold or of a gold standard currency 
outside of it, which represents less than ten hours' labour in 
a gold standard country. The products of the labour of the 
infiating country will sell on the world market in competition 
with those of the gold standard country, and a given gold 
price of a product will have a higher value (in terms of labour, 
for example) for the infiating than for the other country. 
Or, to put it in another way, if a commodity represents the 
expenditure of ten hours' labour, it can be profitably sold 
by producers in the infiating country for a lower gold price 
in the world market than would be remunerative to its 
competitor, assuming equal industrial efficiency. For so 
long as the situation lasts, therefore, the infiating country 
has an advantage in export markets. It need not be 

o' argued that the same conditions that produce the expansion 
of exports that normally results, will equally tend to restrict 
imports. 

This state of affah"~f a .. bounty on exports," as it is 
usually called-is popularly regarded as a mitigation of the 
evils attendant on infiation, or even as a positive benefit. 
But this is not the whole story. The increased competitive 
power of exporting industries is due to the fact that most 
of their ~xpenses and liabilities have been reduced in terms 
of gold, while those of their competitors have not been. Those 
items that represent internally-payable charges and liabilities 
are a lighter burden, wages and salaries because they are 
rising slowly, pre-in1Iation debts and debt-cbarges, such as 
fixed interest on debentures, because they are not rising at 
all. The exporter's gain is thus his employee's and his credi
tor's loss, and the corresponding reduction in their purchasing 
power will be revealed not only in the falling purchases of 
foreign products, but probably also in a dwindling market 
for the products of non-exporting home industries. 

Secondary results of the situation may be briefly noticed. 
Looked at from the point of view of a country still on the 
gold standard, or even from the point of view of one in which 
the currency is of a higher and more stable value than that 
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of the inflating country, the position is this: a given outlay 
of the gold standard currency, for example dollars, will com
mand a quantity of the inflated currency, for example kronen, 
which buys more commodities if spent in the inflating country 
than would the equivalent dollars spent in the gold standard 
country. We have already seen how this difference may be 
turned into goods. In some cases, the inflating country was 
ecollomically shattered after the War to such an extent that 
it could, however, produce hardly any goods to be bought 
by foreigners; such was the case of Austria for some time 
after the armistice. The holder of dollars could still enjoy 
the advantage given him by the lower external value of kronen, 
if he used it to acquire rights in Austria-property in land, 
for instance-or to avail himself of direct services there, as 
in Viennese hotels. In all the European countries where 
inflation to any considerable extent occurred, there was, in 
consequence, some transference of property to British and 
still more to American hands, and for some time-until the 
difference between the internal and external values of the 
inflated currencies ceased to exist-English and American 
visitors and residents abroad found themselves able to live 
abnormally cheaply. 

We may observe that this condition of things is in its very 
nature temporary, and also that any advantages that might be 
reaped from it may never arise owing to the actions of other 
countries. The second point-the prevention of the currency 
bounty to exports having its natural effect-is a matter dealt 
with later, under the heading of tariff measures to prevent 
what is called .. exchange dumping." As to the first, experience 
and theory both suggest that, before very long, the internal 
purchasing power must overtake the external purchasing 
power of an inflated currency in its downward plunge. This 
may occur because the downward movement is reversed, by 
a government's stopping inflation and proceeding to deflate 
(as the British Government did from X920); or at the other 
extreme, by inflation proceeding to the point at which money 
becomes practically worthless, and, ceasing to be used, is 
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replaced by a new currency (which was, in effect, the position 
in Germany at the end of 1923); or by the stabilization of 
the currency at a value possibly higher than the lowest 
reached, but below the original (abandoned) gold standard 
value (as in the case of Italy and France). To put it generally, 
once the fall in the external value of the currency ceases 
to go on faster than the fall in its internal value, or stops 
altogether, the internal value equates to the external, and 
the local price-levels are equated to world price-levels. There 
will no longer be any stimulus to exports provided by currency 
conditions, no matter what they may be. 

Inflation is the most general case of the developments de
scribed, but it is not the ouly one. It brings out in high relief, 
so to speak, the features of a situation in which the internal 
and the external values of a currency are appreciably different. 
'But such a situation can arise without an increase in the 
volume of currency. It cannot occur if the gold standard is 
maintained; but departure from the gold standard does not 
necessarily mean inflation, either previous or subsequent. If 
a country formerly on the gold standard no longer admits 
an obligation to give gold for currency on certain fixed terms
suspends the gold standard, as the phrase goes-it may incur 
no immediate rise in its local price-level, which may be com
paratively sluggish in response even to a positive increase of 
currency, as has been said. We are not even certain to find a 
fall in the external value of its currency taking place, that 
is, a decline in terms of foreign currencies, an adverse move
ment of the exchanges. What will determine this external 
value, now that it is no longer tied to gold? Obviously, the 
demand on the part of foreigners for that currency, as com
pared with the demand for foreign currencies from the side 
of the country that has departed from gold. In other words, 
the balance of payments existing between that country and 
those with which it deals will determine, day by day, the 
value of its currency. The presumption is, of course, that 
the balance is very much against it at the time when the gold 
standard is suspended, since the prime reason for such a step 
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as the suspension of a currency standard is the difficulty of 
maintaining it under the pressure of an unfavourable balance 
of payments, giving rise to an unwonted loss of gold. 

Referring this to the suspension of the gold standard in 
Great Britain on 21st September, 193I, we can say that it 
is the extent to which the balance of payments was against 
us that determined the level reached, on any day in October, 
for instance, by the {, sterling in terms of dollars or francs. 
Had not the balance been so much against England, the 
foreign exchange position would have been better, the {, would 
have been worth more of foreign currencies. But it was the 
fact that the balance was against us that brought about the 
suspension, and the resultant fall in the external value of 
sterling; the suspension of the gold standard i .. itself had 
no such effect. 

A similar result as regards a country's trade position would 
be produced if, instead of a divergence of internal and ex
ternal purchasing powers being allowed to arise, an equivalent 
reduction in costs had been made. Such a reduction would 
allow the country concerned to sell its goods remuneratively 
at a lower gold price than its competitors. But it is by no 
means easy to decide on the reductions necessary to raise 
competitive power in the export market, and still less easy
and generally unpopular-to put them into force. When a 
country goes off the gold standard, on the other hand, and 
as a result the cost of obtaining imports from gold standard 
countries is raised, the real wages of workers and the receipts 
of fixed-interest security holders are automaticaUy reduced. 

I
To conclude: the visible trade balance of a country directly, 

and the invisible items indirectly, will be affected by the 
currency poliey pursued by that country. The gold standard 
system is useful, and the more useful the more widely adopted, 
because it means exchange stability, in that, practically speak-
ing, any curreney has the same purchasing power inside as 
outside its borders. But this stability is not always achieved, 
because gold standard countries are not always ready to allow 
the' consequences of the system to work themselves out as 

6-(8Q9) 
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the theory requires. Since the Great WaI, currency affairs have 
played an important part in international trade; in the first 
period because of the general departure from the pre-war 
gold standaId, in the second period (which, perhaps, is now 
closing) because of the general return to some kind of post
WaI gold standaId. The relative trade positions of the nations 
of Europe during these two periods have been to some extent 
determineJ by the curreq.cy policies followed. A temporaIY 
stimulus to merchandise exports was felt by inflating conntries 
to a degree determined by the relative depreciation of their 
currencies .. Just after the WaI, this was laIgely nullified by 
the economic dislocation caused by the provisions of the Peace 
Treaty, and by the nncertainty due to those same currency 
developments. The subsequent refum to gold was made on 
widely-vaIYIDg terms. Great Britain raised the £ sterling to 
its pre-WaI gold value in 1925, so increasing the cost of her 
goods to.iler customers. France and Italy raised the value 
of the franc and the lira from the lowest level reached during 
the inflationaIY period, but only to (approximately) one-fifth 
and fiv~hteenths of the old value, respectively. The effects 
of the different currency policies can, to some extent, be 
traced in the subsequent development of the foreign trade of 
those conntries. 



CHAPTER IV 

SOME EFFECTS OF DUTIES ON TRADE 

(I) IMPORT duti~.) Export duti~3) General CODSideratiODS. 

IT is proposed to consider under this head the broad economic 
efiects of dnties which may be levied by governments on goods 
crossing national frontiers, without having any concern as til 
the ways in which duties may be levied and the various 
problems that are involved. Those are matters of tariff tech
nique which are treated of later; here we have to attempt 
to answer in general terms the questions: What is the efiect 
on the volume and conditions of trade of the impnsition of 
duties? By whom is a duty really paid? 

In this connection, the object of the impnsition of a duty 
is not relevant. It does not matter whether a government 
taxes a particular import solely for the purpose of raising 
revenue, or in order to protect, by restricting imports, the 
native producer in the home market, or to obtain some revenue 
and to give some protection, which in practice is often the 
result of the impnsition of a duty. Nor does the use made 
by the government of the proceeds of the tax enter into the 
problem we have to discuss. The important thing is, that the 
taxation is levied. Such duties are classed as .. indirect .. taxa
tion because they are not imposed upon the persons who are 
ultimately meeting the levy, as in the case of income tax, 
but upon persons who are expected to transfer it to others. 
The taxes due on imports are actually collected from the 
importer, but it is expected that he will later reimburse him
self by charging a higher price to purchasers of the goods 
thah he otherwise would. This last sentence is not an answer 
to our qnestions; it merely relates to the recoupment, in part 
or in whole, by an importer, of the money he has paid out. 
This says nothing about the terms on which dutiable imports 
are obtained by the consumers in the duty-levying country, 

I'J7 
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that is, about the real cost of the goods to them, as compared 
with what they would have paid had there been no duty. 
That must be argued out on the general lines already developed 
in the pure theory of international exchange. 

Th.".,,--~~ _t)rr"".cIasses. o.fd~ties: im~'!...?'!E!:.S on goods 
coniing into a country, there to be consumed or r~ed, 
usually after some degree of working-up; export duties on 
goods leaving a country; and transit duties on goods passing 
across a country, consigned from another country to a third 
and not changing ownership during its transit. Transit duties 
are not an important feature of modern tariff policy, and so 
we may confine our attention to import and export duties. 
As before, we will consider the case of two countries, A and B, 
in exclusive trade with one anothet, and think primarily in 
merchandise terms, in order to bring out any alterations dis
coverable in the barter terms of trade. The countries are 
assumed to be trading at an equilibrium before any duty is 
imposed by one of them on imports from the other. 

1. !~port Duties. 
Let us imagine that, as in our earlier illustrations, A has 

the advantage in the production of wheat, B the advantage 
in the production of coal, and that trade between them has 
brought about a position in which A exports wheat to B in 
exchange for B's coal. The elasticity of.~'s demand forcoa! 

_is less than B's demand>for wheat; A must have supplies of 
coal from B, but wheat consumers in B would turn to 
substitutes if the price of A's wheat rose. Under free trade 
conditions an equilibrium has been reached. It is in such 
circumstances that A imposes a specific import duty on coal, 
equal to one-fifth of its value (before the imposition of the 
duty) at her ports or on the frontier. What reactions are 
likely to arise? 

The first result is that, if the fundamental condition that 
merchants will require the same level of returns abroad as 
at home be satisfied, the price for B's coal quoted in A 
will rise by 20 per cent. But, other things equal, this will 
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bring about a diminution of the purchases of coal by con
sumers inA. 

If the total quantity of coal that A will now take is reduced, 
the aggregate amount that has to be paid to B is less than it 
otherwise would be. Is it less than the amount paid (for a larger 
quantity of coal) before the duty was imposed? The answer 
to this depends upon the elasticity of A's demand for coal. 
We have supposed it to be relatively inelastic; that is to say, 
neither increasing nor decreasing much with changes in price. 

It is then probable on " prim grounds that the total 
number of tons of coal still demanded by A at a price per 
ton 20 per cent above the old price, is not less by 20 per cent 
than the former number. Say it is only zo per cent less: 
after the imposition of the duty, A takes 90 tons for every 
zoo formerly· taken, while each ton costs 20 per cent more, 
so that 90 tons is now quoted at a figure (in money) which 
previously would have bought m8 tons. 

This coal is, in reality, being obtained by exports of wheat, 
and we must consider the result of this development from 
that aspect. The real cost of coal to A is not raised, if no 
more wheat is being given for coal, ton for ton, than before. 
This is the case if the price of A's wheat in B can be raised, 
so that wheat and coal are exchanged on the same terms
with both commodities at higher prices and in smaller quan
tities-as before. 

But B's demand for wheat is relatively highly elastic, by 
hypothesis; therefore, an increase in the price of wheat in 
B will cause the consumption to fall off more than in propor
tion---a rise in price of m per cent will reduce the quantity 
purchased by, say, 20 per cent or 25 per cent. Any increase 
in the price asked for wheat by A would reduce the demand 
for wheat, which is indicated by the amount of coal offered 
in exchange by B, sharply and considerably. 

The result is that the price of wheat in B will not rise to 
an extent which will appreciably reduce the quantity of wheat 
sold there, for if it did, the total proceeds of the sale of wheat 
would fall. (If the price of wheat per ton rises zo per cent 
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and, as a consequence, wheat consumption falls off 20 per cent, 
the gross proceeds of A's exports are 88 per cent of what they 
were at the old price.) These proceeds constitute A's pur
chasing power over B's coal and thus the volume of coal 
imports would be further reduced. But, since A's demand 
for coal is inelastic, ie. about the same quantity will be called 
for even if a yet higher price must be paid. this threatened 
or actnal reduction would raise the price of coal still more. 
To follow this out would ouly be to repeat the argument at 
a different level 

It should now be clear that, in these circumstances, A can 
raise the price of wheat very little, if at all, in response to the 
rise in the price of coal. The final position is, therefore, that, 
with the price of coal raised by 20 per cent after the imposition 
of the duty, A is taking less coal, but not much less, than 
before. In payment of her larger coal bill, A exports wheat 
which, if it is to be sold for sufficient to sett1e for the coal, 
will have to be sold in larger amount and possibly at a 10wer 
price than before. To take an extreme case, let us imagine 
that A can increase her wheat exports to B ouly by iower
ing the price of wheat in B by 5 per cent. The demand 
being elastic, such a reduction will mean a more than 5 per 
cent rise in the quantity sold, so that the total proceeds are 
larger than before, and this is what is wanted. 
, When A's demand is extremely inelastic, B's demand ex

tremely elastic, therefore, the new eqnilibrinm that will even
tually be reached, when the value of each country's imports 
and exports balance, is one that reveals If. in a less favourable 
position than before. A is importing a smaller quantity of 
coal and giving a larger quantity of wheat for it than before; 
the barter terms of trade have moved against her owiog to 
her inferior bargaining position, to the fact that her need for 
coal is greater than B's need for wheat. 

The answer to the question, Who really pays the duty? 
follDws from the answer to the question as to the effect of 
the duty on tIade. The fact that A's demand is 1argely main
tained is the important oonsideration. u it were completely 
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unaffected by tbe increased price of coal, tben, since tbe 
amounts of coal sold in A and in B would be the same as before, 
and nothing else in tbe situation is supposed to have changed, 
tbe price of coal in B and the return to merchants (their 
profit) would be unaltered. The same return, by hypothesis, 
is obtained by merchants on coal disposed of in A and, tbere
fore, tbe price of coal must stand permanently above the 
level ruling in B by exactly tbe amount of the duty imposed 
by A's government. The consumers of coal in A are, therefore, 
paying the tax, in a higher price paid for every ton in reim
bursement of the amount actually paid earlier by importers. 

But this is dependent upon the condition given: tbat the 
demand of A for coal remained exactly the same when the 
whole of the duty was .. passed on" to the consumer to pay
which was not argued to be the outcome. In fact, while such 
a thing is theoretically possible, it would be extremely un
likely under actual conditions, and in working out our instance 
we imagined a 10 per cent fall in the amount of coal purchased. 
Taking this into account, together with our original assumed 
condition of exclusive trade, we may be obliged to modify 
our conclusion as to who pays tbe tax. Supposing the same 
aggregate output of coal as before, B will have a larger supply 
on the home market (since A is taking less at the price 20 per 
cent above tbe old level), and this will tend to bring down tbe 
domestic price of coal. The' foreign price (ruling in A) will 
move with the domestic price, though still above it by the 
whole amount of the duty. The result will be tbat consumers 
of coal in A will pay a price for each ton higher than before, 
but not higher by tbe whole amount of the duty. Again tbis 
is true only when a particular condition is satisfied, the con
dition tbat a larger amount of coal than before is offered in 
B's own markets and that, as a consequence, the price must 
be reduced to dispose of the whole output. If no more coal' 
than before is placed on tbe home market, producers in B 
must have reduced their aggregate output to the extent by 
which sales in A (i.e, exports) have fallen off. In such a case 
the price in B will not alter; tbe price in A will be higher than 
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the old price by the amount of the duty, and B's coal industry 
will be reaping smaller aggregate profits than before, but the 
same profit per ton sold as before. 

Lastly, it may not be out of place to remark once more 
that these arguments and conclusions must be modified 
appropriately when we consider actual circumstances, which 
will almost always be certain to differ from those we have 
assumed. It must not be forgotten that our two general 
assumptions are: (I) that the trade is between the two coun
tries only, i.e. that a producer can sell only in his home market 
or in one foreigo market and that these are both open to him 
under the same conditions; (2) that production is at coustant 
cost and that a given market price per unit means the same 
profit (calcnlated as a fraction of the price) whatever the 
number of units sold, or, in other words, whatever the volume 
of production. In most cases in the world of to-day we shall 
find that, however inIportant a foreigo market may be to 
a producer. it is usually not his only export market, and that 
a duty inIposed on his goods entering a particn1ar country 
will make him turn to other markets, which have no such 
barriers, unless he can shift the duty on to the consumer. 
Even if he does succeed in this, the inIposition of the duty may, 
all the same, stimulate him in the search for and exploitation 
of fresh markets, and the maintenance of output will. there
fore, not necessarily bring about any increase of sales (at 
lowered prices) in the home market. 'Shonld any alteration 
of the volume of production occur, it is, moreover, likely to 
cause a change in the cost of production per unit of output, 
and this will ultimately affect the selling price. 

2. Export Duties. 

Duties inIposed on goods leaving a country are not met 
with very often in modern fiscal systems. but they are not 
unknown even in recent times. and deserve a brief considera
tion. In order to take an extreme and, therefore, simple case, 
let us inIagine that B's demand for A's wheat is extremely 
inelastic-practically fixed no matter what the price, while 
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A's demand for B's coal is higbly elastic-likely to be greatly 
reduced by a rise in price and to expand considerably on 
a fall. Suppose that A's government imposes a specific duty 
on the export of wheat to B, equal to, say, 10 per cent of its 
price f.o.b. or at the frontier. 

The inunediate result will be an increase of 10 per cent in 
the price of wheat in B, which will cause a very small decline 
(if any) in sales. If no reduction in B's wheat consumption 
occurs, then 10 per cent more will have to be paid to A, or, 
in other words, the proceeds of B's coal exports will have 
to be intI-eased in order to pay for the larger wheat-bill. 

By hypothesis, to raise the price of coal per ton in A is to re
duce consumption more than in proportion, and this will merely 
make the situation worse. The solution, therefore, is to reduce 
the price of coal in A, since this will bring about an expansion 
of the demand. If A's demand is extremely elastic, a very small 
reduction may be sufficient to give the gross proceeds required. 
(The proceeds of the sales at the old price are assumed to 
have been just sufficient to pay for A's wheat at its old price. 
The cost of obtaining wheat is now up by 10 per cent. If 
coal prices in A are cut by 5 per cent, then an increase of 
almost exactly 15·8 per cent in the amount sold will give the 
required total.) But that is to say that not only has the 
whole of the tax been exacted from the consumers of A's 
wheat, but also-for as a community they are the same as 
the producers of coal sold in A-a further amount has been 
forgone, in the reduction of price which has had to be made. 

What effect is exerted by this adjustment on the barter 
terms of trade? No smaller volume of wheat is consumed 
by B than before A imposed the export duty, and a larger 
quantity of coal is now sent from B to A. The result is, there
fore, that the command of B's coal over A's wheat has now 
been reduced; on the figures employed above, the amount 
of wheat that formerly could be obtained for 100 tons of coal 
now requires II5·8 tons of coal. 

It is unnecessary to repeat the conditions which must be 
granted before this argument can have any validity, or to 
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emphasize the fact that this is an extreme case. Much more 
likely in real life would be a small reduction in the consumption 
of wheat by B after the imposition of the duty. Equally, 
the reduction of the price of coal in A to the extent suggested 
might not bring about an increase in the demand by the 
figure required to balance the account; a less than 5 per cent 
cut might be sufficient or a more than 5 per cent cut might 
be necessary to make any appreciable difierence. But it must 
be observed again that it is the relative elasticity of demand 
of countries for one another's products, other things given, 
that will determine how the terms of trade alter when an 
existing equilibrium is upset by the imposition of a duty or 
any other cause. It is the same factors, the interaction of 
which determined the old equilibrium, that will estabJisb a 
new equilibrium position. 

It is sometimes suggested that an export duty can only 
be exacted to any extent from foreign consumers when the 
country levying the duty has a monopoly of the med com
modity. A monopoly or nearly a monopoly of the production 
of the article it is proposed to m is in practice a great ad
vantage, if only because the prohable effects of the tax and 
the revenue likely to be obtained from it are easier to predict 
when there are not several competitors of varying productive 
power. But, when it is a question' of where the real burden 
of the tax is to fall, elasticity of demand is the important 
consideration. If, in our example, A, the export-duty country, 
was extremely dependent upon B for coal, while B's demand 
for wheat was an elastic one, the argument would have brought 
us to a difierent conclusion, although A has a monopoly of 
wheat supply so far as B is concerned. A monopoly of an 
lDtwanted article is of no advantage; what places a country 
in a stroug bargaining position is a monopoly or quasi
monopoly of a commodity much in demand. 

3. General Considerations. 
The discussion so far has dealt with cases which represent 

only certain restricted aspects of the problems arising out of 
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the imposition of duties. The line of argument fbllowed out 
in the preceding sections can, however, be extended to cases 
which more nearly resemble the position in which most coun
tries stand to-day; that is, to cases in which an important 
export of one country is taxed by another country, which 
supplies the first with an important import on which a duty 
is levied by the consuming country. Still using our simplified 
instance of exclusive trade between two countries, we may 
ask what are likely to be the results when both A and B 
impose duties on imports? 

It need not be argued .that, iLboti). countri,~_artJ~ 
imports to tI!~ .'!"l"e extent" the relative tlasticiti~ ()f dem'!!)-d 
WiJIaetemiinethe degree to which the .burde!!_of tht.JiJ!.ty 
on 'each commodity is shared (between producers and con
siiffieis) and the barter termsof trade that are established. 
This does not mean, of course, that the result will be the same, 
whatever the duty, the total volume of trade ·alone being 
affected. The volume of trade will be affected and, in general, 
will be smaller, the higher the duties; but the barter terms 
of trade also will alter on the imposition of duties, or on their 
increase. A doubling of duty on each side, for example, would 
reduce an elastic demand for imports more than an inelastic 
demand, and since (in our simplified case) a country's demand 
for imports is exerted, so to speak, by the proceeds of the 
sale of her (exported) goods in the other country, the nation 
with an inelastic demand would have to offer more than 
previously, relative, to what would be obtainable in exchange. 
In short, if the regime is to be one of duties at a common 
level, it is directly to the interest of the country in the weaker 
bargaining position that the level should be a low one. 

The last sentence must not be read to imply that, conversely, 
it is to the advantage of a country in a strong bargaining 
position that duties should be high all round. The only thing 
that can be said with safety is that its loss will be smaller 
than that suffered by the other country. For example, if 
once more we consider the position where A's demand for 
B's coal is relatively inelastic, and imagine what happens 
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when both countries impose a duty equal to 20 pet cent of 
the value of imports, we shall reach some such conclusion 
as this: Coal ptoducers may be able to shift all or nearly all 
the burden of the tax on to consumers because, if they raise 
prices by the whole amount of the duty (20 pet cent), their 
sales in A would fall off to such a small extent that the aggre
gate profits would be nearly as large as before (the profits 
per ton produced the same and the aggregate proceeds larger 
than before). Wheat producers, on the other hand, cannot 
raise prices to anything like the amount of the duty, because 
to do so would be to lose such a large part of their market 
that their gross pl'Oceeds would be lower than before. As 
A is buying coal out of the proceeds of wheat exports, wheat 
prices cannot be raised to an extent that could reduce sales 
so much as not to realize the figure required to buy the now 
more expensive coal. Hence wheat will be increased in price 
by less than the amount of the duty and the producers will 
bear part~onceivably the whole--of the tax. 

Both sides may lose, in that each is getting a smaller quan
tity of goods than before, while consumers are paying more 
pet ton for what is still imported-and if imports (and there
fore exports) of both wheat and coal are smaller in amount, 
aggregate profits of producers of each commodity are lower. 

It will be realized from what has been said that it is possible 
to argue cases in which one side, the country A, for example, 
is in so disadvantageous a position as to bear the whole burden 
of the duties. If A cannot raise the price of wheat to B at 
all, then the tax is being paid by her nationals; and, if, at 
the same time, A takes the same quantity of coal as before 
at a price higher than the old price by the full amount of the 
duty, B's import duty is being paid by nationals of A. But 
it would be difficult, if not impossible, to find an actual nation 
in such a position, even if we substitute all-round tariffs at 
a certain level, for import duties on single commodities, and 
substitute for the one country, B, with which A is supposed 
to trade, all the other nations of the world. There may, pet
haps, be countries which are generally in a weak bargaining 
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position, but it is unlikely-in a world in which high tariffs 
have been a feature of everyday conditions for many year&
that a country in so extremely inferior a situation could carry 
on trade for any length of time. Equally unlikely is it that 
a country could be found to occupy the favoured position 
of B, and any attempt by a nation with a mistaken opinion 
of its economic importance to throw the burden of its own 
high tarifi, with that of their own, on to its foreign customers 
would meet with failure. . 

One more point may be raised in this connection. Suppose 
the two countries A and B in the relative positions that we 
have imagined, and exchanging wheat and coal under free 
trade conditions. If B now imposed an import duty on A's 
wheat, will it be to the interest of A to impose a duty on 
B's coal?-1eaving out of consideration the possibility of such 
a retaliatory measure being used as a mere 'l"itl two IJ"O to 
be offered for a removal of B's duty. 

The simplest way of dealing with this is to see what the 
result will be if A does not impose a duty and compare it with 
that argued above, when a duty is imposed. There will be 
no alteration in the price of B's coal in A, which will, there
fore, come in at the same quantities as before. But if the price 
of wheat does not rise in B, it will mean that wheat producers 
in A are bearing the whole of the duty. If the price of wheat 
does rise, the demand for it in B will fall, and, by hypothesis, 
more than proportionately. The problem for A is similar to 
that previously discussed: what new price for wheat will give the 
largest aggregate proceeds with the smallest share of the duty? 

Imagine that A takes zoo million tons of coal at the (un
altered) price of /.1 a ton. Previously, B took 100 million 
quarters of wheat at 205. a quarter; but now a duty of (to 
use the same figures) 45. a quarter is levied on all wheat cross
ing her frontiers. As the demand is an elastic one, a rise in 
the price of wheat by 45. a quarter would reduce its con
sumption more than correspondingly; say ouly 75 million 
quarters would then be taken. Obviously, if A is to have 
100 million tons of coal costing /.100,000,000, or as near 
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100 million tons as possible, and bas only the proceeds of 
wheat sales to pay for it, the price of wheat cannot be raised 
by the whole amount of the duty. If at 22S. a quarter, 91 
million quarters can be disposed of in B, then this will be 
the price established, for this gives sufficient to buy the same 
quantity of coal as before. 1 Such a price means that half 
of the duty~s. a quarter-4s borne by wheat producers, that 
is, by A. Would more or less have to be borne by A if the 
government put an OOport duty on coal? It bas been argued 
that a tax on a commodity in great demand can, under normal 
conditions, be shifted largely, if not entirely, on to consumers, 
in the form of a price raised by an amount COllesponding 
to the tax. Coal OOporters would, therefore, be able to recoup 
thenISeives for any duty they had to pay to A's government 
by raising the price of coal in A, and, in the circumstances, 
such a rise (to the extent of the duty) would be checked only 
bya small falling-off in demand, if any occurred. A moderate 
duty might mean none at all; then A's citizens as coal con
sumers would be paying the whole of the duty levied by their 
government on OOports, in addition to bearing half of the 
duty levied by B's government. 

Generalizing from this argument, we can sum up by saying 
that there can be no doubt that, under conditions such as 
we are considering, the more countries there are OOposing 
tariffs and the higher the tariffs OOposed, the larger the number 
of consumers who will get less of goods and pay more for them. 

To bring what has been discnssed still closer to reality, 
it must be admitted, yet further qualifications have to be 
introduced. So far as some commodities are concerned, the 
theoretical analysis of the results of the OOposition of a duty 
can be applied directly. This is the case wben we have 00-
ports of commodities which cannot be produced whatever 

.' Actually, it gives a little over; but then A might not be able to 
nuse even the smaller quantity of 90-91 milliOll quarters at the lower 
level of returns to producers. A more likely outcome then would. 
perhaps. be a sligbt deeline in A's coal imports at the old price and 
wbeat ezports ODly just sufficient to buy, say, 95 millioB t<ms of coal 
(say, 85 miIIioa quarters of wbeat). 
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happens within the country levying the duty, and for which 
there is a large demand of a certain recognized character. 
Such is the case with several tropical and sub-tropical pro
ducts imported into Great Britain, such as tea, rice, tobacco, 
and rubber, and these commodities are, therefore, suitable 
for the levying of duties on which the Exchequer counts for 
a stable and substantial revenue. But, in most developed 
communities, it is possible to find a large variety of goods 
which are, or could be, produced at home, but which are at 
present largely imported. How far does this modify our train 
of argument? . 

Where import duties are purely of a revenue character and 
there is a countervailing excise (or internal tax) on home 
production, no modification is necessary. The prevailing mar
ket price for such goods will be higher than it would be, other 
things equal, if there were no duty and excise; and sales of 
both home and foreign goods, and therefore the country's 
import trade, will be smaller than otherwise would be the case. 
But the proportion of home demand met by imports will be 
determined by the same factors as those which would deter
mine the position in a tax-free regime. 

Where an import duty is not counterbalanced by an excise 
duty, its effect is to make the imported commodity more 
expensive than it otherwise would be, to the extent that the 
duty is passed on to the consumer. The importation of a 
commodity implies that, at whatever price rules in the market 
into which it is imported, the home production (if any exists) 
is insufficient to satisfy the home demand. This may be due 
to a paucity of natural or other resources which is not to be 
remedied by any price-changes; but, in respect of manufac
tures which are being produced in competition with imports, 
we can, in general, assume that an alteration in market price 
will make a difference to the home industry. Generally 
speaking, the higher the price, the larger the output of a 
commodity will tend to be if demand is maintained and, in 
the case of a commodity selling against a taxed foreign 
product, any rise in price will cause an expansion of output, 
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representing a larger share of the home demand taken up 
by the home industry. This will occur because a rise in the 
market price up to the amount of the duty will mean no 
gain to the foreign producer (and may even involve him in a 
loss, if the price does not rise to the full amount of the duty), 
whereas it does mean an equivalent gain to the home pro
ducer. Local industry is stimulated, foreign industry is dis
couraged in supplying that particular market; if the tax 
is high enough, and local production is adequate to supply 
the (probably diminished) demand at the enhanced price, 
imports of that commodity may cease altogether. (With them, 
of course, the revenue from the duty stops.) How does this 
fall into line with our earlier analysis of the conditions of 
international exchange? 

This development is to be explained in terms of compara
tive costs thus: The imposition of the duty has made the 
products of foreign industry more expensive to the consumer, 
that is, has had the same effect as would an increase in 
transport charges, or a falling off in the efficiency of labour, 
or any other similar change in a factor of production, other 
conditions remaining the same. Producers who under former 
conditions of keener competition were not able to supply the 
market, because their costs were relatively too high (that is, 
because returns were low in that industry relative to those 
obtainable in other industries in the same country), are now 
able to do so. These producers are the home manufacturers. 
Comparative costs have been altered, in effect, by the imposi
tion of the duty, so that the home market is now supplied 
by firms (among others) which formerly were unable to do so, 
because their costs would have been so high as not to enable 
them to make normal profits. There has been a diversion 
of effort and capital into the protected industry (to allow of 
its expansion), of which by hypothesis the comparative ad
vantage was less (or the comparative .disadvantage greater) 
than that of other industries of the country. If nothing else 
alters, therefore, we are bound to conclude that the duty 
involves a less profitable employment of the resources of a 
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country than would be the case under what we might call 
.. natural economic conditions," i.e. those which allow of the 
free play and complete working-out of the forces considered 
in the first chapter. 

A last question that might be raised is, what might be the 
outcome of a duty so far as the government is concerned? 
If a revenue is obtained from it, how may this affect the 
economic position and so the foreign trade position, of the 
country? This question to-day is usually raised in connection 
with the possibility of tariff revenue becoming an important 
item of a country's budget, and, by rendering a certain amount 
of direct taxation unnecessary, affecting the industrial and trade 
position favourably. Or an export bounty might be given to 
some home products out of the proceeds of import duties on 
other commodities; or research ill home industries be assisted. 

It is not easy to show that such a development would 
materially improve or prejudice a country's position, because 
the effect of the tariff on import trade, the effect that the 
presumed alternative direct taxation would have on pro
duction, both for the home and for foreign markets, and the 
effect of the government's expenditure of the revenue raised, 
are all factors difficult of estimation, much more of comparison. 
In few cases are the proceeds of any duties earmarked for 
particular expenditure, and it would, perhaps, be impossible 
to find an actual instance in which any earmarked expendi
ture affected the foreign trade of the country concerned. 
Nevertheless, it can be said that, in so far as the spending 
of amounts raised in taxes does affect industry and trade, 
a government can, by its use of the proceeds of duties, benefit 
or injure the foreign trade of a country. Such benefit would 
have to be set against any harm caused by a tariff, as the 
injury would have to be added, in an attempt to determine the 
furthest and most minute reactions of a fiscal policy. But, if 
this could be done, it is doubtful if it would ever be worth the 
trouble; and as a guide to study and to practical affairs we may 
be content with the arguments already conducted, obvious 
though they may be and general as their conclusions must be. 

Hal'9) 



CHAPTER V 

PROTECTION AND FREE TRADE 

(.) THE application of economic theory-tal The theory of protection 
-(3) The theory of free tr:ad<>--(4) GeneIai conclusions . 
.. It is the maxim. of evety prudent master of a family Dever to 

attempt to make at home what it will cost him more to make than 
to buy .... What is prudence in the conduct of every private family. 
can scarce be folly in that of a great kingdom." -ADAM SlUTS. TA. 
W""ZIh of Nallam, Book IV, Chapter II. 

1. The Application of Economic Theory. 
IT is now necessary to develop our theoretical structure, so 
that we can apply it to the case for protection and the case 
for free trade under actual conditions. 

The situation dealt with in the previous chapter. was one 
where two countries exchanged commodities, without pro
ducing at home any quantity of the imported commodities. 
This was taken up from the imaginary case discussed in Chap
ter I, where it was shown that, given different costs of produc
tion, it was to the advantage of each country to concentrate 
on the production of that one of the two commodities for 
which it had the greater advantage (or smaller disadvantage). 
But each country could, if isolated, meet its own require
ments in both commodities, though at an expense greater 
than that required when it specialized on one and imported 

, the other. The imposition of duties on imports will not alter 
the position if exactly counter-balanced by a tax on home
produced articles, i.e. on what would be produced at home 
if there were no such tax, and what is, therefore, not produced 
because comparative costs are still at a level which render 
it unprofitable. 

When a commodity which is imported is also produced at 
home, however, and an import duty is imposed without a 
countervailiog excise, the position is different. Without re
tracing the argunIent of the last chapter, let us see if our 

8. 
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theoretical Structure needs any more alteration to fit actual 
circumstances. What may be the outcome of a duty? 

If no alteration in the price of the commodity results, then 
the foreign producer must be meeting the whole of the duty, 
and the division of the market-between home and foreign 
producets-will not be altered (by the imposition of the duty). 
This may occur when foreign producers as a whole hold a 
quasi-monopolistic position, and the country imposing the 

'duty is a valuable market to them.· 
In such a case, the producer may think that to bear the 

~ty_is_~ !~_o~ th.!' . .iwo.e~: siru:~t~ iin~w~ksb 
is often a, long andexpensive _l'r~ He may also have 
enjoyedin the past, 'as a result of his position relative to the 
country concerned, profits higher than normal, a reduction 
of which leaves him sufficiently remunerated. Obviously, there 
are limits to this; a high duty, or uncertainty as to the future, 
may bring about a considerable reduction in foreign supplies. 

A more likely development, however, is a rise in the price 
of the imported article, if not to the extent of the duty. This 
means that home producers can now raise their prices and still 
sell in competition with the foreign producer. The higher 
price means better returns, which will lead to an increased 
output, by making production of the protected commodity 
profitable to undertakings which, at the former price, could 
not pay, and by causing a shrinkage in foreign supplies. 
Alternatively, in some branches of production, the foreign 
producers might be driven out of the market by the refusal 
of the home producers to raise prices at all, in which case 
a foreigner producer not prepared to bear the whole of the 
duty would be unable to put goods on the market at a com
petitive price. Articles produced at constant or at diminishing 
costs are those in which such a policy could be followed by 

1 Such cases are Dot numerous at present. but the pre-war relation 
of Demnark to the EDglish market for dairy products. especially butter. 
might he instanced. About four-lifths of the Danish productiou was 
(and is) exported; of this. very nearly the whole went to EnglaDd. 
The record was 98'7 per cent in 1"906. This supply was about 40 per 
cent of EDglaDd's total imports of butter before the War. (Since the 
Waz, other markets for Danish butter have heeo developed.) 
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protected producers; that is to say, manufactures in general 
which can be standardized and turned out in very large quan
tities. Some classes of goods cannot be produced on these 
terms, or even greatly increased in output at all (in some 
countries); minerals and agricultural products in an .. old" 
country are generally produced under conditions of increasing 
cost. Deeper mining or more intensive agriculture in Europe, 
for example, will be brought about only by a rise in price 
behind a tarifi barrier. 

Duties can exclude imports altogether if made sufficiently 

1 
heavy and if the resources of the country concerned are such 
that the home demand for the commodities affected can be 
met by home production. Clearly: the second condition is 
vital, and the possibility of its being satisfied varies from 
country to country and from time to time. A general tarifi 
high enough to exclude all goods that can be produced within 
the country imposing it might be one covering a small range 
of articles and making very little difference to the trade of the 
country; this would be the case in, e.g. a largely self-sufficient 
community in the temperate zone, which imported chie1ly 
raw materials from the tropics. At the other extreme would 
be a community which produced a large variety of goods, 
but imported supplies of these goods to varying degrees, in 
exchange for exports of articles which were consumed at home 
only to a small extent, but in the production of which went 
much of its resources. (The reader will perceive that the 
author has Great Britain in mind; though most highly
industrialized countries are approaching this position.) In such 
a case, the tarifi that shut out foreign supplies would create 
a higher level of prices at which the home producers would 
meet a necessarily reduced demand; for only with a higher 
level of prices could returns be such as would make production 
profitable. 

When foreign goods are entirely excluded, no duty is paid 
to the government; but it is clear that a tax is being paid 
by the community at large. @e effect of the duty having 
been to cause an employment of the country's capital and -- -~--.-+ - ---. ---- ., - - - -_. - . 
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labour ill the pmt~cted iIldustry to an amount iIl_!'X~af 
wha~:W'oulc!~otlt~iiave been ~ed fo;:,-jhere..~ ~~ 
mcrease ill the expense of obtaiJ!iJ!g its product, M_Cl:._thf: 
€otectea'::iii~u.s!i:i~lS::Q!1e ill wbi.$cos~omparatively 
high. In other words, the result is to put the country concerned 
into the position of isolation we first considered, the position 
in which trade has not been commenced and there is no 
specialization on the work for whicb the country is best suited. 

It is difficult to say how far sucb complete reservation of 
the home market to native producers has in any instance 
been achieved by a tariff, even when this has been its object. 
A duty on a particular class of commodity, sucb as woollen 
piece goods, may be sufficient to shut out the lower-grade 
imports without preventing the best qualities from coming 
in as before. This is partly a problem in technique, and must 
be considered under the heading of .. classification." When 
the imported goods are not .. articles of final consumption," 
but enter into the production of other commodities which 
are or may be exported, the effect of the duty is wide-spread
ing. Goods sucb as machine-parts may be the" raw material" 
of an industry as mucb as iron ore, and a duty on imports 
of sucb articles may seriously injure a burnishing and finish
ing, or assembling, industry, particularly if it works for export. 

This is not to suggest that duties on goods finally consumed 
in the importing country, such as clothing and foodstuffs, 
need less consideration in this connection; if these goods are 
important objects of working-class expenditure (as they gener
ally are) '!II increase in their cost will lead to a demand for 
higher wages which, if granted, will mean a reduction in the 
competitive power of exporting industries. But this will be 
spread over the whole economic field, whereas duties on things 
whicb are re-exported or worked up into articles ultimately 
exported will fall directly on the trades concerned. 1 

1 In this connection, the following extracts from a letter to TIN 
T,mn of 3m December, 1931. by Mr. Arthur J. Parkes, of the Bir
mingham Corrugated Iron Co., Ltd., of Widnes, may be quoted.: "Some 
years ago I sat on a committee which was appointed by the trade 
to consider what could be done to revive the steel industry. The 
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Lastly, we may recall that transport is a factor which has 
been left ont of our arguments, though taken into the account 
of a country's trade balance. Bnt transport is an industry 
itself, which on some sides is mnch affected by tariff policy. 

~
f tarifis rednce the volume of international trade--<md they 

can hardly fail to do that-they rednce the demand for the 
carriage of goods between nations. 

It has been said that the policy of some countries, especially 
of the United States, is to ent down impoxts while expanding 
expoxts. There is no impossibility .in this, provided that the 
country attempting it is ready to lend abroad snfficiently, 
as will be necessary to support the policy when a favourable 
visible trade balance is achieved. Bilt, in so far as it requires 
high and elaborate protective tarifis, it involves the reactions 
on economic life which have jnst been traced and, typically, 
a high-cost r~e. 

2, The Theory of Protection. 
Nothing is more protean than the case for tarifis, perhaps 

because they have been applied in many countries over a 
long period of time. As a result, there has been developed 
a variety of forms of the general theory, which to-day provide 
the protectionist with a remarkable armonry of arguments, 
at least one to fit any situation that may arise in practice. 
Nevertheless, this large number of types can be rednced to 
a small number of classes, of which we may discuss the four 

~
best known: the doctrine of a balanced economy; the promo

t!~ .. o!infant h.dUs.-trt. -.'~_;- th. ei. deal of an wtimatelicOiripe6trve 
d~velopment; and the policy of" taxing_the foreigner." These 

I are Dot alternative, but rather complementary to one another; 
bnt emphasis will be laid now on the prospect of establish
ing a particnlar new industry, now on the maintenance of 
committee was small. but tho biggest stool-making firms in tho country 
were represented by their most important working directon. I think 
they were all. and still are, torilI reformers. but after ..., had gouo 
thoroughly into the whole question. we were faced. with this problem: 
that "JO pel' cent or 80 per cent of the steel production was ultimately 
for aport. that tariJ!s could not benefit in tho sligbtest. and that tho 
ODIy Ra1 belp wouJd be to got coote dOWlL" 
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employment, according to whatever may be the important 
consideration in the case of the moment. 

The theory ofa "balanced economy," as it has been termed, 
has been used more by Continental tban by English and 
American writers as a defence of protection. As set out by 
List 1 and, later, Wagner! in Germany, it amounts to tbis: 
~~tion of a nation's production prevents the complete 
development of national life, and the best possible use of all 
its prOductive powers. A row.irYOlight not to hi eXcluslvely 
or' eVeD -pred.omiflantly either an agricnltural or a manu
facturing community. List preached the development of in
dustry to a mainly agricn1tural Germany, asserting that 
civilization and power conld be obtained only by that means. 
Wagner, sixty years later, advocated the protection of German 
agricn1ture ill order to arrest th~owiP.Lin.<!~tri"Jiza!i()l', 
"Olie coun~ Both admitted that the encouragement, by: 
means of a protective tariff, of the weaker side of the nation's I 
economic life wonld involve a certain cost, though tbis might; 
nltimately be recovered. List says: "The nation must sacrifice! 
and give up a measure of material property in order to gain 
cnlture, skill, and powers of united production; it must sacri-'! 
fice some present advantages in order to ensure to itself future : 
ones ... • With more caution, Wagner admits that the protec-! 
tion of agricnlture involves sacrifices, but does not suggest 
that these will be recompensed by future gains; he clanus that 
they are necessary to secure a desirable balance in national 
affairs. The objective in tbis later statement of the case is 
thus something outside the scope of economics. The loss is7 
certain, and measurable in economic terms; the gain is not;} 
certain and is incommensurable . 
. A secondary consideration sometimes brought under tbis 

head is the possibility of a war in which foreign sources of 
supply, on which the specialized nation is dependent, of im
portant commodities may be cut off. List argues that the 

I Friedrich List, 178~1846. • Adolf Wagner. 1835-1917 . 
• N"'iooGj Sy._ of Polilie4l E..,..".", trans. S. S. lloyds, p. 117. 
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classical political economy of Adam Smith, J. B. Say, and 
others of that period is at fault in taking for granted something 
that did not actually exist-universal and perpetual peace. 
In such ideal conditions, free trade is obviously the best policy ; 
but, in actual circumstances, no single nation can depend on 
this state of affairs and, therefore, it must do the best it 
can for itself. The principles of .. cosmopolitan" economics 
do not apply. 

The .. infant industry" argument is, perhaps, most widely 
used in English-speaking countries, where the idea of making 
economic activities subserve a defined national purpose has 
not become popular. Possibly the-very temperate-ap
proval given to the argument by an orthodox economist, 
John Stuart Mill, also partly accounts for its inIportance. 
Briefly, the case is that, in some instances, the superiority 
of one country over another for the production of a particular 
commodity is due sinIply to the fact that it made an early 
start, not to any great natural advantages. Established in 
a former generation, with market connections and a trained 
labour supply, it now has an artificial advantage which daunts 
private enterprise in another country, otherwise equally suited 
for that branch of production. Those who might build up 
a hom~ industry will not do so if they are certain to make 
losses in the early years, and so they must be encouraged 
and protected by a duty on inIports from the competitor 
country. Behind the tariff wall, the new firms can get their 
footing and eventually-if the country is really as well suited 
to that production as its rival-they will attain the same 
level of efficiency as the older foreign industry has reached. 
Then they will be able to supply their home market with 
products as good and as cheap as those turned out abroad, 
and there will no longer. be any need for the inIport duty, 
which can be removed. 

This case in modern times is frequently made with reference 
to mass-produced articles, which, it is sometimes said, will 
be produced even more cheaply than they had been obtained 
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from foreign sources, once the home market is entirely assured 
to the native producer. 'QItimately the industry, when fully 
grown, may_become an exporter of Its produdS-arurmay 
-then find itself shut auf rroniforcign markets by tariffs de
signed to foster infant undertakings in other countries I But 
this is not a necessary outcome of the policy even if it is suc
cessful. The acid test .is ti!e removal of the duty and the 

-----~- -, --"- ---~ ,. __ .-.---. - ~ ~>- ~ 

cessation of imports. If no appreciable import continues 
unCier -tlie duty~tlien it may be assumed that the tariff has 
been effective in that respect; if there is no significant increase 
of imports when the duty is removed, then the home industry 
is holding its own. If the price of the commodity inside the 
country is equal to the price at which foreign products can be 
put on the market, or less, then if the home industry is large 
enough to supply the whole local demand, there will ~ no 
imports on balance,1 and the removal of the duty is indhted. 

It is clear that this may be part of the first case, -since the , 
industry which is considered essential to the all-round develop
ment of the nation may be a new and untried one, and so 
a candidate for protection on both grounds. 

) The third case is one difficult to designate exactly. It is 
really u!~'1tQ1.!' maJn~_~J?!..!!!!' '!.xistil>g emEloYl!!ent 
of capital and labour, that is, for their distribution ~ween 
Oc'Cilpations..(and, to-day, for the reduction of unemploylnent), 
and of the existing standard of livin[, This might be called 
'''pure profectiori," ir£te~p.Qn- of eYerythinll.-,~g~..sL"-~1:!;' 

I \;';;UUS quo theoEl' In England since the War stress has been 
Iai on the decline in employment in some industries formerly 
basic to our prosperity, especially coal mining and the heavy 
manufacturing industries; in Australia and the Unite4 States 
the emphasis is on the workers' high standard of living. 

10n balance: there may be imports across one frontier, exports 
across another frontier of a country. of the same goods because the 
local market to a producer is not necessarily wholly within his national 
borders. In a country with a long land frontier and with neighbours 
who are big producers and cODsumers of the commodity in question, 
there may always be such a movement of goods. 
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considered to be imperilIed by the competition thIough inter
national trade of foreign workers with a lower standard. It 
is argued that, if im2".~,¥e r~1!cl'g,iI:t quantity '!JId raised 
in price by a tariff" hOIl!e pr~ducernvillhe able to exp'!.U(~ 
outpu~~~g~, ... .h!gl!"!'.rtJ.t.um (to the extent to which prices 
arer8.ised by the duty) ~)I:~~ch,uni!.sold;~es1ili. e!.l:lploy
ment will increase. It is true that higher prices mean a reduc-
. tlOii'iii tile standard' of living of persons on the same incomes 
as they had before the tariff, because their incomes will not buy 
so much; but, so far as wage-earners as a class are concerned, 
any such loss is offset by the increase in employment. Further, 
the rise in local prices above the world level may only be 
temporary; in some branches of production the protected 
industries will eventually be able to reduce prices owing to 
the economies of increasing production. (This fall in price is 
assumed to occur, because competition between home pro
ducers will bring selling price down with costs.) Finally, t~ 
securityaff<>!ded..lly,protectiQn,will encourage the capitalist 

I 
to- adopi-new and expensive methods and equipinenCto 
organize'aiidT" exjJeriinent as he wonld not do'm iUiWiciiitaIn 

l 
:Y01~~:l:!~!:n~~:n=U!t::r~~~0~e::t: 
what it wonld otherwise have been, employment apart. 

What is implied in this is a deVelopment on lines already 
laid down, and not a change over from old to new uses of 
capital and labour. Since the foreign competition which it 
is desired to combat by a tariff is by hypothesis driving 
capital and labour out of former uses, by making it di1Iicult 
for them to get the returns which they expect out of selling 
their product, protection is essentially a policy of securing to 
these iIldustrics their old position. The onlY. effective protec
tive ~uty_<>n a competing !mport, so 1;;r~ any home produCer 
is concerned,-therefore, is one that equals-the difference be
tween the price at_w¥c1!.th~{OJeign-P!"9d~£tlj:P'!f~~to-,lf5 
loCiilmarketand the price at which he can sell there. If 

1 
the'colllpetitionls' oeueve<ftooe-due' to -tIleToreigDei's not 

.getting his usual profit-if he is selling .. under cost" or .. at 
I 



a loss" or on similar telms---it is complained of as .. dumping," 
and the duty frequently desaibed as an .. anti-dumping duty;' 
Bunt may,· in sOme . Cases, be admitted that a country's 
costs of production, in general, are so high as not to allow it 
to compete in some lines, while these costs involve returns 
to producers that cannot be lowered without reducing the 
standard of life. In this case, a general tariff is required, 
aiming at equalizing the position all round. 

The last argument is of somewhat limited application. In 
its strongest form, it might be expressed thus: Duties on 
goods will be paid by the foreign producers, when they are 
prooucirig on terms whlcbmea!!·thl.!_theY,_woul<llncurj. 
gieaterloSS if theY took any other ~e !! they tried.J.o ~_ 
lhe dulY on fo the consumer and, as a result, lost their markets. 
J!UrtJier, if It is 'not a Single duty or' a numb<!r of dutieS-on 
a variety of articles that is in question, but an elaborate, 
all-inclusive tariff, then the foreign producers will pay on 
account of the fact that they are as a body the same as the 
consumers of the protected country's exports. H they failed 
to bear the duties and an appreciable diminution of inlports 
(their exports) occmred, they would snffer in the reduced 
quantity of goods they would be able to buy from the protected 
country. 

The actual revenue accruing to the government from such 
a tariff, the tax paid by the foreigner, would obviously be 
an uncertain quantity. In so far as the tax was paid by the 
foreign producer, his sales inside the tariff area would not 
decline, and the revenue to the government would then be 
as considerable as the protection to home industry was 
negligible. 

The cases in which such a policy could be confidently 
applied are, however, few, since the vital factor is the inlport
ance of the market around which it is proposed to raise the 
tariff wall to the foreigner. Or, more precisely, it is the pr0-

tected country's dependence on the foreign producers, relative 
to their dependence on its exports, that is vital to the issne. 
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\ 

It might be easier to tax the foreigner by laying an export 
duty on a much-needed commodity, in the production of 
which the taxing countIy had a gIeat advantage, than to 
i seek the same end by a tariff on inIports. 1 

3. The Theory of Free Trade. 
The!ree tra.de_cao;eJlas.bYD aspect"=il.~tive and a nega

ti~~-The Positive case is nothing but a statemenColthe'eoii-=
elusions to be drawn from the pure theory of international 
trade; the negative case is composed of the answerS that may 
be made in this sense to the various protectionist arguments. 
It is because the positive case is very sinIple, and the negative 
!=3.S" is merely critical, that free trade is less inIpressive as 
it dialectic structure than protection can be made to appear. 

The theory of free trade is based upon the same reasoning 
as that employed in the measurement of the benefit derived 
from international exchange. It rests upon the fact that when 
an area can be used in several ways, i.e. for difierent economic 

I activities and ends, and some of these give better resu1ts, 
! a higher yield, to a given expenditure of hUUlan resources 
. than the others do, it is to the interest of all concerned to 

devote those resources to the use or uses giving the highest 
returns. The alternative is to use part of the area and re
sources in one branch of activity, part in another; so that, 
for example, instead of the specialiration of a particular 
locality on dairy farming, which in the prevailing circum
stances gives the highest returns, we should have some dairy 
farming, some stock raising, some arable cultivation and a 
little forestry. Such a distribution over a variety of uses 
would give a .. halance" in the activities carried on by the 
inhabitants of that area; it would also give a smaller reward 
in terms of value to the whole resources. This is, of course, 
provided that, if the people want other than dairy produce, 

1 Such a t:as. in intention was represented by the export duty OD. 
British coal 0/ .s. per too. imposed by the government 0/ this CODDtty 

from '90' to '906. It ..... azgued that this would be paid by the foreign 
consumer. (The ostensible object in the first place was to raise ertra. 
revenue ro. the special expenditure caused by the Boer War., 
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they can get the commodities they require in exchange for 
dairy produce. If the area is cut off from others, then trade 
does not arise, and free trade versus protection is an irrel
evant controversy. So long as exchange of the products 
of different areas goes on, then for each area it is true 
that, given that returns to different uses of resources vary, 
the best policy is to concentrate on those uses that give the 
best returns. The employment of capital and labour wbich 
requires the smallest expenditure to obtain a given satisfaction, 
is the best employment of wbatever may be the alternatives 
offering. 

This local specialization is a common feature of any devel
oped community, however protective its tariff, and no one 
t<Hlay will seriously assert that it is against the interest of 
any constituent area or of the country at large that it should 
have occurred. That a crop should be raised on the land best I 
suited for it and that the soil should not be wasted in thel 
growing of other crops wbich bring in less, is the opinion of 
every farmer and will be his policy, if he is left alone to make I 
the most of the resources at his disposal, and similar considera- , 
tions guide industrialist and merchant. / 

What is to the benefit of every single component of a nation 
cannot be an injury to the nation as a whole, whether engaged 
in foreign trade or not. Thus, if it is more worth wbile for'" 
a man in the east of the United States to give his time and I 
energy to manufacturing rather than to agriculture and more ~ 
worth wbile for a man in the Middle West to turn all his: 
energies to agriculture rather than to manufacturing, thel 

whole of the United States will be benefited by the economical' , 
use of the resources of the population. Yet if the separate 
State!r-wbich are some of them as extensive and nearly as 
populous as some European nations-raised tarifis against 
one another, there would probably be more industry in the 
west and more agriculture in the east than there is at present. 
But it would be an agriculture in the east to wbich had been 
diverted resources that could have been more profitably used 
in industry, and the difference between the value that would 
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have been produced in manufactures and the value produced 
in farming, by tbe diverted resources, would be the measure 
of the loss involved by the protection of eastern agriculture. 
What is true of a large part of the North American Continent 
is equally true of the world at large. There is no element of 
difference between nation and nation, except that of language, 
that is not paralleled by the differences to be found between 
the conditions, interests and resources of the States of the 
American Union. 

It must be understood that what is implied here is that the 
• best use of capital and labour shall at all times be sought, 
and that this means that, as conditions change, and returns 

I to different branches of production vary, Pfoducers are ready 
( to change their occupations. The necessity will be faced when 
the alteration is in the natural conditions outside human 
control; but where a change is due to invention, to improve
ment in industrial organization, or an alteration in demand, 
there will, in practice, often be a tendency to resist it. Instead 
of changing over to the production of what the market wants, 
producers in a formerly prosperous industry may attempt to 
have excluded from their market the new products that meet 
the new demand; instead of putting in new machinery, they 
may attempt to maintain their position on obsolescent plant, 
by demanding measures that will make the products of up
ta-date works artificially dear (a tax) or make. their own 
products artificially cheap (a bounty or subsidy). Nor must 
it be denied that the development of new, the abandonment 
of old, branches of production, as their relative remunerative
ness alters, may be an expensive and difficult matter. Capital 
in some forms is practically irredeemable; of the very large 
sums sunk in the permanent way and fixed eqnipment of a 
railway, for instance, only a small fraction could be recovered 
if the undertaking 'came to an end and was completely liqui
dated. On the other hand, capital in some industries is largely 
invested in commodities which are bought and sold, and her~ 
as in the case of a retailer's stock in trad~to go out of 
business is not necessarily to incur a great loss. Similarly, 
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labour can be transferred between industries with much less 
difficulty in some cases than in others; if the occupations 
offered by the new industry are not very unlike those followed 
by workers in the declining industry, or if the latter did not 
develop in workers a specialized skill useless for other pur
poses, the shift may be accomplished rapidly with no great 
hardship. 

At the present time, unfortunately, it seems to be the case 
that it is those industries which have a large amount of prac
tically unrealizable capital and which demand a peculiar skill 
from their workers, that are relatively declining. They are, 
too, in many cases, industries which were first developed in 
Great Britain, and on which much of the economic life of 
this country is based, so that the shift of the economic centre 
of gravity, so to speak, that is occurring has involved grave 
losses and a large semi-permanent body of unemployed. The 
continuance of the re-allocation of our resources of capital and 
labour, which is the consequence of the maintenance of a 
free trade system will, if present conditions hold, be likely 
to cause further difficulties of the same sort for a time. The 
difficulties would be less if the change were slower; but the 
rate of alteration in economic affairs seems to be accelerating. 
A free trade economy, therefore, may be one in which (if 
invention and discovery go on as in recent years) there is 
always some capital loss and some unemployment due to the 
changing positions of different industries. In one generation 
it may be coal mining and cotton spinning that are losing 1 
their old pre-eminence, while artificial silk and electrical equip- I 
ment are showing the best returns; in a future generation 
artificial silk may be a dying manufacture and investors and 
young workers may be striving to enter the television 
apparatus industry. 

Before we C9nclude, however, that the reactions of a free 
trade system which are referred to above constitute grave 
disadvantages, it would be well to carry further the implica
tions contained in the foregoing arguments. It is not one of 
the claims to be advanced for free trade that it increases 
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employment, evert in the long run; on the contrary, the funda
mental tendency of free trade is to diminish employment, 
To repeat a previous observation, if the economic resources 
of a group of people, as of a single individual, are anywhere 
used in those of the many possible ways which give the highest 
returns and in those ways only, their production will be carried 
on at lower costs than would be the case if they distributed 
their resources among a variety of uses, some with lower 
returns (per man-hour, or whatever unit of economic resources 
may be taken) than others. In the first simple illustration 
of the benefits of such concentration on the part of two groups 
of persons (called .. nations ") on their respective high-return 
employments, we spoke of the benefit as a .. saving" to each. 
If consumption is not increased when it is possible to get 
more goods for a certain expenditure of resources, then the 
same production as before goes on with a smaller expenditure; 
less capital and labour are required. Under present conditions, 
the saving is likely to be mainly under the head of labour, 
because invention is more common and more successful on 
the mechanical side of production and so labour-saving devices 
usually take the form of a new sort of capital equipment. 
But the tendency is to reduce employment, by devising ways 
whereby the same thing can be done in less of the worker's 
time, or with less effort on his part, or even without his labour 
and attention at all. Such developments have the same effect 
as would a change in the climate that improved the yield of 
our fields, or an alteration in underground conditions that 
made mining easier. All of these things mean that less em
ployment of men's time and energies is called for to get a 
certain result, or that a more abundant output can be enjoyed 
from the same employment. A free trade regime is of the 
same nature. The consequences can be declared in general 
disadvantageous ouly if f<e are prepared to object to labour
saving devices in the home or the factory, or to say that a 
product of much toil is to be preferred to the same thing 
produced easily and quickly. It is possible to take up this 
attitude, but not on economic grounds; the increase of leisure, 
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or the alternative increase of goods, that has occurred under 
industrialism, may be deplored for moral considerations, per
haps, but these are not relevant to the issue. 

/ / The probable consequence of free trade on an industrial 
II~untry' s employment are, therefore, twofold: the amount of 

employment called for to produce a given output (or a certain 
.. National Income ") will be lower, the further specialization 
lowers costs, and also when industries are changing in relative 
profitableness, there will be unemployment due to the time 
taken and possible loss involved in the transfer of resources 
now redundant from the declining to the advancing indus
tries. The first sort of .. unemployment," the reduction in the 
amount of labour required to produce or obtain by exchange 
a certain satisfaction, is the same thing as an increase in the 
real wages of labour. This increase will go on faster under 
a free trade than under a protectionist regime, simply because 
the latter is designed to maintain or induce a volume of 
economic activity that would not otherwise exist, i.e. economic 
activity carried on at relatively high costs. In other words, 
all consumers will tend to get what they want more cheaply 
under a free trade than under a tariff system; the imposition 
or increase of a tariff lowers real wages, or checks their rise, 
by making things more expensive to consumers. 1 

The second sort of unemployment, which is the chief public 
concern at the present time, is transitional and short-period 
in nature, and is a nonnal result of economic progress. How
ever, this is not to say that it may not continue at a very 
high level for a long time, since the dimensions it assumes 
and the duration will be determined by the organization of 
industry, by the branches of industry affected and by the 
rate of industrial change. If the declining industry is one in 
which there are a large number of small producers of varying 

1 It might. perhaps. be worth while to remind the reader that 
consumers are Dot only private individuals buying in retail shops. 
Railways are large consumers of -coal and of iron and steel; a rise in 
the cost of getting supplies. whether from at home or abroad, may mean 
a rise in railway rates, which may increase the costs of indusbies work
ing for export, itt"" _IiG: and SO over the whole economic field . 

• 
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efficiency, then its shrinkage may be a piecemeal affair, a 
disappearance of the weaker units one by one as profits fall, 
creating a reduction of employment that can perhaps be 
anticipated. 

An industry counting only a few very large units may re
duce the employment it offers drastically and suddenly when 
a single concern closes down; the adjustment of the volume 
of employment to the ability of the industry to pay for the 
labour it requires at the existing level of wages is made in 
a few sharp jerks, so to speak, instead of by a gradual, con
tinuous process. The alternative is the lowering of wages in 
the relatively declining industry, which will make it less 
attractive to workers and so bring about a diversion of labour 
to other more prosperous industries, until adjustment is 
effected. But, owing to the reluctance of workers to change 
over from one employment to another, particnlarly when that 
means-as it often does---a change of residence, or to obstacles 
to their making a change. even a considerable lowering of 
wages may not bring about the voluntarY transfer of labour 
sufficiently quickly or to a sufficient extent. Besides, in most 
industrial countries there is a strong, organized feeling on the 
part of the workers against rapid or considerable downward 
revision of wages and, in such circumstances, positive unem
ployment must result. There must be workers, who can no 
longer be employed at the prevailing wages in their former 
occupation, who are not yet taken up by the relatively 
advancing occupations. Their maintenance is one of the 
costs of technical progress. 

Finally. we may consider how far a "transition" phen
omenon is necessarily of brief duration. A .. short period" 
is a different measure of time according to what we are re
ferring to in using the term; the business man is sometimes 
inclined to be impatient at the length of the economist's 
.. short period," which may run to several years, though that 
will be a very hrief moment compared with the geologist's 
or even the historian's. Handicrafts in England lasted on 
something like their old footing for a generation after the 
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beginning of industrialism and some survive (with an appro
priately small employment) to this day. It is not impossible 
tbat before one adjustment occasioned by the rise of a new 
industry or the decline of an old is completed a fresh revolution 
in economic affaiIs will begin and another body of transitional 
unemployment grow as the former dwindles. In sbort, the 
future may, if invention, rationalisation, changes in final con
sumption, or alteration in natwal conditions persist, see the 
maintenance of a large amount of transitional, sbort period 
unemployment, together with steadily-rising real wages and, 
possibly, falling hours of labour. 

There is no need to deal at length with the negative aspect 
of the free trade case. Criticism of arguments for protection 
will depend on what those arguments are and how they are 
framed. The principal objection, though, must be raised to 
all forms of protection, however subtle, tbat they involve 
the diversion of economic resources to what are admittedly 
their less remunerative uses, in every case. If the end desired 
lies outside the scope of economics, then the argument cannot 
be sustained on either side. The idea of a balanced economy, 
the view that it is good tbat a certain proportion of the 
population sbould live and work under specified conditions 
(even if these are artificially promoted), are matters of social 
theory, with which the economist as such is not competent 
to deal. The same applies to the advocacy of particular pro
tective measures for fear of war. Adam Smith, while arguing 
against restrictions on industry and trade, remarked: .. ~ 
defence, however, is of much more importance than opulence, 
the act of navigation is, perhaps, the wisest of all the com
mercial regulations of England" L-the Navigation Acts being 
designed to foster the Britisb shipping and make it a "nursery 
for seamen," so that it sbould be useful in time of war, by 

'Book IV, Chapter II. As TIN W...JIl 0' NaHotu was published 
in 1776, this passage was presumably written, or at least compoaed, 
before the revolt 01 the American Colonies threatened. The Navigation 
Acts, rostricting the colODial trado to shipe owned by British subjects, 
were part of tho .. Old Colonial System," wbicb the independence of 
the United States elIoctively terminated. 
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restricting our trade to our own vessels and those of the 
countries flom which we imported. On the general thesis, 
two observations might be made. There is no point in con
trasting .. defence" and .. opulence"; what we want to know 
about a given policy is, how much defenoe will it provide at 
the sacrifioe of how much opulenoe? Should we get as good 
results with a smaller sacrifioe in some other way? Secondly, 
it is usually best to attempt to secure a desired result by 
means as diIect as possible. If we want defence, it is better 
to create a special instrument for that purpose, rather than to 
turn something not designed for the task into a makeshift tool. 

The" infant industry" argument is a much weaker exoeption 
to the application of flee trade than it appears to be. The 
conditions required really to justify a tariff for an infant in
dustry (which must mean an unborn industry, sinoe, if the 
industry has established itself, however modestly, under flee 
trade, the conditions do not apply) are so peculiar as to be 
rare in practice. If any claimant be given the benefit of the 
doubt, then the final outcome promised in the protectionist 
case does not appear-that is, has not yet appeared in any 
instance. The industry, after ten, twenty, or thirty years of 
protection has not been ready to stand against all comers 
in its own market; nor can it be shown in any actual case 
that it is producing on terms equal or superior to those of 
the competitors shut out by the tariff wall. 

The clainI made for a protective measure that it affords 
a means of .. taxing the foreigner" has already been discussed 
flom various angles and it is not necessary to do more than 
sum up that discussion here. It is possible to conceive cases 
in which a certain country's demand for the products of 
another is at once very important to the producer, and highly 
elastic; in such circumstances, a duty imposed on those pro
ducts by the importing country might be borne largely, even 
entirely, by the foreign producer. But there are limits to this; 
the duty cannot be larger than the normal profits required 
by the producer, since he will not go on supplying the market 
at a loss. An export duty on a commodity, the foreign demand 
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for which is highly inelastic, may equally be paid by the 
foreigner, though this is not what is nsually meant by protec
tion. But, again, there are limits, and, in fact, the conditions 
required before these possibilities arise are rarely to be found 
in practice. 

\ 
4. General Conclusions. (0'" 

Without attempting to give- Ii final decision on the issue 
between protection and free trade, we may sum up the position 
which has been reached. There is no difficulty in coming to 
a decision on purely economic grounds, and the decision that 
must be reached is implicit in all that has been said; ~ 
difficulty 1!.,;_wJhe fad that_arg1l!!l~Ets tor prot!:Stion ap~ 
inTheTast resort to other than economiccnteria. These-------- ~---social ideals, nationalism, the desire for secunty-cannot be 
weighed up against the other than economic claims that can 
be advanced for free trade-,;uch as the value of freedom, 
the elimination of international friction-for they are not of 
he same nature. Confining ourselves, therefore, to the con

siderations already dealt with, we may say: Free trade means 
the territorial division of labour, local specialization on the 
relatively low-eost, high-return branches of production and 
the exchange between specializing areas of their products. 

j 17otection means the promotion or maintenance, against com
petitors, of relatively high-eost, low-return branches of pro

i duction within a national area and a consequent diversity 
: of products, with a smaller range and volume of exchange 
II between areas. A particular industry may enjoy relatively 

low costs over a period owing to conditions that are not 
, permanent, so that free trade means that leadership may 
I pass from one industry to another. Protection seeks to pre- " 

serve the position in which industries stand at the time when 
it is inaugurated as a policy. Free trade means that real 
wages will increase as fast as industrial improvement goes 
on under the pressure of competition. Protection means 
that real wages will not be as high as they would otherwise 
have been, since part of a country's production is being 
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carried on more expensively than that for which it is best 
suited. In a word, free trade has a dynamic, protection 
a static, effect on the economic life of a country. 

To hold that free trade is the sound policy for a country 
to pursue in economic affairs is not to rule out all duties 
on goods. An inIport duty counterbalanced by an excise is 
the .characteristic form 0.1 indirect taxation in nineteenth 
century England at the height of the free trade movement, 
when it seemed that the rest of the world was going to be 
persuaded by our example. It does not alter the competitive 
position of different industries and it may be the more con
venient alternative to direct taxatiOn. In some countries, the 
development of a tariff has undoubtedly been encouraged 
partly by the contribution which it makes to the revenue, 
a contribution which cannot be obtained from direct taxation 
because of the lack of efficiency and experience of the Civil 
Service, or of the trouble and expense involved in the collection 
of internal taxes. Countries with populations scattered over 

1 difficult country, with a foreign trade passing throuih a few 
I ports, may find it best to rely upon duties for the bulk of 
i the national revenue, whether these are protective or not. 
\ Federal governments, again, may draw most of their income. 
from the yield of duties, since this obviates the difficulties 
which may arise out of the alternative policy of dividing their 
expenditure among the constituent states or provinces. to be 
borne by them, on some other basis, out of direct local taxa
tion. Instances of coUntries in which such considerations 
have had peculiar weight are Brazil (the United States of 
Brazil), the nature and extent of the interior of which consti
tute a big problem to the administrator, and the Common
wealth of Australia. 



PART II 

TARIFFS: SOME TECHNICAL ASPECTS 



INTRODUCTORY 
WHATEVER may be one's opinion as to the desirahility or 
otherwise of tariffs, they must be faced as important facts 
in the world of to-<iay, which can and do playa considerable 
part in deteTmining the course and progress of trade and 
industry. The convinced protectionist should study the !!If!!:.. 
nique of tarilis, smce a tieIi-eBit the general advantageousne!l!i 
oT a protectfonistregfmeo,;ghtIiiit-t<l""iead" him into the 
coiiil~a,b!e. ciiDt.--:-t1l3t"aoY..tarlliWiUfio. -Iil-fict""7n a-pro
tectionist has any peculiar interest that he wants protected, 
he will soon realize that some tariffs are much more effective 
than others and that it is necessary to frame a tariff carefully 
to get a desired result. The staunch free trader, however, 
should equally be a student oftariff policy and practice, just 
as the higher the value we place upon health, the more closely 
we study diseases and their symptoms. Besides, in practice, 
even a free trade country imposes duties on imports, generally 
on a few goods not producible in the country, or counter
balanced by an excise on home products of the same sort. 
Such a Customs system, though not what is generally meant 
by a tariff, presents in a minor degree some of the problems 
involved in a protectionist regime. 

The more elaborate the tariff, the more. complex and im
portant are the technical problems involved, and hence the 
more necessary is it that the nature of these problems, the 
solutions so far attempted, and their effects, should he under
stood by the people of a country in which changes in fiscal 
policy are being contemplated. For no important change can 
either be forced upon a democratic community, nor withheld 
from it if widely desired, for very long-though public opinion 
may be mistaken because uninstructed, or misled by inter
ested parties, or unable to grasp the force of expert counsels. 
It is essential, therefore, that there should be a sufficient 
number of people who, when a particular tariff policy is 

10 5 
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demanded, know what is wanted to be done, and, further, 
how to do it. 

In this connection, issues and details, otherwise abstxact 
and trivial, become of immediate moment and practical im
portance. The precise form that a duty shall take is not only 
of interest to the importer who has to pay it and the official 
who has to collect it. Different sorts of duties have difierent 
effects, and the decision to impose an ad valorem instead of 
a speci1ic duty on a certain (".ommodity may, in the future, 
make all the difierence in the world to the home producer, 
who seeks protection, and to the home consumer. If it is 
desired to bargain for concessions -with other countries, the 

, general structure of the tariff system, and the means by which 
it can be changed, are vital questions. When we wish to dis
criminate-against dumped products, for example--<iefini
tions of what it is against which we are discriminating, must 
be framed with care and with regard to policy. 

This raises the question: How far should such matters be 
public affairs, i.e. how far ought tariff problems to be political 
issues, ultimately decided in the same way as quite difierent 
questions, by the electorate? There is a strong body of opinion 
which holds that tariff problems, at least technical problems, 
ought to be outside of ordinary politics. With this is often 
associated a demand for a .. scientific tariff." It is felt that 
if tariff problems are discussed in the same atmosphere and 
on the same grounds as the controversial issues .of party 
politics, any outcome will be more a compromise, more in
lIuenced by ulterior considerations, than what would be pro
duced by the calm deliberations of a few impartial experts. 
Yet it is difficult to see how it is possible to .. take the tariff 
out of politics" in a democratic country, except so far as 
purely executive provisions are concerned. Even when the 
question as to whether or not a tariff shall be a permanent 
feature of a country's economy has been decided, even when 
there is general agreement among the supporters of the difi
erent parties that there should be a tariff, the large number of 
questions that must be answered in determining the sorl of 
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tariff a country shall have, almost certainly will be dealt with 
on party lines. Indeed, the tariff qbestions may themselves 
give rise to special parties, like the "agrarian" or "fanners" 
parties of protectionist Europe and America. Nor is it ob
viously desirable in every case that such issues should be fought 
out on other than pa1'ty lines. The effects of duties are econ
omic effects, of the kind already discussed, just as the effect 
of minimum wage legis1ation or similar modern State activity 
is economic. Since these things necessarily affect the lives of 
the whole population practically and intimately, they cannot 
be excluded from the scope of politics, within which popular 
desires and objectio~s can declare themselves. 

We must, therefore, treat of all the problems that may 
arise in connection with a tariff, so as to reach some compre
hension of what it means to embark upon a protective regime, 
what has been the experience of other countries and what 
variety of tariff systems offers itself. This involves consider
ation of the different sorts of tariffs and duties-';;"hl~!i'c;,;;: l>e 
Clistingulshed; of the processes of making a tariff; of the 
problems of working one. Much of what may be said is gen
eral, and therefore true of certain conditions whenever and 
wherever found. This may be illustrated by examples drawn 
from the practice of various countries at different dates. 
Some points are, however, special to the tariffs of particular 
countries, and therefore of less general interest. Most examples 
of these will be drawn from recent British experience. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE STRUCTURE OF TARIFF SYSTEMS 

(I) TyPES of tari1Is--(o) The forms of tari1I systems-(3) The develop
ment of tariff systems-(4) The most-favoured-nation clause. 

U Only innately insular persons who have never given unprejudiced 
study to modem economic thought in any language but their own can 
use the word tari1f as though it represented some sort of uniform 
policy or stereotyped conception."-MR. J. L. GARVIN, Thl Obs"",,,,. 
17th January, 193:1· 

1. Types of Tarifts. 
IN order to make our survey of tariffs as comprehensive as 
possible, it is proposed to include under this head any duties 
on imports and/or exports levied by a government. Thesel 
duties mayor may not form a system in the ordinary sense L 
of the word-that is, an organic whole with a definite form- ( 
but, in any case, they must ~e some effect on the trade 
of a country, or on its public rtvehue, and are usually designed) 
to have a certain effect on either or both. If. therefore, we 
extend the scope of the term "tariff system" to cover all such 
arrangements, we can classify the fiscal policies and practices 
of all countries on a single scheme. The state of affairs pre
vailing in Great Britain in the x870's will be described as 
a tariff system, for this purpose, just as the fiscal policy of / 
the United States to-day will be. This will allow us, without· ,/. , 
confusion or ambiguity, to speak of a .. Revenue Tariff." J /' "" .) 

The basis on whiclI a broad classification can be made is 
that of the eff.", of the tariff as a whole. A tariff may be
r x. A source of revenue only. 
12. Protective of home industries only. 
'3. Mixed in effect, affording some revenue and some 

protection. 
It will be understood that the essential feature of the purely 

revenue tariff is that the competitive position of home pro
ducers is left unchanged. Under a' purely protective tariff, 
conversely, the effect of the duties is to give home producers 

109 
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the whole of the differential advantage that is required to 
enable them to take the maximum share of the home market. 
This is not necessarily a 100 per cent share. It may not be 
possible to expand the output of some goods enough to satisfy 
home demand completely, on account of physical conditions. 
In other cases, the duty will improve the position of producers 
as competitors with unprotected industries for capital and 
labour; if such industries, which are nsnally those working 
for export, are not to be injured, the tariff must not be so 
high as to prevent them from obtaining capital and labour 
at a cost which they can meet without their returns being 
reduced. This limits the share of the home market obtainable 
by protected industries. 

We may, therefore, define revenue, protective and mixed 
tariffs in more detail thns--

~ 
1. A revenue tariff consists of duties levied 0.- L-

(a( On imported articles which cannot be produced at 

home; and/or ( ~"""::'-<"L) "J(.,'1,"'" .. ~ ~/r 7 
(WOn imported articles; wheh there is a roWit~g 

excise duty levied on such articles as are produced at home. 
2. A protective tariff consists of duties levied 

(a0o afford protection to home producers of commodi
ties which were being imported before the imposition of 
the duty; 

(byWithout a countervailing tax on home products. 
3· A mixed tariff is one in which duties are levied 

(a) Partly giving protection to home-produced articles; 
(b) Partly raising revenue, with or without an excise on 

home-produced articles. 
A mixed tariff may consist of duties all of which are both pr0-

tective (to a certain extent) and revenue-yielding; or of duties 
some of which are purely protective, some pnre1y revenue 
in character (being imposed on imports of commodities which 
cannot be produced at home), and, possibly, some of which 
are both protective and revenue-yielding. Natnrally, it will 
generally be very difficult to say of any particular duty that 
it is of this composite" protective-revenue" character, because 
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(

as long as any revenue is coming in under that head. imports 
of the taxed commodity are continuing. and so the protection 
that is being afforded by the duty is doubtful. Nevertheless. 
it is clear that in many tariff systems such mixed duties exist. 
since on the one hand the imposition of a duty on a class of 
goods will cause imports to decline. while those that still come 
in will yield a revenue. This is often due to the fact that a duty 
imposed on a class of goods. such as woollen piece goods. is 
in reality levied on a number of articles with different marketS; 
iiiiatliCi-same -c1UfYWlll-liavediffeieiii:· eff;,ct,!o;' the V3rlous 
artiCles coinffig iinler ~ S3;!I1e -heading in the-taiifi:SChedUie". 
Whiit thiS hliS meant in the development of tariff systems 
will be discussed later under the heading of classification and 
specia1ization of rates. As to the other sort of mixed tariff. 
it is only necessary to observe that most modern systems come 
under this head; the tariff system of Great Britain as it has 
developed during the Great War and the following years is \ 
an example. presenting as it does "McKenna" (protective) 
duties. and Safeguarding duties. together with the revenue 
duties. like that on tobacco. inherited from the free trade era.' 

In any type of tariff the level of duties is an important 
consideration. sioce the effect of the tariff may be deternrined. 
at least in part. by the duties imposed. A duty not intended 
to be protective may fall so heavily on certain imports that 
foreign producers cease to supply them and a home industry 
has to be established if local needs are to be met; or. where 
the taxed commodities cannot be produced at home. con
sumers have to tum to substitutes. and imports cease alto
gether. Wherever revenue is looked for. and the increase of 
duties is under consideration. the possibility of bringing about 
so sharp a falling-off in trade as more than to counterbalance 
the higher rate or amount of duty paid on what is actually 
imported. must be borne in mind. When it is not desired 
to establish a protective system. the effects of duties must 

1 Cf. the title of the U.S. Tariff Act of 1930: or An Act to provide 
revenue. to regulate commerc::e with foreign countries. to encourage the 
industries of the United States, to protect American labour, and for 
other purposes." 
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equally be watched; as Professor Gregory has put it: .. those 
rates which are most fruitful of revenue at a particular mo~ 
iieecr-noi iiecessaruyoe--t1iosewhlch oller-iiO protection, f~ 
flieauueii maybe quite hlgh--enough to encourage a local 
industry to rise up in theiI shade. Thus, duties which were 
originally not protective in intention may become so in effect 
in the course of time. But such is not the purpose of a revenue 
duty, and when it is found that the rates imposed are encour
aging the rise of local industries, they should be supplemented 
by internal excise duties.'" 

2. The Forms of Tariff Systems. ----- .. ~--'-... -..... 
By the .. form" of a tariff is meant the structure of the 

system of duties which comprises it: the number of duties 
that are provided for any single article or class of articles is 
the basis of classification usually adopted. This rate or duty 
or linear or schedule basis of classification applies to any type 
of tariff, though it is generally the case that the more protec
tionist in inspiration the tariff is, the more elaborate is its form. 
• We may divide tariff systems into (I) those in which there 
:is only one duty or rate (or schedule, or line in the measure 
ifixing the duty) on every single commodity or class of com
'modities, and (2) those in which there are two or more duties, 
so that goods from one country will pay a different tax from 

i that paid by similar goods coming from another country. 
The first form can be referred to as a single-line (unilinear) 
or single-schedule system, the second as a multi-linear or 
multiple-schedule system, or as bi-linear or tri-linear, accord
ing as to whether there are two or three rates to be found for 
each item coming within the scope of the tariff. 

The form of a tariff may be deternlined solely by the legis
lature of the country which is imposing it, i.e. may be purely 
autonomous; or it may be deternlined partly or entirely by 
treaties between that country and others, i.e. may be con
ventionally deternlined (" convention" in the sense of " agree
ment ") ; or it may be deternlined by other states, in which 

1 Prof. T. E_ Gregory. Tariffs: A SINd,. i" M"Iwi., p. 488. 
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case the country concerned has no tariff autonomy. Where 
one country obtains tariff concessions from others in return 
for reductions granted to them, these arrangements may be 
"conventionalized," that is, made the subject-matter of a 
treaty; in this case an extra "line" will be introduced into the 
list of duties that comprises the tariff, wherever goods im
ported from the co-contracting countries are concerned. If 
several such treaties are made independently, there may be 
established a second "conventional" set of duties for most 
or all imports and even-if the treaties overlap one another 
in scope-two or three duties for the same commodity, accord
ing to its origin. 

I We may, therefore, compare the different forms one with 
another by considering their logical development. In this 

, connection it will be useful to discuss their relative advantages 
and disadvantages. 

3. The Development of Tariff Systems. 
(al SINGLE-LINE TARIFF. This, the simplest possible form, 

is gen"erally autonomously created. It is represented by 
(among other cases) the tariff systems of Denmark and 
the Netherlands. An example of a single-line tariff non
autonomously determined is the tariff of China during the 
second half of the nineteenth century, under the "Open 
Door" policy of the Great Powers. 

An autonomous country can, of course, conventionalize its 
tariff if it chooses to make treaties binding itself to a par
ticular level of duties. 

(bl DOUBLE-LINE TARIFF. A double-line tariff can come 
into existence either by being established at the outset in 
this form, or by the addition of a second set of rates to an 
existing single-line tariff. In the latter case, it may be that 
only part of the tariff is bi-linear, the second rates being added 
only in respect of some items. 

(i) Maxima-(and)-M'n'ma Form. With this, the two sets of 
rates are autonomously determined. There is usually a fixed 
"margin" between the rates throughout; for example, in the 

9-(IIIS9) 
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United States tariff of IgOg (often referred to as the .. Payne
Aldrich" Tariff) the maximum rate was merely the Ininimum 

I rate plus a fixed amount, in each case. Alternatively, the 
. Ininimum rate may be fixed as a certain fraction of the 
maximum rate. As might be expected, it is generally the 
case that it is the base rate, as it might be called, that 
is designed to be the more widely applicable; when the 
declared rate is the higher, it is unlikely that many imports 
will be admitted at the Ininimum duty. Conversely, when 
the declared rate is the lower. the maximum rate is likely to 
be used as a means of penalization of certain classes of goods. 
-(ii) General-(antl)-Conventional FOrm. The essential feature 

of this' form is that there is one basic rate, the general rate, 
autonomously determined and a lower rate fixed by bargain
ing between the tariff-making country and others. This was 
a popular method of tariff construction among European coun
tries before IgI4, especially during the second half of the 
nineteenth century. It arose out of the movement towards 
free trade in Continental countries, inaugurated by the Cobden 
Treaty concluded in 1860 between England and France. The 
effect of the treaty in bringing the Most-Favoured-Nation 
clause into commercial policy will be considered under that 
head; it is sufficient to note here that the reciprocal reductions 
in import duties on the part of France and of England were 
secured by treaty. because this was an easier method than 
any alteration of general rates in the French tariff would 
have been. Under the then constitution. the making of 
treaties was part of the Imperial power, and so the Emperor 
Napoleon III was able to conclude the agreement without get
ting the consent of the legislature, which, indeed, being much 
less infiuenced by .. economic liberaIism" than the Emperor, 
would very probably have refused it. Once the treaty (which 
chiefly gave France concessions ill respect of the duties on 
wines and spirits, in return for concessions on most British 
manufactured goods) was in force, however, it started a series 
of such conventions between France and other countries, 
which lasted until the change in French tariff policy in 18g2. 
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Meanwhile, the operation of the Most-Favoured-Nation clause, 
which became a common provision in treaties of this period, 
brought about a general lowering of duties throughout Europe, 
as country after country came within its scope. A check was 
given to this movement in the last decade of the century, 
and the twentieth century saw a resumption of .. economic 
nationalism" in many countries; but the Most-Favoured
Nation clause continued to exercise a moderating in1Iuence 
on tariff developments. 

vee) TRIPLE-LINE TARIFF. This form is almost invariably a 
development of a double-line tariff, where it is desired to 
discriminate between different countries more closely than 
is possible with the bi-linear form. When it arises out of a 
maxima-minima tariff, the third rate may be based on the 
existing minimum (e.g. a certain fraction of the minimum 
in every case), when it will usually be lower than the mini
mum; or it may be based on the existing maximum, when 
it will usually be intermediate between the other two rates. 
Simi1arly, when it is a development of a general-conventional 
tariff, it may be based on either the general (higher) or the 
conventional rate. 

This development is a common feature of the tariffs of 
countries with colonies, and of the colonies or dominions when 
these have tariffs of their own, in order to give special treat
ment to colonial trade. It is represented in the British Empire 
by the tariff systems of Australia and Canada, in which a 
British preferential rate, lower than what is, in effect, the 
conventional rate (the" Intermediate rate") has been created. 
The application of this rate to imports from the United King
dom and some other Dominions and possessions of Great 
Britain, into Australia and Canada, gives producers in the 
favoured countries an important advantage in those markets 
over foreign competitors. These preferences were granted 
autonomously in the first place, and without reciprocal con
cessions being made by Great Britain,. since at that time this 
country had nothing to offer to the Dominions in return. 
Such autonomous preferences may, however, be extended by 
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negotiations and this has been the metho!i by which the 
British preferential rate has been extended to cover a good 
deal of intra-Imperial trade. 

(d) .?JE~ AND DEMERITS OF THESE FORM~. The great 
merit of the single-line' form 'over' multf-linear forms is its 
sinIplicity. It is generally easier both to construct and to 
work, since the framers of the tariff are concerned ouly with the 
probable effect of a single duty in each case, and the Customs 
officials know exactly what is payable on inIported goods. 

Against this must be set the disadvantages of its indis
criminate character and its lower bargaining value. A single
line tariff does not discriminate between colonial and foreign 
products, nor between inIports from countries of high tariffs 
and those from countries of low tariffs. Such discrimination 
is, of course, a partial admission of the protectionist case, 
and therefore it is only natural that orthodox opinion in Eng
land during the last century should support the single-line 
system that we then had, with no preferences. 

The smaller bargaining power that a single-line tariff is 
supposed to give to a government desirous of obtaining reduc
tions of duties from other countries, is asserted to be due 
to the fact that its system is all-round in effect. While this 
may well make it difficult to induce another coUntry to grant 
concession~ce, if it does so in return for a lowering of 
rates in a single-line tariff, it will be no better off, as compared 
with competitors who may have made no such conoessions, 
than before-it is possible to imagine cases where a single-line 
tariff country would be in a strong position. The prospect of 
a rate-reduction or increase might be a powerful factor in 
negotiation with a nation which found its most inIportant 
market in the single-line tariff country, for example, and the 
fact that the single-rate may be anything the government 
likes to declare (whereas bi-linear tariffs generally limit rates) 
is a point in favour of that country. 

When we turn to double-line tariffs, we find that, with 
advantages and disadvantages in common, the two types also 
present differences in working. Their principal advantage is, 
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of course, the fact that they make discrimination possible, 
and, indeed, imply it. Their principal disadvantage is that 
they are, as a result, often somewhat complex to constrnct 
and administer and always less calculable in their effect, both 
from the point of view of the authorities imposing them and 
of the merchants who are concerned with them. For if some 
imports of a certain commodity are coming in at one rate, 
while the remainder come in at a different rate, it is very . 
difficult, if not impossible, to determine with any degree of 
precision the protection likely to be afforded to home pro
duction (where this exists) and the revenue likely to be raised, 
and if it is possible for the duty on an import to be altered at 
short notice, neither the home producer nor the foreigner 
exporter can regard the position as a very settled one. 

Subject to these general considerations, there are special 
advantages and disadvantages attaching to each of these 
forms. Under a maxima_minima tariff. the difference. be
tween the two sets of rates is fixed and known, and as long 
as a particular tariff measure remains in force, the government, 
the home producer, and the importer know how their respec
tive interests are affected. At the same time, as the tariff 
is autonomously fixed, the rates can, any or all of them, be 
altered by the government, so as to give the required degree 
of protection or amount of revenue. On the other hand, bar
gaining power is limited, since the greatest concession that 
can be offered is the difference--<l<luaI to perhaps only a 
third or a quarter of the higher rate-between the maximum 
and the minimum chargeable. Since the same concession of 
the minimum rate must be offered to all, it may be that a 
country with such a tariff will sometimes give this in ex
change for a reduction of duties on its goods which is not 
worth so large a concession and could have been obtained 
for less. 

Under a general-<:onventional tariff, there is no all-round 
difference between the higher and the lower rates, since the 
latter may be established by a number of treaties and modified 
by the Most-Favoured-Nation clause. The advantages of this 
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are, from the point of a government, that bargaining power 
is unrestricted and, from the point of view of the producers 
concerned, that the conventionalizing of the lower rate may 
give greater stability to the tariff. A treaty is usually con
cluded for a definite period of years. and automatically re
newed for a year at a time until one of the parties gives notice 
of its intention to .. denounce" (i.e. terminate) it. One of the 
longest-lived of such treaties was that concluded, in the first 
place for twelve years, between Prussia and the United States 
in 1828, which lasted until war was declared in I917. Against 
this system it is sometimes urged. that the fixing for a long 
period of the lower rate may operate to the disadvantage of 
the country with the general-conventional tariff, particularly 
if it is extended through the operation of the Most-Favoured
Nation clause, or if economic conditions change during the 
period of the treaty. The advocates of a maxima-minima 
tariff have, indeed, stated that in fact no great difference in 
this respect need exist between that form of tarift and a 
general-conventional one, since maxima-minima tariffs can be 
just as stable as the other form and, so far as European ex
perience up to I9I4 goes, generally were. 

It is not possible to give judgment for one or the other 
form, since the importance of the various points that have 
been advanced will depend in each case on the objective in 
view. On the whole, it is true to say that modem .. high 
protectionism" prefers maxima-minima tariffs to general
conventional, as might be expected, since a government 
desirous of fostering home industries will want to have its 
hands free. If low duties and a trade revival are aimed at, 
then treaties will be popular. Whichever form is selected, it 
will. in practice. almost certainly be modified in detail by 
earlier commitments or by autonomous limitations; for ex
ample, the German Tariff of Ig06 established a general rate 
and also a minimum below which no conventional rate could 
be fixed. 

There is little to add in regard to triple-line tarilIs. In 
theory, the larger the number of duties provided for each 
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article, the higher the degree of discrimination possible and 
the greater the bargaining power of the country; but in prac
tice the actual duties, and the importance of a country as 
producer and consumer of goods entering into international 
trade, are of more moment. The great disadvantage of such a 
tariff is in the administration of the preferential range of duties, 
as it is not always easy to be sure that only those classes of 
goods to which the preference is supposed to apply are, in fact, 
enjoying it. This question can best be treated, however, under 
the general heading of the problem of specialization. 

4. The Most-Favoured-Nation Clause. 
This celebrated provisiOOOf commercial 'treaties has had 

a long and not uneventful history. While it is most .prominent 
in tariff affairs during the nineteenth century, it is found in 
eighteenth century treaties and has figured in post-war 
agreements. 

The clause may be said to have arisen out of reciprocity 
treaties between countries, the effect of which was at first 
limited to the two contracting parties in each case. As these 
treaties became more common, it became necessary to gen
eralize the position, because if one nation obtained concessions 
in respect of duties chargeable on its goods from another, 
which subsequently gave more liberal concessions to a third, 
the first nation' s position as a competitor in the foreign 
market was not improved, in spite of what it had itself given 
up to secure an advantage. To obviate the possibility of this 
development, it became usual to introduce into any treaty 
for reciprocal reductions of duty a clause providing that, if 
either of the parties A and B later gave to a third, C, any 
concessions on goods covered by the A-B treaty, these con
cessions should automatically be extended to the other party. 
That is to say, if a country bound by such a clause reduced 
duties to any other country, the country with which it had 
the Most-Favoured-Nation treaty would at once enjoy the 
same concession (without any further negotiations). In other 
words, the benefiting country is placed on the same footing 
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as the (other) most favoured nation; it is impossihle that its 
exports should be at a disadvantage in the country granting 
Most-Favoured-Nation treatment. 

It is clear that in its widest application, the Most-Favoured
Nation clause would have the effect of reducing duties to one 
common level, and that level the lowest granted to any nation 
by any of the countries bound together by Most-Favoured
Nation treaties. This all-round lowering of duties was a 
feature of the period z860 to I892, when Europe was covered 
with a network of treaties; it was the defence of those who 
upheld the treaties against the rigid Free TradeIs who, in 
England, attacked all sud measures as compromises with 
Protection. But the clause is not always interpreted or ap
plied in the widest possible way, and in different periods its 
effect has been somewhat limited. 

There are, broadly, two interpretations of the clause-the 
unrestricted or European interpretation, and the restricted 
or American interpretation. The European conception of the 
clause is, that it extends to nations with Most-Favoured
Nation treaties all the concessions and privileges granted to 
any' nation, unconditionally and without restriction. The 
American interpretation is, that the United States extends 

~
o a. nation under a Most-Favour. ed-Nation treaty the same_ 

cOncessions or privileges as are granted to a third party, 
(a) freely and completely, where the original concession was 

atuitous, (b) in return for the same or equivalent concessions 
I"" were made by the third party, where the origina1 concession 
!was only granted reciprocally. That is to say, a country under 
a Most-Favoured-Nation treatment with the United States 
does not necessarily obtain a concession granted to another 
country, if the concession was conditional. It receives the 
benefit of the concession only if it fnlfils the condition. 

A Most-Favoured-Nation treaty may be reciprocal or non
reciproca1, i.e. a country granting Most-Favoured-Nation treat
ment to another may not receive such treatment itself. Non
reciprocity generally occurs only when the two countries are 
of very unequal standing; for example, under treaties with 
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the United Kingdom (1855) and the United States (1856), 
Siam granted Most-Favoured-Nation treatment to goods from 
those countries without getting any similar concession in 
return. A modern instance is provided by the Treaty or" 
Versailles, I919, by which Germany was made to grant for 
a certain period "without request and without compensation" 
Most-Favoured-Nation treatment to the Allied and Associated 
Powers. 1 Germany regained tariff autouomy under the pro
visions of the Treaty on IOth January, I925. 

The clause may be limited or unlimited in its effect. A 
limited Most-Favonred-Nation treaty is one definitely pre
cluded from affecting the position of certain states, or from 
applying to certain commodities. Again, the clause may be 
conditional or non-conditional. With regard to the former, 
Gregory says: "The conditional form emphasizes the factor 
of bargaining or reciprocity. It is desirable to avoid dis
crimination, but it wonId be unfair to give any State all the 
advantages for which another State may have to pay. Con
sequently it lays down the principle that future concessions 
must be paid for, and on approximately the sante terms for 
all the contracting States, and shonId only be freely granted 
to anyone State if they have been freely granted to all."· 

To sum up, the effect of the Most-Favonred-Nation clause 
has in various ways been limited or diluted in many cases, 
so that it has not done so much to reduce duties as might 
have been expected. In some periods and under some systems 
it has had a wider scope than elsewhere, its greatest effective
ness being among European countries from I860 to 1914. 
The Great War terminated treaties formerly existing between 
the Allied and Associated Powers, and the Central European 
Powers and Russia; after the War there was a period of acute 
uncertainty combined with a highly-developed nationalism 

1 With this may be contrasted the provision of the Treaty of Frank
fort. ,870. by wlrich bo" Fnmce and Gennany were Jequired to grant 
each other gratuitously and uDconditionally any concessions subse
quently given to the other principal European nations. This was a 
reciprocal, unconditional. limited Most-Favoured-Nation clause . 

• Prof. T. E. Gregory, 0/>. cil., p. 4S6-7. 
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that militated against all movements which in purpose or 
effect lowered international barriers. 1 Moreover, the need for 
revenue, and the desire to be uncommitted in future negotia
tions, made many countries prefer tariff autonomy, at least 
for the time being. For example, France denounced all her 
treaties containing a Most-Favoured-Nation clause in the 
autunm of 1918, this taking effect by the Act of 29th July, 
1919, unless agreements were prolonged. Great Britain con
tinued to enjoy Most-Favoured-Nation treatroent, but new 
treaties were made with Canada, Czechoslovakia, Austria, 
and Italy. However, after 1924, the old policy-<>f making 
the Most-Favoured-Nation principle an integral part of com
mercial treaties-may be said to have been restored by France, 
and other European countries have, in general, returned to 
the pre-war position. 

1 It was recognized that the Succession States of Europe were in a 
peculiar position. in which it was not appropriate to apply the Most
Favoured-Nation regime maintained before the War by the Empires, 
of which the new States had. been merely provinces. Thus. it was pro
vided in the Peace Treaties that mutual tariff concessions made by 
Austria, Czechoslovakia. and Hungary should not be extended auto
matically to other countries having treaties with these States by the 
operation of the Most-Favoured Nation provision; and. similarly. with 
concessions between Turkey and the countries formerly part of the 
Turkish Empire. The same considerations apply to the new Baltic 
States, such as Finland, Esthonia. and Latvia. 



CHAPTER VII 

DUTIES 

(I) TYPEs of duties-(.) Advantages and disadvantages of each type 
-(3) TarilIl.vel indices. 

1. Types of Duties. 
TARIFFS differ from one another not only according to form, 
but also according to the type of duty principally used. A 
duty may be of a certain fixed amount, or it may be of a certain 
fixed proportion of the value of goods taxed. or it may be 
compound in character. The first kind of duty is known as 
"SpecifiC." the second as "All V alar ..... " It will be useful 
here to consider the nature andeffectoI these different types. 
and their relative advantages and disadvantages. 

(i) A SPECIFIC DUTY is one based on some definite and in
variable physical quality or attribute (or qualities or attri
butes) of the dutiable commudity. such as weight or super
ficial measurement. It. therefore. does not vary automatically 
with the value of the commodity; but this does not mean i 

in practice that it is imposed without reference to value. or . 
will not be revised if values alter. 

The bases of specific duties need careful definition. particu
larly if a duty is required to yield a certain minimum result 
in the way of protection or of revenue. since a duty based 
on a physical condition that is not essential or pecuIiar to 
a commudity may be evaded by an unimportant alteration of 
the commudity. For example. a particular specific duty on 
a product such as linoleum might be based on the linear yard 
of a certain width. with another and lower duty per linear 
yard on linoleum of less width; if the first duty is so framed 
as to apply to linoleum of exactly a certain width. foreign 
manufacturers may get their linoleum in at the lower duty 
by making it of a new standard width just sufficiently less 
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than that laid down in the tariff schedule. 1 Under any heavy 
duties, where it is worth while to go to the trouble of making 
products specially to .. get round" the provisions of the tariff, 
there will be a continuous battle of wits between the customs 
authorities and the importer. 

When weight is the basis of the duty, it is possible to define 
it with a high degree of precision. There are three general 
b~ r 

(ar Gross weight including packing, which is represented 
by the practice of Switzerland, amoni other countries. 

{b}''Net weight, the weight of tlte goods without packing, 
used hythe United Kingdom customs system. 

(e) l.egal net weight, or semi-gross weight, which usually 
means the weight of the goods together with their packing 
or wrapping, but not including the outer case which is their 
general receptacle. The semi-gross weight is represented by 
the French regulations, the legal net weight by those of some 
of the South American States. 

Examples of specific duties based on weight are the British 
duties on silk and artificial silk yarns and tissues imposed 
by the (Churchill) Budget of 1925, which were fixed per 
lb. of yarn, etc., imported. 

Superficial measurement as a basis has already been de
scribed. It is obviously appropriate to such commodities as 
textiles and timber, which are generally dealt with in standard 
widths, though in highly-developed tariff systems the con
tent may be the basis. Content as the basis, in the case 
of duties on textile fabrics, means that the duty varies accord
ing to the number of threads per square inch; the larger the 
number of threads, and the finer and more expensive the 
fabric, the heavier the duty it will bear, in general. 

The duty may be based on area measurement, but is usually 
per linear yard of a certain width. An example is the British 
duty (under the" McKenna" duties) on cinematograph films ; 
the duty is per linear yard of Ii in. wide. 

1 This occurred under the U.S. Tariff of 1897 (the ffDingley" Tari1I). 
Unoleum is no longer dutiable on that basis. Similar developments 
are always likely to arise with a high level of duties. 
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In the case of some liqnids, specific gravity is the physical 
quality on which the duty is based; this is the case with the 
British duty on beer. puties on wines and spiri~ ~~~y 
~ase<Lupoll th~~proof:'_ ,!,~en.!.. of_th~liqnidi thus, 
under the British customs tariff, wine pays a certain duty 
to which is added a further duty for every degree by which 
it exceeds 42° proof. 

Sugar answers to two tests for quality--<olour and polar
ization or yield. Specific duties which are designed to increase 
with an increase in the vrue of the commodity may, therefore, 
in the case of sugar, be based upon the colour~l which 
is a trade method of determining the quality. The better the 
colour, or higher the yield, the better the quality, and the 
heavier the duty which it can bear. 

Tale or number is the only suitable basis for dnties on some 
articles, chielly those where weight or measurement would 
give the customs officials an undue anlount of trouble. Under 
the Safeguarding of Industries (1925) Act, gas mantles for 
incandescent lighting imported into the United Kingdom were 
dutiable at 6s. the gross. 

(ii) AN An V ALOREIl DUTY, as the nanle implies, is based 
upon the value of the dufulble commodity and is invariably 
expressed as a percentage of that value. What value is taken 
as the basis of the duty d~ds upon customs practice; the 
questions that arise in this connection are discussed later. 

I Here it is only necessary to point out that lid fHllor .... duties 
: are not entirely unreIa.ted to the physical qualities or attri
, butes of the goods to which they apply; values must be quoted 
per ton, or per yard, or whatever the unit of measurement 
is. This allows of dilIerent lid fHllor .... duties being placed on 
dilIerent kinds or grades of an article, these being defined 
in physical terms. 

(iii) A MIxED OR CoIlPOUND DUTY is one that contains 
both Specific and lid fHllor .... elements, so as to avoid in part 
the defects of either. Thus, there may be imposed a certain 
specific duty on an article, so that the more valuable classes 

1 'Ibe .1 Dutch StaDdaId." 
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may bear a larger specific duty with a constant l1li vakw..". 
rate, or a constant specific duty with a rising l1li vakw..". rate, or 
a higher specific and a higher l1li vakw..". duty. The purpose of 
this elaborate constructiou appears when we consider the ad
vantages and disadvantages of the two main types of duties. 

(iv) ALTERNATIVE DUTIES are a device wherehy the tax 
levied on imports by a duty can be maintained at a minimum 
level. Thus, it may be provided that a specific duty shall be 
levied on a class of imports, and that not less than a certain 
l1li vakwem rate of dnty is to be pai4 on the goods; if their 
valne rises so that the specific dnty represents less than the 
minimum percentage of the value, the higher dnty becomes 
chargeable. Again, when an l1li vakwem duty is imposed, it 
may be provided that in no case shall less than a certain 
specific amonnt (per yard, per lb., or whatever may be the 
basis of the duty) shall be paid. Both of these types are found 
in modem developed tariffs, such as the Canadjan and 
American.l 

2. Advantages and Disadvantages of Each Type. 
The purpose of most tarifi systems being tw ... fold. to raise 

revenne and to give protection to honIe industries, the effects 
of particnIar types of duties must be considered with relation 
to both these objects. In addition, a.!!tninistrative convenien~ 
~as also to be taken into account .in deciding between specifil' 
~d l1li vakw_ duties. There are a few classes of articIes for [ 
which there can be established no appropiiate physical basis' 
of measurement, and of which the valne is the only thing that 
customs officials can be concerned with; these, such as pic
tures, or furniture, must be taxed according to valne. But, 

1 For example, in the U.S. Tarift. 1930. we fiDd-
•• Par. >0. (b). All other brick. DOt specially provided I.,..: 

... if gla.&ed, enamelled, painted. vitrified. omamented. 01' deco-. 
rated in any manner, 5 per cent l1li NIoreM. but DOt less than 
$ •. SO per tbousaud:· 

•• Par. "3. Plate. cy\iDd .... cro ..... ODd !beet gIaso .•. wheG made 
into mirron . . . 

ezceeding in aiR 144 &quare i.ocbes and DOt eyreecI;og 38t aquare 
inches. IS oeots pel' squue foot; 

. • • ProoUIe4. That """" of the lonegoing shall be subject to a .... 
rate of daty thaa 4S per ceut .. NIorfIM.·· 
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in general. the tendency is for the ad valmem rate to disappear. 
the more highly developed the tariff becomes. because the 
more dutiable articles there are and the larger the variety of 
rates to be applied to them. the more important and difficult 
the work of valuation becomes. Thus. the United States 
tariff was originally one of ad valorem duties. but it now con
tains many specific and compound duties. The tariffs of 
European countries mostly show specific duties. though a 
certain revival of ad valmem rates appeared in the exceptional 
circumstances of the period immediately following the War. 
Nearly all the new duties imposed by Great Britain since 
the War have been ad "almem rates. such as the 50 per cent 
duties on .. abnormal imports" of a variety of manufactured 
goods imposed by Mr. Walter Runciman as President of the 
Board of Trade. under Orders during November and December. 
1931. This is characteristic of a hastily-devised measure. 

(a) rJ<0DUCTIVENESS. In respect of the raising of revenue 
the charaCter of the demand for the goods taxed is an import
ant consideration. The revenue obtained is the result of the 
levying of a certain amount of duty on a certain volume of 
imports. but this volume is itself determined partly by the 
level of duty. If the demand for the imported commoditY! 
is inelastic. then a very heavy duty may make very little i 
difference to the amount brought into the country. unless the f 

duty is protective in effect. when it will presumably give such i 
an advantage to the home producer as will allow him to I 
capture part of the market formerly supplied by imports. ; 
This case has already been argued on general grounds. and 
there is no need to deal with it again. If. or in so far as. the 
duty is not protective. and the demand is elastic. it is 
important to discover the level of duty which gives the 
maximum yield. There are two extremes: a low rate of 
duty that will make little difference to the volume of 
imports, and will thus bring in a large revenue because 
the total quantity of dutiable goods is large. and a high rate 
of duty that will cause a very considerable falling off in the 
volume of imports. and thus bring in a smalleo: revenue. 
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(Ibis is not to say that every increase of duty will bring 
about an actual decrease of revenue, because of a more than 
proportionate shrinking of trade; that may occur, but it is 
not necessarily the case that it will follow in all circumstances. 
It is possible to imagine a situation in which beyond a certain 
point increases of duty have less effect than previously on 
the volume of trade; a diminished demand would have become 
no longer elastic, but constant.) In each case it is assumed 
that part at least of the duty is passed on to the consumer 
in the form of higher prices for the imported goods within 
the tariff area; if it were not, of course, it would make no 
difference to the demand for them: 

The -importance of this is obvious when we consider the 
different effects on prices of specific and ad valorem duties. 

rAn ad valorem duty, being ouly a fraction of the value of 
(the taxed commodity before the duty is imposed, increases 
automatically with the price of tj commodity. A specific 
duty, being a fixed money sum does not represent any 

'

particular fraction of the price of the commodity, and is 
a burden that diminishes as the price rises. To take an ex
treme case, suppose a commodity not produced at home taxed 
on import by a duty equal in amount to 20 per cent or one
fifth of the market price of the commodity at the date of 
imposition of the duty. The whole of the duty is passed on 
to the consumer in a higher market price, and the demand 
is elastic. If the price outside the tariff area rises, then an 
ad valorem duty of 20 per cent will rise with it, bringing in 
a larger sum in duty per unit imported than before; but 
demand will fall off, so that the volume of imports will de
crease. A specific duty equal in the first place to one-fifth 
of the price of the commodity, will be equal to less than one
fifth when the price rises, so that the extra cost of the com
modity to the consumer within the tariff area will be less 
than before, and demand will not fall off to the same extent 
as under an ad valorem tariff. Equally, an ad valorem dUty/ 
represents a constant burden when prices are falling, while 
a specific duty represents an increasing burden, so that in 
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this case demand-and therefore imports-is not likely to 
expand so readily on a fall in price. On the whole, when 
large movements in prices are not the rule, the presumption 
is in favour of greater stability of revenue being obtained 
from specific duties. Professor T. E. Gregory observes: .. I 
a period of rising prices, specific duties tend to reduce the 
aggregate revenue as compared with the ad valorem duties, 
in a period of falling prices ad valorem duties tend to bring 
in less than specific duties would, grantd that the demand for 
the commodity is i"elastic. If the demand is elastic, a rise in 
price cuts off demand sharply, a fall in price stimulates demand 
and, therefore, a lower duty per unit will not decrease th:) 
revenue when prices are rising so much as it would be reduce~ 
by a higher duty-i.e. elasticity of demand makes for specifi~ 
duty in this case; whilst falling prices accompanied by 
ad valorem duty will, under conditions of elastic demand 
increase the revenue more than a specific duty would:'l 

When rapid and violent price-changes<:l.o occur, as was the 
case in Europe immediately after the War, there may be a 
return to ad valorem rates simply becauSe it is not practicable 
to alter specific duties sufficiently frequently to maintain any
thing like the desired level of revenue or protection. But, 
even in such circumstances, it may on other grounds be de
sirable to retain specific duties, and these can then be kept 
at their former level by means of "multipliers" or "co
efficients" which raise the amount' of the duty pari passu 
with the increase in prices. This device was adopted by most 
European countries during the inflation period, i.e. between 
I9I8 and I924. I 

(b) PROTECTIVENESS. The degree of protection afforded by 
1 Gregory, op. cit., Chapter V. 
-Incidentally. this enabled subsequent lowering of tariffs without 

alterations of rates. usually an elaborate and controversial procedure. 
According to the Department of Overseas Trade Report on France for 
1925. by Mr. Cahill: .. By a decree of 20th September, 1924. import 
duties on certain foodstuffs were reduced thus, the coefficients of 
increase (or multiples) applicable to the duties OD sausages, condensed 
milk, butter, barley. rice, and preserved toma.toes were suppressed, 
and a reduction was made in the coefficients on hard and soft cheeses 
..... (Report, p. 46.) 

10-(8139) 
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an ad valorem duty is constant, while the protection afforded 
by a specific duty varies according to cbanges in the price 
of the dutiable commodity, and, in the case of a duty applying 
to different qualities of the same article or to a class of articles, 

r according to the quality of the goods. A specific duty becomes 
increasingly heavy, the lower prices faIl, or the lower down 
the scale of quality we go; that is to say, it is yegres';ve in 
character. 

When changes in price are occurring, the regressiveness of 
a specific duty can be largely overcome, as we have seen, 
by the use of coefficients. This I,Uakes it possible to keep 
duties at the desired level without undertaking the laborious 
and complicated task of revising the tariff, and, since 
the coefficients can be declared at short intervals-each 
month or even week, if need he-the method is suitable to 
cases of currency depreciation when prices are rising very 
rapidly. 

With regard to the inequitable burden of the same absolute 
amount of duty on a cheap as on an expensive quality of 
an article, we may observe that this may be no disadvantage, 
from the point of view of the protected producer. But, if 
it should be desired to prevent an excessive burden faIling 
on the lower-grade articles (which are probably those most 
in demand among the poorer consumers), this can be effected 
by more detailed classification. In fact, the increasing use 
of specific duties in European tariffs has been accompanied 
by increasing specialization, SO that in many cases every im
portant grade or type of any commodity has a separate specific 
rate. An equitable distribution of the protection afforded by 
the tariff is therefore attained, at the cost of making a schedule 
containing hundreds of different rates. 

The purpose of compound duties is, of course, to get the 
advantages of each type without the disadvantages. How far 
this object is achieved will depend upou the way in which 
the compound duty is constructed, and the nature of the 
trade on which it is levied. Its complexity is an objection 
from the point of view of administrative convenience. 
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3. Tariff Level Indices. 
The expression .. degree of protectiveness" has been fre

quently employed in the last few pages, and it is, therefore, 
proper to inquire at this stage whether any measure of the 
effect of tariffs on trade, in this and other respects, can be 
obtained. What may be looked for is a measure of the diff
erences between tariffs of different countries at the same time, 
and also of the differences hetween the tariff of any country 
at different times. If we can obtain any such measure, it 
will enable us to say with some precision that A's tariff is 
higher than B's, or that the general level of rates in a tariff 
is higher t<rday than it was before the War, or whatever may 
be revealed as the actual situation. 

The method used in the comparisons of prices or measure
ment of price changes is familiar to most people; it is the 
method of the index number. The prices of a selection of 
commodities at a certain date are taken as the base; the 
changes found to have occurred by a later date are measured, 
and a suitable average ca1cnlated to form a single number. 
The prices at the base-date being expressed as 100, the diff
erent prices of the second date, and therefore their average, 
will be comparable, i.e. will represent a percentage change 
in prices in general. This is most widely used in the measure
ment of differences in prices (or of the cost of living, with a 
specialized index) over time; but, if the same base is em
ployed, differences in price over space, i.e. between different 
areas, can be equally measured. (This is derivative from the 
first use, since if we find different index numbers for prices 
in two places at a given date, it means that prices in one 
area have changed since the base-date, more than prices in 
the other area.) 

Substantially, the same methods can be applied to the 
measurement of tariffs, and various attempts to construct 

I tariff level indices have been made. Before we use any such 
indices as expressions of the height of tariff walls, it is neces

I sary to understand their nature and limitations. 
As soon as we consider actual tariff systems, it becomes 
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obvious that we cannot compare rates or amounts of duties 
directly, no matter how these have been averaged to obtain 
an expression of their general level, because the volume of 
imports affected by duties differs from country to country. 
For instance, a country like Great Britain with a very few 
fairly high duties, as was the case prior to x93x, might show 
a higher index than that calculated for the tariffs of France 
or Germany, with thousands of rates covering almost the 
whole trade of the country, most of which ruled somewhat 
lower than the British duties. Such a result would clearly 
give a wrong impression from any. point of view of the rela
tive position of these countries, and the same objection would 
apply to changes in the index tor a country like Great Britain 
over a period of time-the increase or decrease of a single 
duty might make a difference quite out of proportion to its 
effect on trade. 

We must, therefore, attempt to construct an index that 
shaIl bear some relation to the importance in trade of the 
dutiable commodities. As duties may be of different kinds, 
they must be converted into a common form, e.g. specific 
duties must be converted into ad valorem duties, by calcula
tion of the percentage of the prices of the goods at a certain 
date which they represent. Finally, for practical purposes, 
a selection of the most important out of the almost infinite 
number of commodities entering into world trade must be 
taken. 

These lines were followed in an inquiry into the height of 
foreign tariffs made as long ago as 1904 by the Board of Trade; 
by the" Balfour" Committee on Industry and Trade in their 
.. Survey of Overseas Markets," 1925; and by the committee 
which prepared a report on Tariff Level Indices for the Inter
national Economic Conference held at Geneva in May, 1927. 
There is thus a certain agreement as to what these indices 
do and do not show. None of the results of these investigations 
shows the actual .. degree of protection" afforded to home 
producers by a particular tariff. A little reflection will indi
cate why this is the case. Let us imagine that we have a case 
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far simpler than any likely to be found in practice; two 
countries with tarifis composed of till 1HIkw_ rates levied on 

«among other commodities) the range of items say loo 

, important commodities-which we haw selected as the basis 
of our indices. The index for one country, A, will come out 

.- higher than that for the other, B, if most or all of A's rates 

.., are higher (none lower) than B's rates on these commodities. 
if ' ~ But the question as to whether this gives prodncers in A more 

" 1/ protection than prodncers in B enjoy is to be answered with 
, reference to the economy of each country. H, for instance, 
~dustry in A is at a considerable inferiority to that of other 
countries, a wry high tariff will perhaps not serw to giw the 
home producer a competitiw position in the domestic market, 
whereas a relatively low level of duties in B, where industry 
is more favoorahly situated, might effectiveIy protect the 
home producer. 

What, then, does a tariff level index show? It might be 
said to indicate the external aspect of a tariff; it gives a 
measure of the obstruction offered to the goods of an exporting 
country. This was the point of view adopted by the inquiries 
of 19O4 and I<)25, with special reference to England's position. 
The indices given in the Stmtey of Ovnseas M ",kds show 
the estimated till vakw_ incidence of the tariff on British 
goods as higher in I<)24 than in 19I3 in many of our important 
markets. It was lower in the cases of Canada, Germany, 
France, Japan, the Argentine, Brazil, Belgium, Italy, Spain, 
and Sweden; but in the cases of Canada, the Attentine, Italy, 
and Spain, the difference was sma!! so small as to make it 
doubtful, having regard to the nature of the indices, that any 
significant reduction of the barriers against British goods had, 
in fact, occurred. The practical interest of such a measure is 
considerable, and it also has the advantage that, even if it 
does not provide a perfect index of the actuaI height of a 
tariff wall at any date (and, of course, no index number can 
completely satisfy all the requirements of theory), as long as 
conditions remain substantially the same, it tloes show changes 
in its height over a period of time. 
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More generally, tariff level indices show the burden on 
international trade -due to the fisca.l systems of various 
~;m-tries; and-the higher they a:r~ all round, the more n;
strictive their effect. The International Economic Conference 
inquiry used four'methods, or two methods, A and B, with 
three variants of the second, of measuring tariff levels, the 
difference being the basis of valuation of the selected com
modities employed. By Method A, the average imporl value 
of 78 commodities or groups of commodities was taken; by 
Method B, the average e"porl value of 278 commodities. Each 
of these bases has a particular significance from different 
points of view, and comparison of the different indices obtained 
is useful as a means of checking the results. Countries with 
double- or triple-line tariffs are difficult to compare with 
others, since two or three indices have to be calculated, and 
it cannot be determined with certainty how far any par
.ticular index-number affects trade as a whole. (As regards the 
trade of particular countries, of course, there is no difficulty, 
since we know whether or not exports from, e.g. Great Britain, 
to an overseas market come under the higher or lower, or 
intermediate, rates.) All the indices given make it clear that 
tariffs were higher in T925 than they were in T9Y3, with few 
and relatively insignificant exceptions. 



CHAPTER VUI 

PROBLEMS OF TARIFF-MAKING 

(I) TARIFF areas-(.) Tarilf-maJring authorities-(3) The processes of 
tarifI-maJring-(4) Tarilf-making in the United States-(S) Tarifl
making in Great Britain. 

THE construction of a tariff will be a matter, the difficulty 
of whicb will be determined by the objective whicb it is 
designed to achieve and the circumstances in which it has 
to be undertaken. It may be comparatively simple to frame 
a revenue tariff; the7~nstruction.9r a gene,.Uprotective tatii 
is a mucb ~ more difficult task, involving, as it doesL the con
sid&atio~ ofthe.Pfobable effects _on Jl:ul11~ds of differt;nt 
producers of tariff provisions that-since they are drawn up 
in anticipation of conditions that may not come about-are 
necessarily somewhat experimental. It is all the more im
portant, therefore, that the processes of tariff-making shall 
be laid down on the right lines, so as to give machinery 
whereby the framing of a new tariff or the revision of an old 
one can be accomplished as rapidly and efficiently as possible. 
Most countries with elaborate tariffs to-day also have well
established methods and bodies used in the construction of 
their systems, but these have been developed more through 
trial and error during a long experience than through the 
prior working-out of principles. A cbange in a country's 
fiscal policy is, however, an opportunity for applying the 
soundest methods that have yet been discovered by the ex
perience of other nations, from the very outset. 

In order to consider the main questions that may arise 
in connection with tariff-making, it will be necessary to treat 
the separate processes in turn. A tariff is a complex of rates 
applicable to certain goods entering (and leaving, where there 
are export duties) a defined area, whicb is administered and 
controlled by a particular authority. We must then deal with 
(a) tariff areas, (6) tariff-making bodies, (e) the steps to be 
taken in making a tariff. 

13S 
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1. Tariff Areas. 
The general principle on the basis of which tariff areas are 

defined is, that they shill. be co-extensive and co-terminous 
with existing national areas, so that tariff and political 
sovereignty and administration coincide. 1 But there are a 
number of exceptions to this rule. 

TARIFF AREAS NON-COINCIDENT WITH POLmCAL AREAS. 

I (il Tariff areas of smaJIer extent than the cOITesponding 
I political area are found where there exist frontier areas, free I districts, or ports, and exclaves. Countries with long land 
frontiers usuaJly establish a frontier district of from 4 to 
10 kilometres width, the local trade of which is free of duty, 
being outside the tariff area. This is obviously to the con
venience of those inhabitants of the two countries concerned, 
who happen to live on the frontier. Trade between these 
areas and the rest of the countries within the tariff boundaries 
is dutiable, and local trade is usuaJly carefully watched by 
the authorities to prevent smuggling. Most trade will, of 
course, be "through" trade, i.e. passing straight across the 
free frontier zone, and so paying duty. 
- Free districts and ports are those where goods otherwise 

;dutiable pay no duty on being imported from abroad into 
. the free area, or on being exported direct from the free area. 
"Goods exported from a free port to a place within the tariff 
boundaries are regarded as imports, and therefore taxed 
exactly like direct imports. A free district or zone as distinct 
from a free port is an area in or adjacent to a port, without 
a resident population, where goods are warehoused for reship
ment or manufacture. 

The history of free ports in Europe has, in general, shown 
that they are of importance rather in the early than in the 
later stages of the commercial development of a nation. They 

1 It is presumably in accordance with this principle that the Ab
normal Importations (Customs Duties) Acts, 1931. does not apply to 
the lsI. of Man. (Sect. 7, .ubsec. (.) 01 the Act.) Nor does the Import 
Duties Act, 1932, except as regards the imposition of supplementary 
duties on imports from countries which discriminate against British 
exports. (Sect. 12 of the Act.) 
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appeared in Italy as early as the sixteenth century, in France 
arid Germany in the seventeenth century, in Austria and 
Hungary in the eighteenth century. They were abolished in 
the nineteenth century in Italy and France, as these countries 
attained their modem tariff development, though in Austria
Hungary and Germany the status was retained by such ports 
as Trieste and Hamburg. Their purpose was the encourage
ment of transit trade, and there are still made demands for 
such facilities by merchants in Europe and the United States; 
but the trend of tariff development seems to be away from 
these local exceptions to a national system. Nevertheless, 
free zones have been established in some European countries 
since the War. 

That they are not essential to the building up of an entrepot 
trade is shown by the development of the trade of Great 
Britain. Eqnivalent facilities are provided by bonded ware
houses, in which goods can be deposited, under customs 
supervision, without having to pay duty. They will pay duty 
as imports when taken out of bond for domestic consumption, 
and will not pay duty if they are withdrawn for re-export. 
From the point of view of the merchant, therefore, they 
present two great advantages; they provide storage accom
modation, and they make it unnecessary to pay duties on 
goods as soon as they arrive which, in cases where some time 
elapses before the goods are disposed of, would mean the 
locking-up of a part of his working capital for a period. Under 
some systems, e.g. that of the United States, manufacture 
under bond of articles for export is permitted. Bonded ware
housing is naturally most important in countries such as Great 
Britain and the United States, where the free port or free 
zone system does not obtain. . 

Exclaves are parts of a country's political area administered 
for convenience as part of the tariff system of another country. 

(ti) Tariff areas of greater extent than the corresponding 
political areas are found where there exist enclaves and 
.. assimilated" areas. Enclaves are territories, not part of 
the political area of a country, incorporated, for the sake of 
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convenience in administration, into thatCOWltry'Stariff system. 
Examples ale M:onaco, an enclave of the French tariff alea, 
the Free Port of Dantzig, an enclave of the Polish system 
by the Conventions of I920 and I92I, and Luxembourg, for
merly an enclave of the Zollverein, the German system, since 
I922 paIt of the Belgian tariff alea. It will be noticed that 
enclaves may be politically independent aleas, or may be 
exclaves of other states, as in the case of the Austrian terri
tories of Mittelberg and JWlgholtz, which were included in 
the German system before the Wal. 

"Tariff assimilation" is the practice of incorporating col
onies with the mother COWltry for tariff purposes, so that they 
constitute externally a single-tariff system. This usually goes 
with assimilation in other respects, e.g. the ocean communica
tions between the mother COWltry and the colonies is con
sidered to be coastwise shipping, and reserved for vessels 
owned by nationals of the assimilating state. Such a policy 
makes for simplicity in tariff administration, but when the 
tariff is framed primarily in the interests of the mother COWltry 
-as must almost inevitably be the cas<>-it IDay not give 
compalable protection to colonial producers, or raise an 
adequate revenue on their trade. The principal examples of 
tariff assimilation to-day ale France, Japan, and the United 
States. It is obviously Wlsuitable to communities which 
have a measure of political and economic independence, and 
very different conditions from the mother COWltry and from 
one another, such as the Dominions of the British Empire.! 

(iii) CUSTOMS UNIONS. Various forms of customs unions 
IDay be distinguished, but only two ale important in practice. 
We may have mutual reduction of duties with external Wlity 
of tariffs, or mutual free trade with external Wlity of tariffs, 
with or without common administration. The second might 
be considered as the final form, the logical development, of 

1 Yet it is difficult to see what else is meant l?y" Empire Free Trade." 
assuming a common tariff wall against the products of the outside 
world. The administrative difficulties involved in the construction and 
working of the .. general utility" tarift necessary would surely be 
enormous. 
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the first, since it gives to the fullest extent the great benefit 
which union is designed to secure-an extension of the market, 
by reduction of tarifi barriers, of producers in the area con
cerned. 

The classic example of such a union is the German Zoll
verein, which in 1834 welded the various independent states, 
such as Prussia, Bavaria, Hesse-Darmstadt, which then con
stituted Germany, into a single tariff area. There was thus 
established an important degree of economic unity years 
before the political unity-which it helped to promote-was 
possible. 

2. Taritf-makina Authorities. 
We have already distinguished between nations in respect 

of tarifi autonomy, for the purpose of discussing difierent 
forms of tariffs; we may adopt this distinction in classifying 
them as different kinds. of tarifi-making authorities. All 
nations may thus be divided into the three classes of (i) com
pletely autonomous, (ii) autonomous within limits, and (iii) 
non-autonomous, states. 
V{!) Completely autonomous states are those, the tarifi
making power of which is not limited in any way, such as 
Great Britain. 

(ii) States whose autonomy is limited in some way, by 
treaty or otherwise, are consequently not able to frame tarifis 
in any way that may be desired. Examples already quoted 
are those of France and Germany under the Treaties of Peace 
of 1871 and 1919. A limitation of a different sort is that 
provision of the constitution of the United States which pre
vents the imposition of export duties. While this could be 
removed by an amendment of the constitution, as long as 
it stands it is a restraint upon the body engaged in framing 
the tariff. 

(iii) Non-autonomous states are either politically dependent 
states, or independent states the tarifis of which are deter
mined by others. The m~t im..E'!1:~L~3l!'pleof the laj!jg 
type is the "OpenDoor-"-~~~OlIl invention of the nineteeIJih. 
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century used by the.Great Powers jIUP~Elo!~f 
backward countries. The essential feature of an open door 
area is that, at least as far as certain other countries are 
concerned, no discrimination is made between them in trade 
and tariff matters. This means that two conditions must be 
fulfilled: the tariff autonomy of the area is limited by treaties 
which it may not denounce, and these treaties place all the 
co-contracting parties (other than the open door area itself) 
on an equal footing. 

The treaties determining the character of the area, e.g. the 
level of duties to be charged, the terms on which goods from 
the treaty powers are to enter, may be made as between 
the non-autonomous state and each of the other states separ
ately, as in the case of China and Siam, or as between the 
co-contracting nations themselves, the non-autonomous area 
not being a party, as in the case of Egypt under the Anglo
French agreement. It will generally be found that the first 
arrangement applies to politically independent areas, the 
second to those that are in effect, if not nominally, controlled 
by the outside powers, or to dependent areas such as colonies, 
protectorates, and mandated areas under the Covenant of the 
League of Nations. .. Class A" mandates, as they are generally 
known, the former possessions of Turkey, may be regarded as 
separate tariff areas, while .. Class C" mandates, .. territories, 
such as South-West Africa and certain of the South Pacific 
Islands," in the terms of the Covenant, are, for administrative 
reasons, made integral parts of the territory of the mandatory 
power; only" Class B " mandates, therefore, which means such 
areas as the Cameroons, need be considered as open door areas 
for our purpose. By Article XXII, the mandatory power is 
required to .. secure equal opportunities for the trade and com
merce of other members of the League." In subsequent prac
tice, this has come to mean that discrimination against imports 
from League members, and in favour of imports from the man
datory power, are contrary to the intention of the Article. 

The tariffs of open door areas are usua1Iy, but not neces
sarily, composed of low duties fixed under treaties that allow 
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of revision only with the' consent of all the co-contracting 
parties. Thus, in the case of China, there were originally simply 
5 per cent duties on all dutiable imports and exports. Sub
sequently, specific import duties were substituted, the amounts 
of these being calculated to impose a tax on goods about 
equal to 5 per cent of their value, as determined under the 
Treaty of z8S8. In the course of time, changes in the values 
of commodities brought about a very different state of affairs 
from that which had obtained when the original duties were 
fixed, but the difficulty of securing unanimous consent, and 
the interest of the Powers in keeping duties down, delayed 
revision. By the end of the War, the level of duties was 
absurdly unrelated to the nominal 5 per cent; and in z92z 
the Washington Treaty provided for the setting up of a com
mission, composed of delegates of the Treaty Powers and 
China, to revise the tariff.1 

Which institution (or institutions) within the autonomous 
or semi-autonomous state is entrusted with the actual business 
of tariff-making, will depend upon how the processes involved 
are carried out, and this again will depend partly upon the 
nature of the tariff. In general, we may say that the final 
form, and the actuallegisiating, of the tariff will be the work 
of the supreme organ of government, but the preparation of 
the material, and possibly the first draft, will be in the hands 
of some other body. The more elaborate the tariff, the more 
likely is this to be the case, since otherwise the time of the 
legislature will be taken up with the construction of the tariff 
in detail, for which a large, inexpert body is not well fitted. 

We must, therefore, analyse the whole process of the making 
of a general tariff from start to finish, distinguishing different 
stages that can be dealt with by special institutions. 

1 This commission was followed. by a special Tariff Conference in 
1926. which recognized in prinCiple the claim for tariff autonomy put 
forward by the Chinese delegates. Accordingly, a Dew customs tariff. 
largely composed of specific duties on imports representing a higher 
level of rates than that previously existing (with export duties un
changed), was promulgated by the Chinese Government in December, 
1928. With its coming into force on ISt February. 1929. the "Open 
Door" period of China's history may be regarded as at an end. 
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3. The Processes of Tariff-making. 
The work of constructing a tariff can be divided into four 

main stages which are normally successive in time-
'-'ti) The collection of information and the investigation of 

economic conditions. ' 
v(li) The determination of the nature and form of the tariff. 
¥(iii) The drafting of tariff schedules. 
v(iv) The legislating of the tariff. 
The second stage may not, of course, arise if the general 

line of tariff policy has clearly been laid down beforehand, 
as is the case when the new tariff is merely a revision of a 
well-established system. Moreover, the first and third stages 
may be going on simultaneously, if both are entrusted to 
the same body; but it is obviously desirable that when a 
tariff is being drafted, material shall be available, and this 
usually means prior investigation. 

(i) The collection of information and the investigation of 
economic conditions, so that the effect of a duty on particular 
imports can be estimated with some exactitude, can best be 
carried on by a small expert body. This will usually be a 
committee of the appropriate government department, or a 
special permanent commission, which will give hearings to 
interested parties, possibly pay visits to local industrial areas 
demanding protection, and examine and report on the claims 
and statements submitted to it. The constitution of this body I 
is likely to be determined by the fiscal policy of the country; 
where protection is the basis of the policy, the tendency is 
to set up an independent institution having general powers, 
whereas in countries in which protective duties are the 
exception rather than the rule, an ad Iwc body set up by a 
government department will consider each case separately. 
The methods employed in Great Britain and in the United 
States to date are described in outline below; here it is only 
necessary to say that the adlwc committee has been charac
teristic of British practice, as the permanent Tariff Commission 
is of the American. The same development is typical of the 
systems of those British Dominions which have elaborate 
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tariffs; thus, the Government of India set up a Tariff Board 
of three persons, for one year in the first instance, in '923, 
the existence of which was subsequently extended indefinitely. 
In Canada the original Tariff Commission (so-called) was a 
body of Cabinet Ministers who toured the country in order 
to ascertain public opinion; under such an arrangement, the 
same persons-who are not necessarily expert-take part in 
the two functions of investigating conditions and framing 
policy. But, in '926, the Advisory Board on Tariff and Taxa
tion was set up, with the duty of making inquiries into and 
hearing representations on all matters pertaining to the tariff 
and other forms of taxation, as may be directed by the Minister 
of Finance. The Board visits plants and factories directly or 
indirectly concerned with the matters referred to it, so far 
as possible, and advises the Minister in accordance with its 
investigations. This arrangement, which is obviously more 
desirable than the old one, as it relieves the Cabinet from 
the burden of preliminary work and makes it possible for' 
this to be done by an expert specialist body, somewhat 
resembles the method adopted in the construction of the 
German tariff of 1902; in that case, the material was collected 
by the Ministry of the Interior assisted by an "Economic 
Committee," representative of agricultural and industrial 
interests.' 

(ii) The determination of the nature and form of the tariff 
involves such questions as its technical form (e.g. whether 
it shall be unilinear or multilinear), its scope, and its purpose 
(e.g. whether it shall be revenue or protectionist). A good 
deal of what comes under this head is, or may be, the sub
ject of political issues; a general election may have given 
the government a mandate for the protection of agriculture 
or against food taxes, for example. In so far as these matters 
are subject to controversy, their decision rests with the legis
lature alone, and the framing of a policy respecting them is 
the responsibility of the Cabinet. Bu~ the selection of actual 
rates, specific or ad valorem, and the classification of dutiable 

• See Gregory • .p. ell., Chapter I, § '4. 
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goods, are questions that can best be treated by an expert 
body. In any case, the outcome of anything done by any 
other body is subject to the approval or revision of the 
legislature. 
--(iii) The drafting of tariff schedules is again a matter where 

technical knowledge and experience is most valuable. There 
will always be a tendency for importers to seek loopholes 
in the regulations through which they can bring in goods 
without paying the duty they were intended to pay, and 
so very careful wording is necessary. Obviously, the more 
complex and comprehensive the tariff, the more important 
this stage becomes.' 

(iv) The legislating of the tariff gives the final opportunity 
for alteration, an opportunity of which the various interests 
represented in the legislature will generally avail themselves, 
unless they have been able to secure what they want in the 
preliminary processes. The tariff, which in the most highly
developed systems may be based upon a year or more of in
vestigation and consideration by the appropriate body, may 
be presented in the form of a bill by the responsible Minister. 
In few cases have recent tariffs of protectionist countries 
passed into law without having undergone modifications 
by the legislative assemblies. But, to modify a complete
Iy-drafted tariff is one thing, to dehate the whole form 
and content of an elaborate measure is another, and to 
attempt to legislate a modem protective tariff without a large 
amount of preparatory work by specialist bodies is to court 
failure. 

In this connection, it may be of interest to contrast the 
position in the United States, as representative of modem 
high protectionist countries, with that in Great Britain up 
to 1931, where an ambiguous protectionism has made a piece
meal invasion of a Free Trade fiscal system. 

4. Tarift-makin2 in the United States. • 

'

Originally, the United States tariff was framed by the legis
lature, with the collection of material obtained through 
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r hearings" of interested persons and government depart-. 
I ments by the Ways and Means Committee of the House of 

I
· Representatives. There was an ad hoc Commission in 1882, 

appointed to investigate and report on the various economic 
'\ interests, so as to assist in the framing of the tarifi; but it 

was not until 1909 that a permanent Tarifi Board was set Up.1 
The function of the board set up by the Payne-Aldrich 

Tariff Act of 1909 was .. to secure information to assist the 
President in the discharge of the duties imposed upon him" 
in determining whether undue discrimination was being· 
practised by any country against the United States (imports 
from that country then becoming liable to the penal maximum 
rate under the tariff); it was continued for the purpose of 
investigating terms of production at home and abroad .. with 
a view of determining to what extent existing tarifi acts, 
actually exemplify the protective principle." That is to say, 
it was to discover what differences, if any, existed.between 
American and foreign costs of production of goods, so that 
a tariff rate could be made to compensate for American higher 
costs. The Board began these investigations, and also the com
pilation of a tariff dictionary; it did not draft the actual sched
ules, and had no part in the determination of tarifi policy. 

The Board was a Republican creation, and when the Demo
crats gained power in 1912, it was abolished, the work of 
investigation of costs being handed over to the Department 
of Commerce. 

In 1914, the Federal Trade Commission Act gave the Com
mission it brought into being the power to investigate trade 
conditions in other countries, and .. to report to Congress 

• Then> already existed the Department of Commen:e and Labor 
(established 1903), to which was. transferred in IgIZ the Statistical 
Department of the Department of State, and the statistical work of 
the Treasury, which included. foreign trade statistics. In 1913 the 
labour side of the work was taken over by the Department of Labor 
created. for that purpose. and the commercial side left to the Depart· 
ment of Commerce organized in eight bureaux, one of which was the 
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. The statistical work fell 
into this bureau. and. in addition, trade conditions in foreign counbies 
and other countries' tari1f systems were studied. Some of this might 
weU be regarded .. proper to a specialist tari1I body. 

ll-(:UN) 
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thereon, with such recommendations as it deems advisable." 
This last clause might have covered the whole field of tariffs, 
had the work of the Commission developed; but, in 1916, 

the existing Tariff Board was set up. It was composed of 
six members, not more than three of whom were to belong 
to the same political party-a provision presumably designed 
to "keep the tariff out of politics," at least so far as the 
Board's share was concerned~d it was required to investi
gate the working of the United States tariff system and to 
report thereon; to put at the disposal of the President, the 
CoIDInittee of Ways and Means of the House of Representa
tives, and the CoIDInittee of Finance of the Senate, all the 
information it possessed, and to carry out investigations as 
required by those CoIDInittees or by the President. 

Under the Tariff Act of 1922, the functions of the Tariff 
Commission were extended, so as to make it part of its work 
to carry out, when required by the President, special investiga
tions in order to discover whether it is desirable to inIpose 
special rates and restrictions (a) in order to equalize costs 
of production, (b) to cope with unfair methods in export trade 
(e.g. subsidies given by other countries to their exports), or 
(e) to assure equitable treatment of American products and 
commerce by foreign countries. These were the outcome of 
extended discretionary powers given by the Act to the Presi
dent, in order that he might deal with those matters promptly. 1 

As the President must rely largely upon the findings of the 
Commission, this increased "lI.exibility" of the tariff means 
that the Commission and its work have become of more 
inIportance. As a result, the Commission reorganized itself, 
setting up various divisions for the investigation of particular 
trades, each division consisting of a chief investigator and 
a number of experts. The work of the staff is co-ordinated 

1 The President was given the power to modify existing rates either 
upwards or downwards. to tho extent of So per Gent, on the recom
mendation of the Commission. This was to allow of interim adjust
ments of particular rates. 80 that it should DOt be necessary to wait 
for a revision of tho whole tarift. Between 19320 and 1929. eeveral 
luch changes were made. nearly all increases, but DO considerable 
modifi.cation of the tariJI at large occurred. 
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by an Advisory Board, wbich reports only to the Commission, 
and is under its immediate direction. 

By the Act of x930, the Commission's powers were again 
broadened; it can now act more promptly than before on 
applications for revision, and can protect trade secrets imd 
confidential information given in evidence. This obviously 
makes it likely that valuable particulars, formerly not avail
able, will, in future, be supplied as material on wbich the 
Commission's recommendations are based. Further, foreign 
~,!"ufacturers .;w.d.merchants ~initiate proc~!r-'J:>efgA:e 
~~!!!':!,i¥ion. It is observed in the Department of Over
seas Trade Report on Economic Conditions in the United 
States of America to March, X93 x, that .. The clause constitutes, 
in its present form, a very interesting experiment in tariff
making that may lead eventually ... to the transforming 
of the Tariff Commission into a quasi-judicial rate-making 
body similar to the Inter-State Commerce Commission in tbis 
country and the railway commissions abroad, that keep the 

. levels of railway rates in harmony with the changing necessi
ties of trade and traffic." 1 That some such body is required, 
if the technical problems of tariff-making are to be treated 
with increasing efficiency, is indicated by the comments made 
earlier (page 22) in the same Report on the tariff of x930, 
the .. Hawley-Smoot" Tariff. For this prelintinary hearings 
by the Commission began early in x929; the Bill became law 
on x7th June, x930. .. The accomplishment of this task occu
pied xS months of investigation and debate, the resulting 
measure representing the usual compromise between the con
flicting interests and demands of different industries and 
different sections of the country, and containing various 
inequalities and maladjustments wbich a reorganized Tariff 
Commission is charged with the function of straightening out." 
The Act raised rates in each of the fifteen classes under wbich 
imports are grouped, the average change by schedule varying 
from an increase of about 3 per cent. on the X922 rates in 
Schedule 6, Tobacco and Manufacture. thereof, to about 

1 Report, p. zs. 
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69 per cent on Schedule 7, Agricultural Products and Pro
visions. (The level of the actual rates of duties in Schedule 6 
is nearly double that of Schedule 7.) 

5. Tariff·makin~ in Great Britain. 
When we tum to the British tariff and its construction, we 

find many contrasts with American methods. It would be 
out of place to relate here the story of protectionism in this 
country during the present century; what is of interest is the 
variety of ways in which the tariff has been built up since I9I5. 

Duties on imports into this country levied during the period 
I9I5 to I932 may be grouped under nine main heads, to which 
are here given the popular designations of the various types. 
The groups can be summarized as-

(i) The revenue duties of the Budget, comprising only non
protective duties. 

(il) The .. McKenna" duties. 
(iii) The .. key industries" duties, under the Safeguarding 

of Industries Act, I92I. 
(iv) The .. safeguarding" duties, under the Safeguarding of 

Industries Act, I925. 
(v) The silk duties (on natural and artificial silk). 
(vi) The .. petrol duty" (duties on hydrocarbon oils). 
(vii) The .. Runciman" emergency duties, under the Ab

normal Importations Act, I93I. 
(viii) The .. Gilmour" duties, under the Horticultural Pro

ducts Act, I93I. 
(ix) The" general tariff," comprising duties levied under the 

Import Duties Act, I932. 
In order to appreciate these tariff developments, it is 

necessary to consider briefty the origin and scope of the diff
erent classes of duties. 

The ordinary revenue duties in the Budget are introduced 
every year by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and form 
part of the Finance Act for that year. They are thus variable 
annually, as passed by Parliament, and may at any time be 
removed altogether, as was the tea duty in I929. The granting 
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of preference in respect of imports chargeable under these 
duties. and any similar matters. are likewise determined by 
Parliament. 

The McKenna duties were first imposed in 1915. the main 

~
bjective being. according to Mr. McKenna. threefold: to 
• reduce imports. and reduce consumption. and bring in 

revenue." The reduction of imports was desired partly in 
order to prevent the throwing of a strain on England's foreign 
exchange. partly to release shipping space for the carrying 
of foodstuffs and munitions. The duties have been reimposed 
for every year since 1915. except 1924. when they were re
moved by the Budget of the first Labour Government. to 
be restored by Mr. Churchill in the following year. under the 
sncceeding Conservative Government. They are ad valor .... 
duties of 331 per cent. with a preference of one-third of this 
on imports from Empire sources, which apply to a small 
range of manufactured articles: Motor vehicles, motor
bicycles, parts and accessories; motor tyres; cinematograph 
films; clocks, watches, and component parts; and musical 
instruments. Motor tyres were not included until 1927, hut, 
as it was then stated by Mr. Churchill that it had originally 
been intended to bring them within the scope of the duties, 
it is, perhaps, permissible to group them with the other items. 

The key industries under the Act of 1921 are of a different 
character and subject to a different procedure. They are 
covered by Part I of the Act, and comprise a number of 
products, chiefly scientific instruments and apparatus and 
material necessary for medical and research work. It was 
intended to protect in particular those industries in which the 
War had revealed that this country was inferior as compared 
with Germany. Duties at the rate of 331 per cent ad valor .... 
were imposed for a period of live years in the first instance; 
in 1926, when they were due for reconsideration, a committee 
appointed by the Board of Trade examined the position. and 
recommended that they should be extended for a further live, 
and if possible ten, years. The latter recommendation was 
accepted by Parliament. 
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The safeguarding duties under the (second) Safeguarding 
of Industries Act were brought into being by methods different 
again. Part II of the Act of 1<)21 was a measuxe aimed at 
the dumping of goods from countries with depreciated cur
rencies, which was then anticipated. It was for a period of 
three years, and came to an end in August, 1924; it was later 
declared by Mr. Lloyd George, who was the head of the 
government responsible for the passing of the Act, that ex
change-dumping had never been the danger that had originally 
been feared. In any case, the menace of large-scale dumping 
owing to infiation by European -countries had practically 
ceased to exist when the Act of 1<)25 was passed. 

The King's Speech at the opening of Parliament in Decem
ber, 1<)24, when the Conservative Party had been returned 
to power in the General Election of the preceding month, 
made mention of a proposed .. Bill for safeguarding employ
ment in efficient industries." In February, 1<)25, the Board 
of Trade issued a White Paper (No. 2327), which stated that 
it was the intention of the government to impose duties for 
the safeguarding of industries only if satisfied that the duties 
ought to be imposed, and only for a limited period. The Board 
of Trade was to set up a committee to examine the position 
of any industry that applied for safeguarding, if satisfied 
that a prima fade case for investigation had been made out. 
Rules were laid down as to the tests to be applied by the 
Board in making this decision, and as to the considerations 
to be observed by any Committee in making such an inquiry. 
A committee was to consist of not more than five persons 
appointed by the President of the Board, no one who nright be 
materially affected by anything done in consequence of the 
Committee's report being eligible. A Committee determined 
its own procedure; its sittings were to be held in public, except 
during the hearing of evidence of a confidential character. 

'j I The conditions that must be satisfied by an applicant in-_ 
r.-:,: dustry can be summarized thus-

, (i) It must be of "substantial importance," having regard 
either to volume of employment or nature of product. 
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4) Th~ competition of foreign exports is .. exceptional" and 
ca~. or likely to cause. serious unemployment. 
v(ili) The competition is .. unfair." owing to differences be
tween foreign and British conditions of production. 

The instructions to the committees amplify these condi
tions. The tests to be applied in respect of the last-and 
most important--<ITe. briefly. that competition is unfair when 
it arises from-

(i) Currency depreciation giving a bounty on exports.' 
(ii) Direct bounties and subsidies from goveriunents.' 
(iii) Inferior conditions of labour. , 
It was always to be ascertained that the industry was being 

carried on with .. reasonable efficiencY and economy." 
When the reports of the various committees that have been 

set up under this Act are examined. considerable differences 
are found in the way in which these considerations have been 
applied-even the employment criterion which figures so much 
in the instructions-and conclusions reached. With a different 
personnel in each case. without a common secretariat. and 
no well-established and well-understood procedure. it would. 
indeed. be difficult to conduct all the inquiries on the same 
lines. The absence of official data made it necessary in some 
cases to accept figures supplied by the applicants. which-as in 
the cases of the cutlery. the lace and embroidery. and the 
enamelled hollow-ware. industries-were subsequently found 
to differ from those returned for the Census of Production. The 
enamelled hollow-ware industry was. in fact. not considered 
to have made out a claim when first examined. in 1926; a 
second inquiry in 1928. however. resulted in the imposition 
of a duty of 25 per cent ad valorem. 

As the work of the committees is not co-ordinated in any 
way. the actual duties recommended are not related to one 
another. and cannot be said to form any kind of system. 
The 331 per cent ad valorem duty is the most popular. though 
lower rates have been imposed. The Committee on Tableware 
of Translucent Pottery. it is interesting to remark. recom
mended a specific duty of 28s. per cwt. (estimated to be 
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approximately equal to 331 per cent on the main classes of 
imported pottery), because the opponents of the application 
pointed out that a flat ail vakwem rate would bear very heavily 
on some high-grade imports, such as Royal Copenhagen china, 
in which British manufacturers did not compete. Again, the 
duty on gas mantles was a specific duty of 6s. per gross. 

Unsuccessful applications for safeguarding were made by 
the worsted industry, the hosiery industry, the Aberdeen 
granite industry, the superphosphates industry, and the light 
leather goods and metal fittings industry. Their committees 
considered that they failed to substantiate their claims under 
one or other of the heads of substantial importance, unfair 
competition, or serious unemployment. 

The recommendations, as accepted, are legislated by Par
liament as Safeguarding of Industries (Customs Duties) Acts, 
and it is by virtue of these statutes that the duties are charge
able. It cannot be said that, any important effect has been 
produced on these tarifi developments at this stage; the 
reports and recommendations of the committees have been 
debated and criticized, but, being presented as government 
measures, have passed into law. This is hardly to be wondered 
at, since the presumption is that during their inquiries, which 
sometimes last for several months, at which the case for and 
against the duty is argued by counsel representing trade bodies 
or interested parties on either side, the Committee have thor
oughly explored the position, and recommend only duties 
that are justifiable according to the White Paper. The work 
of Parliament, therefore, becomes merely the implementing, 
in due form, of the findings of the committees. But, as has 
been suggested, in the circunIstances we have small justifica
tion for presuming that the committees collectively built up 
a co-ordinated tarifi structure such as would secure the 
objectives of safeguarding, as defined in the White Paper. 

The duties were legislated for a period of five years, the 
various dates of expiry falling between 30th June, 1930 (duty 
on lace and embroidery) and 12th June, 1933 (duty on 
enamelled hollow-ware.) 
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The next four headings are similar in origin, in that they 
are not the outcome of any special procedure, being intro
duced by the responsible minister as Government measures; 
but they comprise duties differing considerably from one 
another in nature and purpose. The silk duties, first imposed 
in 1925, include customs and excise duties on real and arti
ti.cial silk, and manufactures thereof. These commodities were 
selected as being of the nature of luxuries, which were suitable 
objects of taxation, primarily for revenue. The duty on hydro
carbon oils was imposed in 1928 for similar reasons, but, as 
no corresponding excise was levied, a degree of protection 
to home producers was therefore afforded. 

The .. Runciman" and .. Gilmour" emergency duties arose 
out of the peculiar situation of the autumn of 1931. Following 
upon the suspension of the gold standard by this country, 
the value of the £ sterling in terms of such currencies as still 
remained on gold fell steadily for the next three months; 
the dollar exchange reached its lowest point at $3.23, the 
franc exchange its lowest at Fr. 82.62, in December.l These 
exchange movements were due in part to the continued opera
tion of the same forces that, by throwing an excessive strain 
on the maintenance of the gold standard, had brought about 
its suspension, in part to the special conditions of that autumn. 
The General Election was fought on the question of the way 
in which the financial crisis, and in particular the currency 
aspect, should be dealt with, and the National Government 
was returned to take action to .. save the pound," among 
other things. The means envisaged to improve the foreign 
exchange position included a tariff, possibly of a temporary 
character, the argument being that, now that England was 

1 There was, subsequently, a recovery to a level of about $4.20 and 
Fr. 97 at the end of March. 1932. which was not maintained in the 
following month. during which francs remained fairly steady. a little 
above Fr. 90 to the £. the dollar fluctuating under $4 to the £. But 
with the introduction of the general tariff new conditions had been 
created. not wholly comparable with those of the autumn and winter 
of 1931-2. Moreover, in April the Government set up an Exchange 
Equalization Account. the operation of which restricted exchange 
ftuctuatious. 
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'off gold, the external value of sterling was determined from 
day to day by the balance of payments, and that the 
most direct method of affecting the size of the balance was 

,to restrict imports. (A tariff was being advocated on other 
grounds as well, but the argument relevant to the special 
features of the situation was that which regarded it as a means 
Qf_" correcting the balance of tJ;>d~. ") But, even the simplest 
tariff cannot be devised overnight, and it was feared that, 
in the meantime, foreign exporters would rush goods into this 
country. These .. aboormal importations" in anticipation of 
the imposition of a tariff would mean a correspondiogly ab
normal purchase of foreign currencies by British importers, 
which would tend to drive down the value of the I. sterling 
for the time being; accordiogly, power was sought to prevent 
this. The Abnormal Importations (CustOIUS Duties) Act was 
passed in November, under which the President of the Board 
of Trade (Mr. Runciman) was empowered to issue Orders im
posing duties not exceeding 100 per cent ad vaJQrem on im
ports of manufactured and mainly manufactured goods. The 
Act was to remain in force for six months ouly. In addition, 
the Horticultural Products (Emergency Customs Duties) Act 
gave similar powers to the Minister of Agriculture (Mr. 
Giboour), though in this case the duties were specific, and the 
Act applied for a year. By a series of Orders during November 
and December under these Acts, duties of 50 per cent ad 
vaJQrem were imposed on a large variety of manufactures; the 
imports of which at this time were considered to be abnormal, 
i.e. markedly in excess of the usual quantities imported for 
that part of the year, and duties were imposed on luxury 
horticultural imports such as flower-bulbs, broccoli, and 
tomatoes, applying for those months of the year that corre
spond to the season of the products. 

Meanwhile, a Bill to provide for a general tariff, and to set 
up a special advisory body to deal with further tariff develop
ments, was prepared, and introduced as a Government measure 
early in February, x932, becoming law on the 29th of the 
month as the Import Duties Act. Here we are concerned with 
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the machinery set up, and the tariff system to which this Act 
contributes new features, ratheI than with the details of the 
measure; the main scheme must, howeveI, be indicated briefly. 

It is provided that a duty of 10 pel cent ad valorem shall 
be charged on imports, as provided in the Act, as from 1st 
March, 1932 (Sect. I). Imports not so chargeable are those 
on the Free List (given in the First Schedule to the Act), 
and those alIeady chargeable undeI any other Acts. An Ad
visory Committee-of which more is said below-is consti
tuted (Sect. 2), which has the POWeI to recommend that 
duties additional to the 10 per cent geneIal duty should be 
imposed on goods (Sect. 3), and also that such additional 
duties should be varied or discontinued. Imports from the 
Dominions, India, and Southern Rhodesia are exempt from 
the general or any additional duty until 15th NovembeI, 1932, 
or any later date fixed by Parliament (Sect. 4)-that is to 
say, preference is granted to those teIritories until that date 
(whatever it may be). Before the date when this provision 
ceases to have effect, preferential arrangements may be made; 
it was undeIStood at the time when the Act was passed that 
such arrangements would probably be made at the Imperial 
Conference at Ottawa in July, 1932. PrefeIence is given to 
the Colonies without a time IiInit (Sect. 5). POWeI is taken to 
give preference to foreign goods (Sect. 7), and, on the other 
hand, to impose supplementary duties on imports from foreign 
countries discriminating against British exports. (Sect. 12.) 

The above form the salient features of the Act, the sections 
not refeIred to dealing eitheI with the functioning of the 
Advisory Committee, or with technical questions such as 
methods of valuation, which have their place elsewheIe in this 
book. The Free List includes, broadly, foodstuffs and raw 
materials of industry, the precious metals and stones, and 
certain products of an educative character. The more im
portant items are: Wheat in grain, maize in grain, meat (not 
including extracts, essences, or tinned meats), raw cotton, 
raw flax and hemp, raw wool, wood pulp, rubbe!, metallic 
ores, and coal and coke. Tea is included, but was taxed by 
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Mr. Chamberlain's Budget of I93z. Books, newspapers, 
periodicals, and scientific films represent imports of a class 
excluded from nearly all tarifis, for obvious reasons. 

The macbinery for tariff-making set np by the Act is under 
the control (under Parliament) of the Treasmy. The Import 
Duties Advisory Committee consists of a chairman and not 
less than two or more than five other members appointed 
(and removable) by the Treasmy, to hold office for thIee 
years in the first instance. (The Committee appointed on 
the Ist March consisted of Sir George Mayas Chairman, Sir 
Sydney Chapman, and Mr. Allan Powell.) The Committee 
makes its own rules of procedure for carrying out its functions 
of considering .. the advisability in the national interest of 
restricting imports into the United Kingdom and the interest 
generally of trade and industry in the United Kingdom," and 
recommending additional duties accordingly to the Treasury. 
The Treasury may then, if they think fit, after cousultation 
with the appropriate Department, make an Order levying an 
additional duty on goods specified in the recommendation. 
The Order may impose a duty less than that recommended 
by the Committee; it cannot impose a higher duty. The 
Order is laid before Parliament as soon as possible after it 
has been made and, nnless approved by resolution of the . 
House of Commons within z8 days from the date on which 
it is made, it ceases to have effect. (Sect. I9.) 

As we have seen, one of the most important sides of tarifI
making is the preliminary investigation of trade conditions. 
Powers in this connection are given by the Act to the Ad
visory Committee and also to the Board of Trade. The Com
mittee may .. require any person to furnish them with returns 
or other information or . . . to attend as a witness before 
them," or before a person authorized by them, and evidence 
may be taken on oath (Sect. 2, subsect. 7 & 8). Sect. IO of 
the Act empowers the Board of Trade to collect information 
.. as to the condition and progress of trades and industries 
engaged in the manufacture in the United Kingdom of goods 
of a class or description which. if they were imported into 
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the United Kingdom, would be chargeable with a duty of 
customs" under the Act, by requiring from any factory or 
workshop engaged in such manufacture returns as to quantity 
and value of output, quantity and cost of materials used, 
quantity and cost of fuel and electricity consumed, and 
numbers employed. The information obtained in respect of 
any year is to be presented to Parliament. 

The first recommendations of the Advisory Committee were 
made on 8th April, 1932, and on 19th April the Treasury 
made an Order for the imposition of additional duties as recom
mended, r3Dg!l1g from 5 to 231 per cent on a long list of com
modities,l chiefiy manufactured or mainly manufactured 
articles. These were duly approved by a resolution of the 
House of Commons, and so brought into being higher levels of 
duties than 10 per cent over a wide range of imports. As they 
were, in a number of cases, goods which had been taxed 50 per 
cent under the Abnormal Importations Act, however, the new 
rates represented, to some extent, a lowering of the tariff 
barrier set up at the end of 1931. 

It is clear that in the Advisory Committee we now have a 
body very similar to the Tariff Boards or Commissions of 
our Dominions and of the United States. The Advisory Com
mittee is permanent, and its work is of general reference, 
not a4 hoc; it is the initiatory body in the actual work of 
tariff construction. It appears that meetings and investiga
tions of the Committee will be conducted 'ft ",,,..,a,· and that 
reports of proceedings will not be published; nor may in
formation relating to any particular business obtained by the 
Committee or the Board of Trade be published without con
sent of the owner of the business. This is in accordance with 
the practice of the various Safeguarding Committees, which 
published ouly their conclusions and recommendations. While 

I There are included 97 separate headings. many subdivided. in the 
schedule of duties attached to the recommendations (COld. 4066) . 

• It was announced at an early stage by the Committee that it was 
not proposed to bold formal hearings. as a rule; applications for changes 
in dutie9--preferably from representative trade bodies-were asked 
lor in writing. 
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presumably necessary to ensure. that all information required 
sball be supplied to the Committee without prejudicing the 
business of the informant, this lack of publicity is regrettable 
in that it makes it impo';'ible for Parliament or the public 
at large to fonn an opinion of the efficiency of the Committee's 
methods. Not the least useful part of the pUblications .of a 
Royal Commission is, generally, the Minutes of Evidenoe 
taken, and if the Advisory Committee develops on the lines 
at present laid down, it can hardly fail to become a permanent 
Commission on the economic life of Britain, in so far as that 
is affected by tariffs. If the pr~ary investigations of the 
Committee, and the material they will yield, at least, were 
published, a great deal of valuable information would be made 
available to the legislator, to the business man, and to the 
student. 

Briefly to classify the British tariff system, as it has devel
oped in the period 1915 to 1932, is not easy. In character, 
it is now (1932) a mixed tariff, the protective section of which 
is being extended and intensified. In form it may be classified 
as an autonomous bilinear tariff, the various preferences 
granted to the Colonies and Dominions giving the lower level 
of duties chargeable. The provisions in the Import Duties 
Act relating to the power of the Treasury to grant preferences 
to imports from certain foreign countries, on the recommenda
tion of the Board of Trade (Sect. 7), presumably are intended 
to open the way for negotiations for tariff reductions, and 
this may bring about a development of our tariff into a general 
conventional system. The same development may conoeiv
ably arise in the case of the Dominions. 

It appears from their observations in their :first Recom
mendations (Cmd. 4066) that the Committee contemplate an 
extension of the general tariff as the duties under other 
measures, such as the Safeguarding Act, 1925, expire; in so 
far as this occurs, the tariff will become more homogeneous. 
But, until the number of headings under which duties are levied 
is reduoed, the British tariff will remain the most variegated of 
structures, without organic unity and of unoertain effect. 



CHAPTER IX 

PROBLEMS OF TARIFF-WORKING 

(1) VALUATlON-(Z) Specializ&tion--(3) CIassi1ication in ~ 
(4) Allowances and drawback&-{s) Dumping • 

.. What is to be tho classification of tho goods to be withdrawn? 
What drawbacks. if any. are to be given? What exemptions are to 
be granted? The answer to every one of these questions is not so simple 
as it looks."-RT. HON, WALTBR RONCDlAN in the House of Commons. 
16th November. 1931. 

I 
THE actual working of a tariff system presents many interest
ing questions. the answers to which will probably determine 
in part the form of the tariff. Thus, as we shall see, it is 
partly administrative considerations that bave brought about 
the movement away from ad valorem rates that is a feature 
of recent tariff history. Since the practical problems that 
arise in the administration of a tariff are legion. it will be 
possible to consider only the main types involved. These may \ 
be classified under the headings of valuation; specialization. 
and discrimination; allowances and drawbacks; dumping. 

1. Valuation. 

There are two main bases of valuation for custom purposes
vri> Official valuation, a list of prices of commodities being 
dIawn up by theTarlli authority. and used by officials as a 
basis of calculation of duties payable. 
v(b) Valuation by importers' dec1arations, with or without 

. check by custOIDS officials. 
The discovery of the exact value (however <'value" is 

defined) of the goods is of prime importance in the case of 
ad valor .... duties, since if too low a value is taken, a given 
rate will give a smaller revenue and less protection than it V· 
was intended to do. But it may also be of the same importance 
under specific duties, since these may be differentiated accord
ing to the values of various qualities or classes of the dutiable 
commodity. In general, however, a specific' duty will be based 

159 
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~n. SOIJlemeasurable physical fllarac;t~, and so the valua
tion problem will n"t arise (so far as the tariff is concerned). 
It is on this acconnt that specific duties are easier to ad
minister. 
v· (a) Where valuation is required, the method of official 
valuation has largely been abandoned (it formerly obtained 
in the tariffs of South American states), owing to the diffi
culty of ensuring any close correspondence between official 
and actual values. Very frequent revision, i.e. more often 
than once a year, is usua1ly impracticable. 
'" (b) Valuation by importers' declarations may be based on 
a variety of values, not all of which give the same result. 
Thus, the value that the merchant is required to declare may 
be the import value (or the export value), calcnlated inclusive 
of certain specified costs. 

Import value is usually reckoned as being the c.i.f. value 
of the goods either at the time of arrival at the port of im
portatiOD. as in the case of Japan. or at the date of exporta

'ti08, as in the case of Canada Import values are not neces
sarily inclusive of all charges to the port of destination; they 
may be calcnlated by including only certain specified costs, 
or by adding a percentage to the value of the goods as other
wise determined. the percentage representing part or all of 
the costs of shipment to the port of importation. The last 
method is used by Australia, where the value of imports for 
tariff purposes is taken as being the fair market value of the 
goods in the exporting conntry f.o.b. at the port of export, 
plus 10 per cent of such market value. 

Export (Shipment) value is usually reckoned as being the 
f.o.b. value of the goods at the date of exportation, or at 
the date of purchase. or at the date of shipment. Whether 
these three dates can ever be different will depend on the 
meaning of the term .. exportation" in the tariJI regulations 
of the importing country. Thus, when the purchase of goods 
abroad by importers is "'" cousidered to be exportation from 
the country in which the goods are purchased, the date of 
purchase may be several days 01" weeks prior to the date of 
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export, and the value of the goods may have changed over 
the intervening period. In practice, the date of export, which 
is taken as being the date of shipment, is almost always the 
basis selected. 

The "Fair market value" that appears in the regulations 
of severdl countries as a basis of export and of import values, 
deserves a further description, A typical definition is that 
used in the Canadian tariff. tt is the "fair mar~!'l~e (of 
goods) as sold for home consumption Ii at the time and place 
of direct-eXportatio;;'- to Canada~' ii must include (i) the 
amount of any drawback allowed by any other country; 
(ii) the consideration or money valne of any special arrange
ment between exporter and importer or any interested persons; 
(iii) the amount or money value of any "so-called royalty, 
rent, or charge for use of any machine or goods of any de
scription," actually or usually charged when the machines 
or goods are sold or leased or rented for use in the country 
of direct exportation; (iv) the amount of any excise duty 
or tax paid or payable on goods sold for home consumption, 

The American method as represented by the Tariff Act of 
I930 is to take as basis the foreign value or the export value, 
whichever is the higher. The foreign. value is the market 
value or the price tat the fun~ of ';;'portra(wiiic~such and 
siinilar merchandise is frecly offered for sale in the principal 
~kets of the' exporting country;. the export value is defined 
in almosteXai:Uy'~tlies3iile 'terms. When neither can be 
satisfactorily determined, the United States value, or if this 
cannot be determined, the cost of production, is taken. Cases 
where it is not possible to determine the "fair market" or 
" foreign," or "export," value are likely to be rare, but they 
do occasionally arise. Some commodities entering into inter
national trade may not be "freely offered for sale" in any 
market, because in the domestic market (the exporting 
country), if there is any domestic consumption, they may 
be transferred within an integrated combine, or among mem
bers of a cartel, at a purely nominal figure; while in the country 
of import they may be consumed solely by agents of the 

l't--{Il19) 
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exporters or producers, in which case again any prices quoted 
are purely nominal. Thus, the Board of Trade Committee 
on the Safeguarding of Industries Act, 1921, reported in 1926 

that it had been represented to them that the ad valorem 
duties under the Act had operated unfairly in the case of 
the chemical industry, because foreign firms with branches 
or sole agents in this country invoiced chemical goods destined 
for these branches or agents at a figure much below their 
true value. The Committee added that they understood that 
in such cases customs officials tried to fix a proper value. 
. The value of goods dutiable un!ier the British general tariff 
is defioed by Sect. 15 (I) of the Import Duties Act as being 
.. the price which an importer would give for the goods on 
a purchase in the open market if the goods were delivered to 
him at the port of importation, freight, insurance, commission, 
and all other costs, charges, and expenses incidental to the 
purchase and delivery at that port (except any duties of cus
toms), having been paid "-that is, the basis is the import 
value. 

In determining what price an importer .. would give for the 
goods on a purchase in the open market" the Customs author
ities are to have regard not only to the importer's declaration, 
but also to (a) the price being paid by other importers at the 
same time for the same kind of goods; or (b) the price at which 
such goods are being marketed in the United Kingdom, taking 
into account the duties paid and reasonable expenses and 
profits of marketing after importation; or (e) failing the dis
covery of the market price, the price at which such goods 
wholly or partly produced in the United Kingdom are being 
put on the market, taking the duty chargeable if the goods 
.had been imported, and reasonable expenses and profits, into 
account, as before. 

Customs regulations relating to merchants' declarations 
assume that there will normally be no difficulties arising in the 
actual calculation of the value of dutiable imports, once the 
basis of valuation is defined. This will be the case when the 
countries concerned are on the gold standard, since the 
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exchanges will be stable (within very narrow limits), and the 
conversion of invoices made out in foreign currencies into the 
currency of the importing country will present no difficulties. 
But when the importing country is not on the gold standard, and 
its exchanges can therefore fluctuate appreciably day by day, it 
is necessary to lay down rules as to the method that shall be 
followed. In the case of Great Britain, the Customs authorities 

\
have adopted the practice of converting foreign currencies into 
sterling at whichever of the previous day's rates is most 
\favourable to the importer. For example, the rate of exchange 
\between sterling and marks varied between 1St and lsi 
marks to the £ on 26th May, 1932; when an invoice for goods, 
the price of which was expressed in marks, came to be con
verted for the purpose of assessing duty chargeable, on 27th 
May, the rate taken would be 1St marks. This would give the 
lowest sterling equivalent, and therefore the least amount of 
duty to be paid. 

METHODS OF CHECKING DECLARED VALUES. When valua
tion is based on merchants' declarations, there will be a 
tendency to consistent undervaluation, particularly when the 
tariff consists of high ad valorem rates. There are two methods 
by which these declarations may be checked. 

(a) Appraisement by the Customs officials is a means of 
checking declared values which is in operation in, e.g. the 
British and the American systems. 

The _functio,:,. of theappraisex:,_,!~~maYJ)e_~.§~~t.!!!:. 
who may be a CustoIns~~c~~t!t..2ther dut~ is to deter
!!'!!'~ Thevarue of goods imported on the valuation basis iai.d 
down fortii" calCiiIation oHheaUty, and the actual quantity \ 
and value of goods passing through his hands. He can thus 
detect undervaluation due to incorrect valuation or an in
correct return, and the possibility of a declaration's being 
questioned may prevent a merchant from making a false or 
incorrect return. 

(b) Authentication of documents for Customs purposes is 
the other method of checking valuations or returns. 

The practice is for the Customs officials to require that 
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invoices relating to goods imported shall be produced, and 
that these invoices shall be authenticated before the goods 
are inIported. The method of authentication is usually the 
making of a statutory dec1aration by the exporter before the 
consul of the importing country, that the invoice is a correct 
return and the valuation a true one. The consul is supposed 
to examine the invoice and verify its correctness; he then 
certifies that it is correct, and the document becomes a 
.. consular invoice, "I which will be taken without further 
investigation by the Customs officials at the port of import. 

It is obvious that the effectiveness of this method depends 
on (i) the degree of expert supervision exercised by the im
porting country's consul abroad, and (ii) the extent to which 
statutory declarations are binding on merchants, and the 
degree to which penalties can be enforced. 

Fraud in declarations is almost invariably punished by a 
fine, and under some tariff regulations by the forfeiture of 
the fraudulently declared goods as well. Alternative penaltiesj 
are the exaction of an increased duty (double or treble that 
normally due), with or without forfeiture. 

Incorrect declarations may be quite bona fide, however, 
and means have been devised whereby such a case can be 
met. When the merchant's valuation is below the official 
appraisement, the Customs may exercise a right of pre-emption, 
i.e. they may buy the goods from the importer at his own 
valuation. When a merchant considers that the official ap
praisement is too high, he may (if the regulations permit) 
exercise the right of abandonment, i.e. he may require the 
Customs to take the goods at their own valuation. This right 
cannot always be claimed under systems which give the 
Customs authorities the right of pre-emption. 

Under the Import Duties Act, it is provided that disputes 
as to the value of imported goods shall be settled by arbitra
tion (Sect. 16). The referee is to be a person appointed by 
the Lord Chancellor, and shall not be an official of any 

1 This is called a U certified invoice II in the administrative provisions 
of the U.S. Tari1I Act of 1930. 
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Government department. There is no provision for either pre
emption or abandonment. 

2. Specialization. 
The object,~, oi$peciruizatianze..these.-
(;f-It overcomes the deficiencies of simple specific and ad 

valorem duties. The regressive character of specific duties, and 
the non-progressive character of ad valorem duties, can largely 
be removed by the appropriate classification of commodities 
into narrowly defined groups, each with its own specialized 
duty. 

(b) Discrimination between different countries can be made, 
without avowal of the fact, or without the establishment of 
a preferential tariff, by suitable specialization. Thus, if a 
particular commodity is imported malllly or entirely from 
one country, the rates imposed on the group of commodities 
to which it belongs may be specialized so as to tax the imports 
from that country more heavily or more lightly, as the case 
may be, than the goods of other countries. 

(e) It is a way of limiting the effects of concessions, Mast
Favoured-Nation treaties, and similar arrangements. By spe
cialization of rates so that there is a separate rate for every 
commodity or class of commodities imported, reduction of 
duties brought about by bargaining with another country 
may, in fact, be restricted to imports from that country
if that is the only source of supply of the particular commodi
ties so far as the concession-granting country is concerned
although nominally extended to other nations under Most
Favoured-Nation agreements. Whereas with broad classes of 
goods under the same level of duty, or a single ad valorem rate 
of wide application, reductions in duties may affect countries 
which it was not intended to benefit. 

METHODS OF SPECIALIZATION OR DIFFERENTIATION. The 
essence of -specialization ~f rates is, that, instead--;;t-having 
one rate applying to one class of goods of varying qualities 
or contents, different rates shall be applied to goods according 
to differences in the goods themselves, which are defined and 
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graded. The closer and more numerous the gradation, the 
greater the degree of rate specialization possible, and the more 
complete the discrimination tJ:laj..can be practised. ~ de
finition may be (i) by descrip'tron, or (ii) by measurement. 
Which basis is taken will be determined, generally, by the 
nature of the commodity, i.e. whether it is susceptible of 
exact measurement, or not. 

(i) Definition by Description requires a careful use of terms, 
in order to make clear distinction between different classes 
which it is proposed to tax at different rates. The terms used 
in tariff schedules are frequently trade terms, but these are 
sometimes given official interpretation. 1 

(ii) Definition by M e~!enre"! gives a greater degree of 
exactDessthan verbal description can, and provides a variety 
of bases for duties. The different bases that can be used have 
already been referred to, and it is only necessary to summarize 
them here. Goods may be graded for the purposes of differ
entiation on the bases of-

(a) Length, e.g. gloves under United States tariff, 1930. 
(b) Breadth, e.g. watch movements under the same tariff. 
(c) ~!rness, e.g. sheets of iron or steel, under Canadian 

tariff, 1930: two classes-·oS in. or less, and more than ·oS in., 
in thickness. 

1 See Gregory, op. cit., Chapter VI. Discrimination in this way is 
exemplified by the German tariff of 1906, of which M. Meline, the 
French minister, remarked: "If you wish, for example. to give prefer
ence to the importation of Swiss cattle to the detriment of French 
breeders, you create a special category at a reduced rate' for cattle 
from the region of the high plateau and from the mountains, which 
belong to the large speckled breed and to the brown breed' . . . For 
meat. preserves, and game you create a special class with very high 
duties for' products designed for higher grade consumption', an abso
lutely arbitrary and fantastic denomination which clearly seems to 
be aimed at French products." Quoted by Gregury. 0; ... ,'. p. 147: 
here translated. 

A modem instance of the elaboration necessary in this kind of de
finition is provided by such an entry as this from the Greek: tariff as 
revised in May. 1930: "Furskins.1ur5) and furriers' wares: (4) 3. Skins 
of coffeeo.Coloured common foxes. or natural<olour or coloured. foxes . .. 

NoTS. Category' (Go) 3 above does not include skins of natural
coloured red foxes (Canadian, Russian. Alaskan, etc.). black, silver. 
spotted, blue and white foxes, nor white, grey. or pinky fox skins. 
which are classed under (b)." 
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(d(biameter, e.g. pipes and tubes, of wrought iron or steel, 
under Canadian tariff, 1930. 

(e) -Weight, e.g. motor-cars, under Spanish tariff of 1930: 

five classes-up to 800 kg., more than 800 and up to 1,200 kg .• 
more than 1,200 and up to 1,600 kg., more than 1,600 and 
up to 2,000 kg., more than 2,000 and up to 2,400 kg., more 
than 2,400 kg. 

(fl-·Number, e.g. matches in British tariff under the Finance 
Act, 1927,_ 

(g) Specified content, e.g. moisture in tobacco under British 
regul~ns. 

(h) Specific quality, e.g. the specific gravity of beer under 
British Customs regulations; the polari2ation of sugar, the 
duty increasing with increases in the degree of polari2ation 
above 76 degrees. 

(') Value, e.g. clocks in the United States tariff. 
(j) Other, e.g. power-consumption of electric light bulbs, 

in the New Zealand tariff of 1930; not exceeding 8 watts, 
exceeding 8 watts, and not exceeding 80 watts, and so on. 

In theory, gradation could be made, in the case of many 
commodities, on a basis combining two or more of the above 
standards, e.g. by weight and length. In practice, however. 
one attribute is selected for grading, and the duties are 
specialized according to the grades. 

DIFFERENTIATION OF RATES. When a given commodity 
hasoeen gradeifOr"defuted, so that different classes are clearly 
distinguished, the question arises: How are the duties apply
ing to the commodity to be correspondingly differentiated? 
It is possible to have-
-Ai') Ad Valarem Duties on an ad Valar .... Basis. A com
modity can be classified according to value, and different 
ad valorem rates imposed on the different value-classes. Thus. 
the lowest-valued goods will bear the lowest rate, the higher 
classes of goods increasingly higher rates of duty. 
'-'1ii) Ad Valorem Duties on a Spe&ift Basis. COmmOdities\ 
classified on a basis of physical measurement may be dutiable 
at ad valorem rates, a separate rate applying to each class 
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of goods, This is the most usual practice in tariffs with chiefly 
all valorem rates, 
",,(iii) SPecific Duties on a SPecific Basis, Here the duty is 
varied according to variations in the physical attribute in 
terms of which the commodity is graded; for example, under 
the Polish tariff the duty on .. cotton tissues, containing over 
IS sq. metres per kg .... varies according to the number of 
threads in warp and weft in a square of I em. side. The 
numher of threads is divided into the three c1asses of up to 
40, more than 40 and up to 70. more than 70. so that there 
are three duties. increasing in amo)lIlt the finer (and therefore 
tho;.more valuable) the tissue. 
V(iv) SPecific Duties on an Ad Valorem Basis. It is possible 
to grade a commodity on the basis of value. and to impose 
different specific duties on the different value-classes, 

The actual differentiation of the rate from class to class. 
or grade by grade. will be a factor in determining its effect 
as a revenue, and still more as a protective measure. The 
duty may be differentiated by equal or by unequal amounts 
(in the case of a specific duty), or percentages (in the case of 
an all valorem rate). When the duty does not rise by equal 
steps. or by steps corresponding to the grading of the com
modity to which it applies, it will generally be found that 
the higher the class. the heavier in proportion is the duty. 

3. Classification in Tariffs. 
The process of classification for tariff purposes may start 

(from the side of the goods. or from that of the rates. In the 

~
st case, the goods are classified and then rated, i.e, duties 

are applied to them; in the second case. the rates are drawn 
up and dutiable goods are divided among the rate-classes. 

he schedule of the first type of tariff will show c1asses of 
goods. with rates varying within each class ; that of the second 
type will show classes of rates. each of which may apply to 
a large variety of dissimilar commodities. In practice. it is 
most common to classify goods. in any general tariff system. 
since this method makes specialjr.ation easier; it is obviously 
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more convenient for reference by the merchant. who will 
usually be concerned only with the duties on the particular 
goods he is importing. not with the relation of these duties 
to others. 

\ 

The tendency in all developed tariff systems is for more 
minute subdivision of tariff headings. with consequent greater 
specialization of rates; broad classes are replaced by groups 
of items each with its own duty. Recent tariff revisions have 
almost without exception meant a material increase in the 
number of entries in the schedules; thus. in 1927. the classi
fication of the French tariff was made more elaborate so that 
the number of main articles was increased from 650 to 1.900. 
and the subdivisions to 6.500. in round numbers. The new 
Peruvian tariff of 1930 meant an increase in the number of 
headings from 2.300 to 2.600; the new Canadian-tariff of the 
same year had over a thousand separate numbers. or main 
items. many of whieh were subdivided into two or more 
entries. each with a separate duty. With increasing elabora
tion of the tariff usually goes its division into main schedules 
or sections of chapters which will generally be found to 
correspond to the divisions of official trade statistics. Go 
logical arrangement of some kind or another is obviously a 
convenience to persons consulting the tariff measure. and if 
it is drawn up so as to correspond with the trade statistics. 
it will be easier to draft and revise. But the question arises: 
How shall the tariff schedule be drawn up? Goods can be 
grouped in a variety of ways; which logical arrangement
out of the several possible-is to be selected? 

There are four principal methods that may be followed. 
We can classify goods according to material origin ; or accord
ing to actual content; or by use or purpose; or by degree of 
finish or stage of manufacture. 

By material oril:i~~s meant that goods derived from the 
same physical substance are grouped together. e.g. all articles 
made of or from wood might be brought into one division 
of the tariff. In practice. where dissimilar products are derived 
from the same material origin-such as furniture and paper 
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from wood-they will be separated. This basis is the 
one adopted in the United States tariff classification, so far 
as it can be; the 1930 tariff is presented in fifteen schedules, 
of which typical headings are: (I) "Chemicals, Oils, and 
Paints." (3) "Metals and Manufactures of." (5) .. Sugar, 
Molasses, and Manufactures of." (7) "Agricultural Products 
and Provisions." It may be noted that "Papers and Books" 
is a separate schedule from "Wood and Manufactures of," 
and that the "Silk and Silk Goods" of the 1922 tariff has 
.been divided into "Silk and Manufactures of" and "Rayon, 
etc." 

Actual content is not the same as material origin, because 
goods of the same (main) physical origin may change their 
(chemical) content in the process of manufacture, and will 
therefore fall under different schedules according to the stage 
of production at which they are imported. The Australian 
tariff appears to be framed rather on this basis than on the 
former, since Oils (Schedule VII), which includes paints 
and varnishes, is separated from Chemicals, while Earthen
wear, Cement, China, Glass, and Stone form a single Schedule 
(VIII). 

Use 01 purpose may bring together articles of a very different 
composition and quality; this may, however, be the most 
useful way of dealing with imports of manufactured articles, 
the material content or origin of which is difficult to determine 
exactly. The Canadian tariff is not drawn up in schedules, 
but its items are so defined and grouped as to suggest that 
those who drafted it generally had this criterion in mind. 
Thus, item No. 403, "Wire, of steel" is divided into four 
sub-headings, each dealing with a particular sort of wire im
ported" for use exclusively" in specified ways. 

De!;!ee oj Finish or Stage oj M anuJactu,. is an important 
consid; .. tion"whenwniillS-ae5lreilliHoprOtect an industry 
drawing its raw material from 'abroad. It is often difficult 
to define a degree of finish so as to be able to adjust rates 
to keep the finished product out and let the partly finished 
product in to supply the home finishing industry. Provided 
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I
that no unduly arbitrary distinctions between stages of manu
facture have to be made, however, working classification can 
be made on tbe basis of foreign trade statistics. In the case 
of the United Kingdom, official trade statistics are classified 
in four groups: Class I, Food, drink, and tobacco; Class II, 
Raw materials and articles mainly unmanufactured; Class III, 
Articles wholly or mainly manufactured; Class IV, Animals, 
not for food. This division of commodities other than food
stuffs, broadly speaking, into Classes II and III represents 
an elementary classification by stage of manufacture, wbich 
proved sufficient for the purpose of the 50 per cent emergency 
duties of 1931. Those duties, designed to check the dumping 
of foreign manufactures, applied simply to Class III; but it is 
doubtful whether the existing classification will prove suitable 
for the tariff schedules if our tariff becomes an elaborate and 
highly special~ one.' 

In practice, no classification, either for a tariff or for trade 
returns, keeps rigidly to a single principle, and even the most 
elaborate usually contain a residual category in which can 
be put miscellaneous items not classed under other heads. 

TREATMENT OF NON-ENUMERATED ARTICLES. It will be 
fo.md -that~ in -ili;-UWst exliaustlveSch~ule, there are 
some articles that are not entered, and if these should be 
imported, the question arises: Are they dutiable or not? 
There are two principles represented by the practice of diff
erent countries: the principle of inclusion .and the principle 
~sion. Under the first, all goods not on a .. free list" 
are dutiable, whether stated or not. The non-enumerated 
articles may then be treated as a class by themselves, with 
a special duty or duties applicable, or they may be assimilated 
to the enumerated articles and charged the corresponding 
duty, or they may be provided for in both ways, i.e. assimilated 

1 In this connection it is interesting to Dote that the Advisory Com
mittee contemplate the preparation of more detailed schedules for 
machinery. for the purposes of the tariff, than are at present used. They 
observe that, as the British Engineers' Association divide the whole 
catefiory of machines under 2,000 headings. "the task will be no light 
one. (Cmd.4066.) 
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(on grounds of use, substance, etc.) if possible, and charged 
a special rate if not. This last is the American practice. By 
the principle of exclusion, all articles not definitely enumerated 
are free. This was theBritisb practice in the past, and is typical 
of a free trade regime. The princ!.E.'!!...!!i5a_dvantage is~hat 
a duty m3Y..2~~4~'~. by ..!~tg.!!.l~~~;on the_~t~er 
hand, the advantages that it makes for care~l!!..9!:lIi!ing Of 
CUStoms proVlsloi1s, and that an importer knows exactly·whit 
goOcISare auilalile, and by how much, without the fear that 
his calculations will be upset by the assimilation of one article 
to another by the Customs officia,ls. 

TREATMENT OF MIXED ARTICLES. Most manufactures con
tain more than one component, and when difierent duties 
apply to the various parts, the question of the assessment 
of the article for tariff purposes arises. Two methods are 
possible: the article may be analysed and its components 
assessed separately; or the article may be taken for the pur
poses of the duty as represented by the chief component and 
charged the single duty applicable. This may mean that the 
article is taxed as if it were entirely composed of the chief com
ponent, or that only the actual amount of the component may 
be dutiable. The type of problem that arises is represented 
by the case of manufactured goods containing silk and arti
ficial silk, e.g. silk-lined handbags, under the British silk 
duties. The solution adopted in that particular case is a com
promise between the two sorts of treatment just described. 
Different rates of duty on the value of the manufactured 
article are charged, according to the proportion of the total 
value of the goods which the. silk represents. If the silk con
tents represent not more than 5 per cent of the value of the 
article, the duty is 2 per cent ad val<w .... ; if more than 5 per 
cent but I>ot more than 20 per cent, the duty is 10 per cent 
ad val<w .... ; if more than 20 per cent, the duty is 33. per cent 
adval<w .... . 

TREATMENT OF PARTS AND WHOLES. Constituent parts of 
so,;;-~ articles are of no use in th~ves, and can be con
sumed only when they have been assembled, e.g. pairs of boots, 
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machinery; the way in which they ale treated under a tariff 
may, therefore, affect the development of an assembling in
dustry within a country. In some tariffs, lower rates ala 
levied on paIts than on wholly assembled commodities in 
order to create or protect an assembling industry; this is the 
case in the Australian tariff on motor-chassis. Otherwise, it 
is usual to bring constituent paIts under the same duty as 
the complete alticle; thus, under the McKenna duties, the 
components, paIts, and accessories of motor-cars and motor
bicycles, clocks and watches, and musical instIuments ale 
dutiable at the same rate as the main aIticle. 

TREATMENT OF PACKING AND CoNTAINERS. Reference has 
already been made to the different practices as to treatIoent 
of wrappings discoverable in various tariff systems. The\ 
question as to whether containers, wrappings, etc., are dutiable 
or not is to be answered in general by reference to the way 
in which they ale treated when the weight of goods is being 
determined. If they ale included in the weight, and the duty 
is based on weight, this may constitute a considerable burden 
on imports, paIticulaily in the case of that increasing category 
of goods that can be transported only in special containers, 
such as prepaled or preserved foodstuffs. When a tale allow
ance off the gross weight of the packed goods is given, and 
this is less than the weight of the packing, it means that the 
goods ale paying more than the amount due on their net' 
weight. When the packing, containers, etc., ale taken sepal- , 
ately, and assessed for duty, the burden is likely to be small, 
paIticulaily with ad valorem duties, as the value of packing i 
cases or materials is usually very low.' \ 

While the question is most frequently important where 
specific duties ale levied, it does sometimes arise with ad 
valorem duties, as in the case of the Canadian tariff. But, 
in that case, on such items as "vegetables, fresh, in their natural 
state, the weight of the packages to be included in the weight 
for duty," which heal a 30 per cent ad'valorem rate, it is pro
vided that in most instances" the duty shall not be less than " 
so many cents per lb., which gives in effect an alternative 
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specific duty, the amount of which will be determined partly 
by the packages in which the goods are imported. 

4. Allowances and Drawbacks. 
There are some trades and industries which would obviously 

be directly injured by the operation of a tariff, rather than 
protected; these are principally those finishing and improve
ment industries which draw raw materials from abroad, and 
sell their products in foreign market. It is necessary in order 
to allow them to compete against producers in other countries 
to exempt them partly or whoUy from the ordinary tariff 
regulations. (This assumes that producers cannot avail them
selves of bonded warehouse accommodation, or free ports or 
zones, for the carrying on of their trade.) Two main ways of 
effecting this are to be found in protectionist systems: the 
special treatment of goods entering into improvement trade, 
and the system of "drawbacks" or refunds in respect of 
duties paid on articles imported to be re-exported. 11t~spedal 
treatment of improvement trade means that goods imported 
fa-be finished and exported are allowed in -free of duty or· 
at iower than ordinary dutieS~ This is pref.rableto -the other 
method Iiom the merchant's point of view, as the drawback 
on duties already paid may not be received for some con
siderable time. This may represent a ...nous locking up of 
capital in the case of a firm engaged in purely entrepot trade. 
The two methods have peculiar advantages and disadvantages 
from the point of view of the authorities, however, and it is 
the consideration of these that usually decides which is adopted. 

IMPROVEMENT TRADE (Admission Temporaire). ~~~ 
are imported free of duty (or at reduced duty) in order to 
o.re::"xpOrted, -perhaps after undergoing some process of 

( 

ll1anufacture:-the problem fs:·-How caD. the re..exportof thOse 
goods be ascertained? How can evasion of duties properly 
chargeable be prevented? 

There are two principles on which the regulations may be 
based-
V(i) The principle of identity. The free imports are marked 
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distinctively. so that the actual commodities imported can 
be checked against those exported. 

(ii) The principle of equivalence. Given a certain quantity 
of imports. an equivalent quantity must be exported. the 
equivalence of imports and exports being checked by the 
issue of certificates. 

It is clear that the principle of identity can be applied only 
to some cIasses of goods. Most bulky raw materials. e.g. coal. 
cannot be identified by consignments. and some commodities 
change form and content in the course of improvement. e.g. 
wheat made into flour. But difficulties arise when the prin
ciple of equivalence is applied to such commoditieS. especially 
where they are also produced within the countIy concerned. 
Goods under improvement trade are not always imports which 
are going to be re-exported; there are also cases where goods 
are exported for improvement to be re-imported and where 
these re-imports are desired to be relieved from the burden 
of the ordinary duty. 

IMPORT AND EXPORT CERTIFICATES. The general method 
of working a system of import and export certificates (or 
.. free clearance certificates ") is that the importer of goods 
for re-export. or exporter of goods for re-import. obtains an 
import or export certificate-as the case may be-allowing 
him to import a certain quantity of a dutiable commodity 
free. provided that an equivalent quantity is exported (or 
to export a certain quantity. provided that an equivalent 
quantity is re-imported). In order to avoid over-elaborate 
propositions. we will confine our attention henceforward to 
home improvement trade. i.e. to importing goods for re
export. 

A natural development of the idea of equivalence is to 
make certificates transferable. so that a merchant who did 
not eventually export amounts corresponding to his imports 
could dispose of the certificates. representing the excess of 
imports to be re-exported. to anyone who wanted them. In 
theory if. e.g .• iron or wheat was exported from France or 
Germany (countries which were the principal users of the 
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system before the War) to an extent equivalent to the free 
imports, the position was no different from what it would 
be without free imports, even if all the imported coal or wheat 
was consumed within the country, and the exports were of 
French or German products. But, in fact, the system did 
produce differences in the trade in goods so dealt with, on 
account of two facts. 

When the equivalent exports were of the imported com
modity in an advanced .stage of manufacture, e.g. wheat as 
lIour, coal as coke, it was impossible to be certain that exact 
equivalence was obtained. The exports might represent lower 
grades of the commodity than the corresponding imports, 
e.g. the coke might, in fact, have been produced from cheaper 
(local) coal. If a fixed ratio between raw materials (imported) 
and finished products (exported) were adopted, improvements 
in production would make the real ratio different from the 
official one, e.g. fewer tons of iron ore might be required to 
produce a given quantity of steel than was supposed to be 
the case. In the case of materials produced at home as well 
as imported, the effect of such developments is to make 
merchants and manufacturers buy abroad (importing under 
certificates) rather than at home. 

When merchants were allowed to export commodities from 
one part of the country, obtaining a transferable certificate, 
the tendency was for speculation in certificates to arise. For 
example, in the case of Germany wheat might be exported 
from East Prussia, instead of beirig sold in the Rhine valley, 
a certificate being obtained allowing the free import of an 
equivalent quantity of wheat from France into the Rhine 
valley. The German home market price for wheat was higher 
than the world price by the amount of the import duty. Thus, 
if the world-price of wheat was 30 marks per kilogranune 
and the duty 5 marks per kilogramme, the exporter sold a 
given quantity of wheat abroad at 30 marks, and the holder 
of the certificate imported an equivalent amount duty free 
to sell in Germany at 3S marks per kilogramme. But the 
double transaction might be more profitable than to sell wheat, 
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grown in East Prussia, in the Rhineland, because the cost 
of transporting the wheat from East Prussia to its foreign 
market plus the cost of transporting wheat from France to 
the Rhineland might be less than the cost of shifting wheat 
across Germany from the region of its production to the Rhine 
valley. Whether this development in fact occurred at any 
time would clearly depend. upon transport costs and the 
foreign markets for German wheat; but such a position could 
arise, and the result was that a trade in certificates took 
place, to take advantage of a profit that might be reaped, 
exports sometimes being made simply to gain an import 
certificate. 

The unsatisfactoriness of this led to the abandonment of 
the system in Germany after 1910, while it had been modified 
in France after 1902. It will be noticed that similar develop
ments might arise out of a system of transferable certificates 
for the import of foreign wheat, or other commodity also 
produced at home, under a quota system. Whenever, owing 
to changes in prices, or to differences in costs, it is possible 
to obtain a profit out of dealing in certificates giving the right 
to import amounts of a commodity, there will tend to be 
speculation in such certificates. 
~lMP=lOli_UN~~!!lS!L. T~l:.F. The 

Import Duties Act allows for dutiable goods to be imported 
free)n the following circumstances-
"1a) Where the goods are consigned direct to a "registered 
shipbuilding yard" for use in the building, repairing, or re
fitting of ships, according to whatever conditions are laid 
down by the Customs authorities (Sect. II). 
v{b) Where the goods are imported solely for re-export after 
transit or transhipment, or if undergoing any process in the 
United Kingdom, are re-exported without being changed in 
form or character (Sect. 13). 

(c) Where the goods are being re-imported after export from' 
the United Kingdom, and have not been subject to any 
process abroad. Where they have undergone any process 
abroad, hut their form or character has not been changed, 

1s-{.'39} 
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duty is chargeable only on the amount by which their value 
has been enhanced by tbe process (Sect. Z4). 

A place is a .. registered shipbuilding yard" if it is so regis
tered by the Customs authorities on application beiug made 
to them. and on its being shown to their satisfaction that the 
premises are occupied and used for the building. repairing. 
and fitting of ships. Goods not consigned direct. but brought 
into a registered shipyard from some other place in the United 
Kingdom. may be treated by the Customs as if they had been 
exported. for the purpose of allowing drawback. In other 
words. if the goods are of a class on'which drawback is allowed 
on re-export. this allowance may be made on dutiable im
ported goods which do not go direct into a registered shipyard. 
but which are ultimately brought into it. 

lt should be noticed that concessions relating to goods going 
into registered shipyards. and to goods imported for re-export. 
are granted at the discretion of the Commissioners of Customs 
and Excise. The Act does not say that they shall be granted, 
as it does in the third case. under Sect. Z4-

DRAWBACKS. DIawbacks are refunds of duties paid on im
ports: (i) of raw materiaIs. when these are worked up into a 
finished product which is exported; (ii) of finished articles 
not consumed within a country. and re-exported. Generally 
speaking. drawbacks will be given when it is desired to build up 
finishing trades; being alternative to the system just described. 
we find them in the tariff regulations of countries where im
provement trade as such is not recognized. notably the United 
States. the United Kingdom. and the British Dominions. 

The practical difficulties are those concerned with the treat
ment of mixed or finished goods. of which the raw materia1s 
were inIported. If drawbacks are granted on some or all of 
the constituents of the exported article. the different quanti
ties of the inIported materials entering into the finished pro
duct must be assessed-,sometimes a matter of great difficulty. 
Secondly. if a raw material is inIported. worked up. and 
exported in a refined form. an official ratio between raw 
material and finished product must be established. so as to 
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determine the amount of drawback to be paid on the export 
of a given quantity of the final product. It is clear that if 
a certain amount of raw material produces more of the finished 
product than it should according to the official calculations, 
the drawback paid will be more than in proportion to the 
duty paid. A concealed subsidy will thus be given to ex
porters, which will encourage sales abroad (probably at a 
low price made possible by the bounty) as against sales at 
home. The tendency will be for home prices of the final 
product to be kept above world prices, and for exporters 
using imported raw materials to be favoured at the expense 
of producers working on home supplies (if there are any) or 
for the home market. There is, however, an incidental ad
vantage; the more efficient the producer the larger the quan
tity of finished product he will obtain from a given amount 
of raw material, and the larger the bounty he will gain. 

The same effect, of course, is obtained when there is an 
excise on home production of a raw material entering into 
an exported commodity, and the drawback is a refund to the 
exporter of the amount of the excise, which has entered into 
the price of the home produce which he has bought. This was 
the case in Germany, the commodity in question being the 
sugar beet. The positive loss of revenue due to the fact that 
the drawback exceeded the excise paid, owing to the continuous 
improvement in the methods of beet-sugar refining, led to the 
abolition of the system in 1891, and the same thing occurred 
in France, 1884-97. . 

The amount of the drawhack obviously has an important 
practical bearing on such developments. It varies from 
country to country, but, under protective tariff systems, is 
usually the whole, or nearly the whole, of the duty. Thus, 
the full amount is refunded in the case of Australia, and 99 per 
cent in the case of the United States; whereas the drawbacks 
allowed on British revenue duties, such as those on coffee 
or tobacco, generally represent appreciably less than the duty 
charged. The position as regards drawback of duties under 
the Import Duties Act is governed by the provisions of the 
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Second Schedule of that Act. It is the function of the Advisory 
Committee to recommend that a drawback should be allowed 
on any class of goods dutiable under the Act. and the Treasury 
may, after consulting the appropriate department. make an 
Order for its allowance. The Committee are required to "have 
regard to the general interests of the industries concerned. 
including the export trade. and to the facilities available for 
waIehousing in bond. and otherwise for enabling goods in
tended for re-exportation to be dealt with without payment. 
of duty." To qualify for drawhack. which must be equal to 
the whole amount of the duty paid. goods must be re-ex
ported unused. in the same state as that in which they were 
imported. 

5. Dumping. 

The word" dumping" has passed into popular controversy 
! almost with the connotation of .. any successful competition 
\ in a national market by producers outside that area." Neveri theless. if dumping is to be dealt with by tariff regulations, 

\ 

it will be necessary to frame a more precise definition. so 
that we can determine whether or not it exists in particolar 

I cases, and how it can best be corrected or prevented. 
It is .;lear that, whatever else dumping means, it means 

the sale of goods in the area that is complaining of it at prices 
lower than those at which the same or equivalent goods are 
being offered elsewhere, or lower than those at which home 
producers are selling goods. With regard to the first clause. 
we may note that it may mean (a) sale in a foreign market 
at prices below those ruling at home (the most common accusa
tion against the dumper); or (6) sale in 0fU foreign market 
at prices below those at which sales are made in other foreign 
markets, (but not necessarily below home prices) ; or (el sales 
abroad at prices below home prices, and at a loss to the 
seller. 

These various sorts of dumping may arise in different cir
cumstances, and the same methods of dealing with them will 
not be appropriate in all cases. Both sales abroad at prices 
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lower than those ruling at home, and sales in one foreign 
market at lower prices than in others, may be ordinary bnsiness 
practices due to difierences in market conditions. Generally 
speaking, lower prices will be charged for large orders than 
for small, and if one market takes goods"in large quantities 
and another takes them only in small quantities (as is often 
the case with the home market) there will be difierences in 
price between the two which do not represent any deliberate 
dumping or under-seIling. What is called .. exchange-dump
ing,:~i.e: th!O.-~ty-.nf_a'!L!lXl''?r:!t!r in a co"!'try wi..th a ~e
preciatinK gnTency !o sellabroa~treniun~ti~ely. at.a. p~£" 
at whic1!.2ther 'produc~£'lIlIlotc_olIlpete..i§~'!il..Ym)Ul~~ 
faa definite policy On his part. It is ui~y case a temporary 

-feature of cUrrency instability, as has already been explained, 
resnlting from the external value of a depreciating or depre
ciated currency being lower than its internal vaIue. 

Sales abroad at prices lower than those ruling at home, 
and below cost of production, may be due to export bounties, 
open or concealed, or subsidies granted by governments. 
Where they are not, they are usually an attempt to capture or 
develop a market, an attempt which cannot be of very long 
duration, unless the producers concerned are prepared to take 
less than normal returns on their whole output for an indefinite 
period. Occasionally, however, it may be considered that this 
form of dumping will not involve net loss, on account of the 
economies obtained from the larger scale of production on 
which the successful dumper can work. For instance, if one 
market, say the domestic market, is limited, and its demand 
inelastic, while other (foreign) markets are capable of expansion 
and have an elastic demand, then the cutting of price-and 
dumping of goods-in some markets will enable goods to be 
produced on a large scale, and a profit obtained, even though 
the dumped goods are sold at a price which (if they are con
sidered separately) does not yield a profit. 

When the objection to dumping is that it constitutes .. un
fair competition," this may really mean that one or more 
of several possible considerations are in mind. When the 
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conditions under which the dumped goods are produced are, on 
the face of them, ahnormal, such as is the case with exchange
dumping, or when they are affected by government action 
so as not to be ordinary commercial terms of production, 
as in the case of subsidies or export bounties, it may, perhaps, 
be permissible to describe competition from such sources as 
.. unfair." When, however, there is normally a difference, not 
artificial or promoted by deliberate government action, be
tween the dumper's costs of production and his competitors, 
to describe any resultant advantage to him as "unfair" is 
to assume that the industrial conditions ruling in the country 
where goods are being dumped are to be treated as the ec0-

nomic norm. ~wer costsof 11!"0<!!tru!!Il,~ven .If theY_llI"e 
associated with lower standards of living, ought not to b~ 
issumed:-:'lo.oe unecOiiOnrlc-:-Y' .;t;-iii'-pIactlce, -moSt ";'ti
dumping legislatio~ "Seeks"to--shut out all competition that 
successfully clears the general tariff wall; that is, to counter
vail any exceptional advantages enjoyed by foreign producers 
as compared with home producers. 

The actual measures adopted in representative tariff systems 
may be summarized as-

(i) Positive prohibitions of the import goods made under 
certain conditions, such as convict-made goods; this is found 
in American practice, 

(il) Special duties or increases of duties against dumped 
goods, according to the definitions framed for this purpose. 
Under this head we may have 

(a) ~NTI-BoUNTV DUTIES. When goods are exported under 
a bountywWclllt IS desIreCflo nullify, the imJX)rting country 
may impose countervailing duties. The duty may be simply 
the exact equiValent of the bounty, where this is known 
precisely, or it may be calculated so as to raise the selling price 
of the bounty-fed imports to a defined level (e.g. the curreot 

". market price of such goods in a particular area). Under the 
\ United States tariff, anti-bounty duties are amounts equal 
'to the net amount of the bounty, additional to the ordinary 
duties on the goods. 
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(b) DUTIES AGAINST UNFAIR COMPETITION. Unfair com
petition may be defined with respect to actual trade prac
tices, or with respect to the probable effects on the home 
market of such competition. The former method is repre
sented by the regulations of the United States tariff of 1916 
which imposed an additional duty, equal to double that al
ready chargeable, on goods imported on condition that the 
importer or buyer should not deal with other sellers of such 
goods. 

The latter method is represented by the Australian provi
sions, which cover the importation of goods on terms that

(i) Would ordinarily probably lead to Australian goods no 
longer being produced. 

(ii) Are unfair in the circumstances. 
(iii) Would probably or do result in inadequate wages in 

the Australian industry. 
(iv) Would probably or do result in substantial disorganiza

tion or unemployment in the Australian ipdustry producing 
goods in competition with the imports. 

This is similar to the point of view of the Safeguarding 
Committees in this country, 1921 to 193I. 

(e) ANTI-DUMPING DUTIES. Simple anti-dumping duties 
are represented by their development in the Canadian tariff. 
Here the test of whether the export price of the imported 
article is less than its "fair market value" in the country 
of export, has been established. 

The broad effect of all such provisions is, to raise the cost 
of goods imported into a country to the level of the highest 
price at which the same goods are sold elsewhere, or at which 
the competing home product would normally be disposed of 
within the country. In short, anti-dumping duties are local 
increases-crenellations, so to speak-in the height of a tariff 
wall. 
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THE following suggestions for further reading are limited to 
books, most of which can be found in any good library. There 
is a vast amount of polemical literature on Free Trade and 
Protection, the bulk of which is of small interest and value. 
Important articles are to be found in the files of such period
icals as Th£ Economist (weekly) and Economica (quarterly). 
Particulars of British and other tariff developments are re
ported week by week in Th£ Board of T,ade J01mUIl, and 
accounts of the trade and tariff position of foreign countries 
are given in the Reports issued. by the Department of Over
seas Trade, at about yearly intervals, separately for each 
country. The Dominions also issue official year books, which 
contain statistical and other information as to trade, and 
(usually) a review of recent tariff history. The statistics of 
the overseas trade of Great Britain are available in the 
Monthly Statements of Trade and Navigation, and, in a sum
marized form, and for periods of fifteen years, in the Statistical 
Abstract. (See Note at end.) 

I. THE THEORY OF INTERNAT:r:ONAL TRADE. 
The classics-

Adam Smith, The W.allh of Nalions, Book IV. 
David Ricardo, PnflCipks of Polilical ECD1IOffIY, Chapter VI. 
John Stuart Mill, Pn1l&ipks of Polilical Ec_y, Book V. 

The development of the orthodox theory of intematiooal ex· 
change may be traced through these books. 

Modem general treatises
Cannan, W_, Chapter XIV . 

." Marshall, Mmuy, Crld;', aM Commnu. 
The latter carries the analysis of some problems in the pure 

theory of international trade much further than do the other 
works mentioned. '. 
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Special studies-
Bastable (ed. Gregory), T/06 Commerce of N4Ii<ms. 

I Taussig, I~ Trlllk. 
Taussig's work is in the straight line of descent from Ricardo 

and Mill so far as the pure theory goes, but he takes the argument 
further at some points. Part II, Verification, is an attempt to 
_ out the propositions of Part I with reference to certain im
portant events, such as the effect of the payment by France 
after 1870 of her indemnity to Germany. Part III deals with 
international tIade under inconvertible paper cummcy conditioDS. 
2. MONETARY QUESTIONS. 

(I) T/06 Mechanism of I~ S_, For..". EJr
chang ... 

, WitheIS, T/06 MeatSing of M"...". 
A general introductoty textbook, with a good chapter on Bills 

of Exchange. 
Spalding, T/06 FitSa,," of For..". Trlllk; Foreign Escllange 

AM Foreign Bills. 
Technical studies, dealing with their subjects from the banker's 

point of view, but containing much interesting material. 
Walters, Foreign EJrchange aM Foreign Debls. -

A general textbook of more theoretical treatment than Mr. 
Spalding's . 
." Gregoty, Foreign E"cllange, Before, During, aM after tho 

W.... A-
This deals only with the immediate post-waI yeatS; it is not 

easy reading, but constitutes a valuable training in the logic 
of the SUbject. 

(2) Tho Gold SItJn4artl System. 
Gregoty, T/06 Re"'rtJ 10 Gold (I92S); T/06 First Y .... of IIuJ 

Gold SItJn4am ('927) A.; Tho Gold SItJn4Mtl AM its F_re (1932). 
The second is chiefly a detailed study of the problems arising 

out of the stabilization of currencies by various natioDS, including 
Great Britain. T/06 Retum 10 Gold is an introduction to the nature 
and working of the gold standard system. 

(3) T/06 Bald_ of Trlllk. 
This subject is treated in most of the general textbooks. A 

discussion of the British tIade position since the War is to be 
found in Loveday, BriltJi" AM World Trlllk. . 

A specialist study is-
" Boggs, T/06 I """",,iOlllJl Trlllk Bald_ i" T/06Dry aM 
Prachu. A. 

3. PROTECTION AND FREE TRADE.. 
Nathan, Fr .. Trlllk TtHlay. 
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A restatement of the Liberal point of view, with a good cIeaI 
of information about safegnarding (to 1928). 

Brooks, This Tariff Question. 
An able presentation of the modern case for Protection. 
.. Beveridge and others, Tariffs: the C .... E.-"",i,,". 

All the aspects of !:he contemporary English Protectionist 
arguments and proposals examined one by one, by a committee 
of economists under the chairmanship of the Director of the 
London School of Economics. 

Historical studies-
Ashley, Modem Tariff History. A. 

A study of the tariff histories of some leading countries. 
Fuchs (trans. Archibald), The Trade Policy of GYeaI BrittJi" 

"fill H.,. Col ... ;.s Si_ 1860. (1905.) 
Y(lung, GYeat Britai,,'s RecenI Treflfl Towards Proteclilm. 

A readable survey from the American standpoint. 
4. TARIFPS. 

General textbooks- • 
"i Gregory, Tariffs: a Study in Method. A. 
A very elaborate treatment of the technical problems of tariffs. 

A standard work, indispensable to the serious student. It deals 
with developments up to 1921. 

Fisk and Peirce, 1"""""';0104/ C.".,...,.eia/ Policies. 
Somewhat similar to Tariffs, but covering a wider field in much 

less detail. Written from the American viewpoint, so the United 
States bulks large. 

Special studies-
Higginson, Tariffs at Work. 

A little book on Customs practice, based on pre-war experience. 
Taussig, Some Aspects of /1re Tariff Quesli .... 

Essays on the history of various American industries under 
the tariff. 

">4Viner, DumpifllJ, a Problmo i"l~ Trade. A. 
A standard work, containing a thorough examination of the 

whole .ubject up to 1923. 
Greig, The open-Door aflll the M "fIIlates System. 

'of The .. Balfour" Committee on Industry and Trade, 
First Report on .. A Survey of Overseas Markets." Contains an 

attempt to measure the level of duties againrt British exports. 
(The last essay in Loveday'S Britai" "fill World Trade is a tech
nical discussion of the making of Tariff Level Indices.) 

Fi"al Report, Section VIII, on British Customs Policy in Rela
tion to Competitive Power. A useful discussion on tariff policy, 
reviewing the McKenna and Safegoarding Duties. 
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COMPANIES AND COMPANY LAW. By A. C. CONNBLL. LL.B. (Lond.). 
Fourth Edition. Revised by W. E. WILKINSON, LL.D. In demy 8vo, cloth 
gilt, 422 pp. 8 .. net. 

MANUAL OF COMPANY LAW AND PRACTICE. By LESLIE MADDOCK, oj 
I,..lt,"er Tlmpl. timd rh. MidlaM Circui,. BarrUtu..M-LMIJ. In demy 8vo. 
cloth gilt. 437 pp. 10 •• ed. net. 

COMPANY LAW. By D. F. DB L'HOSTB RANKING, M.A .. LL.D .. and 
E. E. SPICER, F.e.A. Fifth Edition. In demy 8vo, cloth gIlt, 404 pp. 
10 •• net. 

THE LAW OF JOINT STOCK COMPANIES. By W. J. WESTON. M.A .. B.Se .. 
0/ Cit.,.-, Ita", B4mst,,-al-LfIfV. In demy 8vo. 308 pp. 7 .. 6d. net. 
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LAW OF CARRIAGE BY RAILWAY. By L. R. LIPSETT. M.A .• LL.D .• and 
T. J. D. ATKlNSON, M.A. Size 6 in. by 9 in .. cloth gilt, 966 pp. 50 .. net. 

LAW OF ABBITRATION AND AWABDS. By H. S. PALMER. M.A. (Oxon). 
In demy Bvo, 180 pp. 61. net. 

LAW OF GAmNG AND BETTING. By C. F. SHOOL.RED. B.A .• LL.B., 
Bamsler-tU-Law. In demy 8vo. cloth gilt. 274 pp. lOs. 6d. net. 

LAW RELATING TO RESTRAINT OF TRADE. By.R. YORKE HEDGES. 
LL.M .• Barrisler·aj.Law. In demy Bvo. cloth gilt. 140 pp. 78. 6d. net. 

Am AND AVIATION LAW (CIVIL AVIATION). By WH. MARSHALL FREE
MAN, BaN'i.shw-at-Law. In demy 8vo. cloth gilt. 176 pp. 'is. Gd. net. 

ADmNISTRATION OF ESTATES. By A. H. CoSWAY. In crown 8vo. 172 pp. 
os. net. 

RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF LIQUIDATORS, TRUSTEES, AND RECEIVERS; 
By D. F. DE L'HoSTB RANKING, M.A., LL.D .• E. E. SPICER, "F.C.A .• and 
E. C. PEGLER. F.C.A. Sizo 91 in. by 7 in .. cloth gilt. 398 pp. 16a. net. 
Seventeenth Edition. 

LIQUIDATOR'S INDEX AND SUMMARY OF THE COMPANIES ACT AND 
WIl'lDING·UP RULES, 1929. By JOHN H. SENIOR. F.C.A .. and H. M. 
PRATT. In foolscap folio, buckram. 96 pp. 16s. net. 

GUIDE TO BANKRUI'TCY LAW AND WINDING UP OF COMPANIES. By 
F. PORTER FAtJSSET, M.A., Bamst",-al-LtJW. Second Edition. In crOWD 
Bvo, cloth gilt, 216 pp. os. net. 

NOTES ON BANKRUI'TCY LAW. By V. R. ANDERSON. A.C.A. In crown 
8vo, cloth, 86 pp. Is. 6d. net. 

l'nINCIPLES OF MARINE LAW. By LAWRENCB DUCKWORTH. B""'s'n
ai-Law. liourth Edition. Revised by Wy. MARSHALL FREEMAN. B(J",uUr
.... LIIW. In demy 8vo. 400 pp. 7a. 8d. net, 

LAW FOR .JOURNALISTS. By CHARLES PILLEY, BarnSIU-lJI·LtJw. OJ Gray" 
Inn lind Ut.~ Western Circuit. In demy 8vo, cloth. 170 pp. o~ net. 

THE LAW RELATING TO BANKL"IG AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE. By 
L. LB M. MINTY. Ph.D .• B.Sc. (Econ.). B.Com .. LL.B .. Cert, A.I.B .. 
BtJrrlsw-at-Law. In crown 4to, cloth gilt. 80s. net. 

PARTNt:RSHlP LAW. By D. F, DB L'HoSTB RANKING. M.A .• LL,D .. 
E. E. SPICER, F.e.A .. and E. C. PEGLER, F.e.A. Fourth Edition. In 
medium 8vo, cloth. 167 pp. 780 Od. net. 

, 
PARTIIERSHIP LAW AND ACCOU~'TS. By R, W. HOLLAND. O,B.E .. M.A .• 

M.Sc., LL.D., BarristtW-M·Law. In demy 8vo. 174 pp. 6s. net. 

TilE LAW OF COli 'TRACT. By the same Author. Revised and Enlarged 
Edition. In demy 8vo. cloth. 123 pp. is. net. 

TRUSTS. By C. KELLY and J. CoLK-HAMILTON. ChMtered Aceo .... tams. 
In demy Svo, cloth gilt, 418 pp. toa. net. 
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EXECUTORSIDP LAW AND ACCOUNTS. By D. F. DE L'HOSTE RANKING. 
M.A., LL.D., E. E. SPICER, F.e.A., and E. C. PEGLER, F.e.A. Size 10 in. 
by 71 in .. cloth gilt. 370 pp. 16 •• net. Tenth Edition. 

WILLS. A Complete Guide lor Te.laton, Eloouto.. and Tl1Illt .... With a 
Chapt.r on Intesta.y. By R. W. HOLLAND. o.B.E .. M.A .. M.Sc .. LL.D .• 
of the Middle Temple, Btwristn-at-L4W. In foolscap 8vo, cloth. 122 pp. 
2s. 64. net. Third Edition. 

SOLICITOR'S CLERK'S GmDE. By EDWARD A. Co... Revised by FRED 
G. W. LEsTER. In crown Bvo. cloth gilt. 214 pp. 48. net. 

MUNICIPAL AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT LAW. By H. EMERSON SMITH. 
LL.B. (Lond.). Second Edition. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 272 pp. lOs. 8d. 
net. 

LAW FOR THE HOUSE OWNER. By A. H. COSWAY. Second Edition. 
128 pp. In crown 8vo. cloth. 21. Gd. net. 

THE BUSINESS TENANT. By E. S. CoX-SINCLAIR, BMris'er-.... L .... and 
T. HYNES, BMrislet'-aJ..LGW, LL.B. In crown Svo, cloth, 263 pp. 71. &d. 
net. 

THE LAW RELATING TO BmLDING AND BmLDING CO~'TRACTS. By 
W. T. CRESWELL, Hon. A.R.I.B.A .• F.R.San.lnst., oj Gra,."s Inn. Banis"'
ot-LtIW. Second Edition. In demy 8vo. cloth. 372 pp. lk. 84. net. 

LEGAL TERMS, PHRASES, AND ABBREVIATIONS. By E. A. CoPE. 
In crown 8vo. cloth gilt. 216 pp. 8 .. net. Third Edition. Revised. 

COPYRIGHT IN INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS. By A. D. RUSSELL-CURKE, of 
Ih6I""erTmr-pI6.BMriste,-tJl-Law. In demy8vo. cloth. 212 pp. lOs.ld. net. 

THE LAW OF EVIDENCE. By W. NEMBHARD HIBBERT, LL.D .. B"""' .... -
al-Law. Fifth Edition. Revised. In crown 8vo. 132 pp. 7s. 611. net. 

THE LAW OF PROCEDURE. By the same Author. Third Edition. In 
demy 8vo. cloth gilt. 133 pp. 7s. Gd. net. 

THE LAW OF MASTER AND SERVANT. By FRANCIS RALEIGH BATT. 
LL.M .• oj Gt-c:ay's Inn. BM't'isIer--(ll-LtJUJ. In demy 8vo. cloth gilt. 410 pp. 
10 .. 841. net. • 

TRADE MARK LAW AND PRACTICE. By A. W. GRIFFITHS. B.Sc. (Eng.), 
Lond., Bc:afflSIer-tJl-LCIUJ. In demy 8vo. cloth gilt. 268 pp. lOs. 6d. net. 

THE LAW RELATING TO ADVERTISING. By E. LING-MALLISON. B.Sc. 
(Lille), ojlhe Midland Ci"cuit, the C"u"aI Cri".imu COW". Norll' Londo. 
Sessions. And the Middl6 Tempi •• Bcurisln-tJl-Law. In crown 8vo. cloth 
gilt, 234 pp. 7 •• 811. net. 

THE LAW RELATING TO INDUSTRY. By H. SAMUELS. M.A .. of II .. MiddJ. 
Temple. BAmsler-tJl-Law. In demy 8vo. cloth gilt. 258 pp. lis. net. 

THE LAW OF THE SALE OF GOODS. By C. G. AUSTIN, B.A. (Oxon). 
In demy 8vo, cloth gilt. 172 pp. 6s. net. 

LA W AND ORGANIZATION OF THE BRITISH CIVIL SERVICE. By N. E. 
MUSTOR. In demy 8vo. cloth gilt. 218 pp. 78. 8d.. net. 
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BUSINESS REFERENCE BOOKS 
8USL'6:SS MAN'S ENCYCLOPAEDIA AND Dlm'IONARY OF COMMERCE. 

A reliable and comprehensive work of reference on all commercial subjects. 
Fourth Edition. Edited by FRANK HEYWOOD, F.e.I.S. Assisted by up
wards"of 50 specialists as contributors. In 2 vols .• large crown 4to, cloth 
gilt. 1926 pp. 80s. net. 

8USINESS TERJIS, PHRASES AND ABBREVIATIONS. In crown 8vo. 
cloth. 280 pp. 3s. &d. net. Fifth Edition. With equivalents in French, 
German. Spanish. and Italianj and facsimile dCK:uments. 

~ITMAN'S BUSL~SS MAN'S GUIDE. In crown 8vo. cloth. 546 pp. 8s. net. 
Ninth Edition. Revised. 

IlERCA~"TILE TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS. Size 3 in. by >It in .• cloth. 
126 pp. 1s.6d.. net. Containing over 1.000 terms and 500 abbreviations 
with definitions. 

8USINESS FORECASTING AND ITS PRAm'ICAL APPLICATION. By W. 
WALLACK, M.Com. (Lond.). Third Edition. In demy 8vo, cloth gilt. 
148 pp. 1s. 641. net. 

~RAm'ICAL BUSINESS FORECASTING. By D. F. JORDAN. Size 6 in. by 
9 in., cloth, 270 pp. 161. net. 

8USINESS CHARTS. By T. G. RosE. A.M.I.Mech.E. In demy 8vo. cloth 
gilt. 104 pp. 10 .. 641. net. 

GOMMERCIAL ARBITRATIONS. By E. J. PARRY. B.Sc .. F.I.C .. F.C.S, 
In crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 105 pp. 8s. 6d. net. 

~OLEY'S LAW AND PRACTICE OF THE STOCK EXCHANGE. By R. H. 
CODE HOLLAND. B.A •• of 1M Middle Temple. Barrister-at-Law. and JOHN 
N. WERRY. In demy 8vo. cloth gilt. 428 pp. lis. net. Fifth Edition. 

FINANCIAL ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEME~"T. By C. W. GERSTENBERG. 
Professor of FinanctJ 1M NtJUJ York Unwnsily. Size 6 in. by 9 in .• cloth 
gilt. 739 pp. !lis. net. 

MONEY MAKING IN STOCKS AND SHARES. By SYDNEY A. MOSE.LEY. 
In deroy 8vo. cloth gilt. 252 pp. 7s. 8d. net. Third Edition. 

HOW THE STOCK MARKET REALLY WORKS. By W. CoLLIN BROOKS. 
In demy 8vo. cloth gilt. 160 pp. 6s. net. 

MARKETS OF LONDON. By CUTHBERT MAUGHAN, I In demy 8vo. cloth gilt, 
218 pp. 8 .. net. 

rHE SliALL INVESTOR'S GUIDE. By SVONEY A. MOSELEY. In demy Svo. 
cloth, 160 pp. is. net. 

rill': BOOT PRIN('IPLES OF INVEST1IENT. By H. CoPE WE". In demy 
8vo, cloth. 232 pp. 1':;s. net. 
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TYPES OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISE. By M. C. CROSS, LL.B .. Ph.D. In 
medium Bvo. cloth gilt, 348 pp. !IL net. 

HOW TO USE A BANKING ACCOUNT. By C. BIDWELL. In crown 8vo, 
cloth. 116 pp. Sa. 8d. net. 

DUPLICATING AND COPYING PROCESSES. By W. DES.OROUGH, O.B.E 
In demy Bvo, cloth gilt. 146 pp. 6 .. net. 

BUSINESS CYCLES. The Problem and its SeUing. By W, C. MITCHSLL. 
Size 6 in. by 9 in .• cloth gilt, 511 pp. 30s. net. 

STATISTICAL METHODS. By F. C. MILLS, Associ"'. P,of"'''' of Bus,ness 
S'Qlistics. Columbia. University, In demy Bvo. cloth gilt, 620 pp. liis.. net. 

STATISTICS. By WILLIAM VERNON LoVITT, Ph.D., Professor of M,ulwnaJics, 
Colorado College: and HBNRY F. HOLTZCLAW, Ph.D., Pro/esso, 0/ Com
meru, University of Kansas. In medium Bvo. cloth gilt. 304 pp. lis. net. 

BUSINESS STATISTICS, THEIR PREPARATION, COMPILATIOY, AND 
PRESE~"T ATION. By R.. W. HOLLAND, O.B.E., M.A., M.Sc.. LL.D. 
Thir~ Edition. In crown Bvo, cloth, 108 pp. 8s. Gd. net. 

STATISTICS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO COMMERCE. By A. L. 
BODDINGTON. Fellow of Ihtl Royal Statistical tmd Economic Societies. 
Fifth Edition. In medium Bvo. cloth gilt. 340 pp. 125. M. net. 

A MANUAL OF CHARTING. Size 6 in. by 9 in., cloth gilt, 116 pp. 's. net. 

PITMAN'S BOOK OF SYNONYMS AND ANTONYMS. In crown 8vo, cloth. 
140 pp. lis. 64. net. 

PITMAN'S OFFICE DESK ROOK. Third Edition. In crown 8vo, 320 pp .. 
cloth. !L 6d. net. 

1I0DERN DEBATE PRACTICE. BY WALDO O. WlLLHOFT. In crown 8vo, 
cloth, 339 pp. is. net. 

REPORT WRITING. By CARL G. GAtIN, M.E .. and HAROLD F. GRA .. S, M.A. 
In medium 8vo, cloth gilt, 322 pp. 129. 601. net. 

THE ESSENTIALS OF PUBLIC SPEAKING. By W. C. DUBOIS, A.M., LL.B. 
In large croWD 8vo. cloth. 276 pp. Sa. 641. net. 

SPEAKL.'1G IN PUBLIC. By ARLBIGR B. WILLIAMSON, M.A .. Assori"" 
Pro/essor of Public Sp~aking, Washington Sf/11M' Coll~I" N". Yo," 
Univnsily. In medium 8vo. cloth gilt, 430 pp. 1.;i!. net. 

HOW TO SPEAK IN PUBLIC. By C. F. CAR' and F. E. SUVSNS. Second 
Edition. In crOWD 8vo, cloth, 128 pp. 8L &d. net. 

DICTIONARY OF THE WORLD'S COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS. BY J. H. 
VANSTONE, F.R.G.S. With French, German, and Spanish equivalents ~or 
the names of the pToducts. In demy 8vo, cloth. 170 pp. is. net. Third 
Edition. 

RAW IIATERIALS OF COIlMERCE. Eclited by J. H. VANSTONB, F.R.G.S, 
In two volumes. demy 4to. cloth gilt. 793 pp. Complete. 40!. net. 
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OMIIERCIAL COMIIODITIES. By F. W. MATTHEWS. B.sc .• A.I.C .• F.C.s. 
In demy Bvo. cloth gilt, 326 pp. 128. &d. net. _ 

HE COTTON WORLD. Compiled and Edited by J. A. TODD. M.A,. B.L. 
In crown Bvo. cloth. 246 pp. 6s. net. 

RUIT AND THE FRUIT TRADE. By FORD FAIRFORD. In demy 8vo •. 
cloth. 162 pp. 8 •• net. 

EA AND TEA DEALING. By F. W. S. sTAVEACR&. In demy Bvo. cloth 
gilt. 150 pp. 7 •• 611. net. 

liE COCOA AND CIIOCOLATE INDUSTRY. By A. W. KNAPP. M.Sc .• F.I.C. 
In demy 8vo, cloth gilt. 200 pp. 7s. 8d. net. Second Edition. 

HE FURNITURE STYLES. By H. E. BINSTEAD. Size 9i in. by 6i in .• 
cloth, 208 pp., illustrated. 108.841. net. Second Edition. 

UYING AND SELLING A BUSINESS. By A. H. CoSWAV. In crown Bvo. 
cloth, 110 pp. 8s.. &d. net. 

[OW TO COLLECT ACCOUNTS BY LE'I'I'ER. By C. HANNEFORD·sMITB. 
F.C.W.A. In crown 8vo. cloth gilt, 94 pp. 3s. 641. net. 

ETTER WRITING: A GmDE TO BUSINESS CORRESPONDElicE. By 
G. K. BUCKNALL, A.C.I.S. (Hons.). In foolscap Bvo. leatherette, 64 pp. 
1 .. net. 

ETTERS THAT COLLECT. By JOHN WHYTE. Ph.D .• and F. R. OTTER. 
B.A. In medium Bvo. cloth gilt, 435 pp. 16s. net. 

lOW TO GRANT CREDIT. ByCUTHBERTGREIG.St'crelary. London Associa-. 
"on for p,.otedion of T"ade, Ltd. In crown Bvo. cloth, 102 pp. 8s. 6d. net. 

[OW TO APPEAL AGAINST YOUR RATES. By A. STANLEY EAMER. 
F.S.I., Rating Surv"Yor 10 tht Metropolitan Borough of LaMbeth. In two 
volumes, in crown 8vo, cloth. Vol. I (without the Metropolis), os. net. 
Vol. II (within the Metropolis). 8s, 64. net . 

. HANDBOOK ON WILLS.' By A. H. COSWAY. In crown Bvo. cloth. 
123 pp. S •• 841. net. 

RADERS' RAIL CHARGES UP TO DATE. By J. W. PARKBR. A.M.Inst.T. 
In crown 8vo. cloth, 135 pp. 8s. 8d. net. 

mDE TO COUNTY COURT PROCEDURE. Being the Second Edition of 
Til, Traders' Guuu to County Cow'" Procuiwrt. By F. H. B. CHAPMA.N. 
Revised by B. S. HILLS. In crown 8vo, cloth, 104 pp. Sa.. 6d. net. 

OMftmRCIAL ATLAS OF TIlE WORLD. In crown 4to. cloth. 140 pp. 
os. net. . 

TATISTICAL ATLAS OF THE WORLD. By J. STEPHENSON. M.A .• M.Com .. 
D.Sc. In foolscap folio, cloth, 146 pp. 7s. 8d. net~ 

lIE CABLE AND WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS OF THE WORLD. By 
F. J. BROWN. C.B .. C.B.E .• M.A .. B.Sc. (Lond.). Second Edition. In 
demy 8vo. cloth gilt, 162 pp. 7s. 8d. net. 

'HE FUTURE OF EMPIRE TRADE. By J. E. RAy. With a Foreword by 
The Rt. Hon. L. S. AMBRY. In crown 8vo, paper. 128 pp. 21. net. 
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE DICTIONARIES 

Dlm'IONARY OF COMMERCIAL CORRESPONDENCE IN SEVEN LAN· 
GUAGES: ENGLISH, FRENCH, GERMAN, SPANISH, ITALIAN, PORTU· 
GUESE: AND RUSSIAN. 'J;hird Edition. In demy 8vo, cloth, 718 pp. 
12 •• 641. net. 

ENGLISH·FRENCH AND FRENCH·ENGLISH Dlm'IONARY OF BUSINESS 
WORDS AND TERMS. Size 2 in. by 6 in., cloth, rounded corners, 540 pp. 
6s. net. 

FRENCH·ENGLISH AND ENGLISH·FRENCH COMMERCIAL Dlm'IONARY 
of tbe Words and Term used in ~ommereial Correspondence. By F. W. 
SMITH. Second Edition. In crown 8vo, cloth. 576 pp. '18. 6d. net . 

. GERMAN·ENGLISH AND ENGLISH·GERMAN COMMERCIAL DIm'IONARY. 
By J. BITHELL. M.A. Second Edition. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 992 pp. 
16s. net. 

A NEW GERMAN·ENGLISH Dlm'IONARY FOR GENERAL USE. By 
F. C. HEBERT and L. HIRSCH. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 1769 pp. 16s. net. 

ENGLISH·GERMAN AND GERMAN·ENGLISH Dlm'IONARY OF BUSINESS 
WORDS AND TERMS. Size 2 in. by 6 in., rounded corners, 440 pp .• cloth. 
os. net. 

SPANISH·ENGLISH AND ENGLISH·SPANISH COMMERCIAL Dlm'IONARY. 
of tho Words and Terms used In llommerelal Correspondenee. By G. R. 
MACDONALD. Third Edition. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 833 pp. 12s. 641. net. 

ITALIAN·ENGLISH AND.ENGLISH·ITALIAN CO!IMERCIAL DICTIONARY. 
By G. R. MACDONALD. In crown 8vo. cloth gilt, 1180 pp. 30s. net. 

BARE'l'I'I'S ITALIAN AND ENGLISH DIm'IONARY. Compiled by GUG
LIELMO COMELATI and J. DAVENPORT. In two volumes, cloth gilt, Vol. I. 
796 pp.; Vol. II, 752 pp .. Zo •• net. (Reprinted.) 

PORTUGUESE·ENGLISH AND ENGLlSH·PORTUGUESE COmIERCIAL 
DIUfIONARY. By F. W. SMITH. In crown 8vo, cloth gilt. 486 pp. 
lOs.. net. 

A NEW DICTIONARY OF THE PORTUGUESE AND ENGLISH LANGUAGES. 
Based on a manuscript of Julius Cornet. By H. MICHAELIS. In two 
volumes, demy 8vo, cloth gilt. Vol. 1, Portuguese-English, 73~ ~p.: 
Vol. n, English-Portuguese, 742 pp. Each Ila. net. Abridged Edition, 
783 pp. Zo •• net. 

TECHNICAL DIm'IONARY OF ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL SCIE!'ICE 
IN SEVEN LANGUAGES-ENGLISH, FRENCH, SPANISH, ITALIA~. 
PORTUGUESE, RUSSIAN, AND GERMAN. Compiled by ERN~sr 
SLATER. M.I.E.E., M.I.Mech.E .• in collaboration with leadmg Authontles, 
complete with index to each language. In five volumes. Each in crown 
4to, buckram gilt, £8 88. net complete. 
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PITMAN'S 

"ART AND LIFE" 
SERIES 
GENERAL EDITOR: 

WRIGHT WATTS MILLER, B.A. 
LONDON (FIRST CLASS HONS.). M.ED .• MANCHESTER 

Late Campbell Clarke S,laolar, U,.iVeyS1',y College, London, 
utI"",,. 0/ the Borough Road College, and to L.C.C. Literary 

institutes and the Workns' Educational Association 
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A new series of popular introductions to literature, the arts, and 
other subjects of general interest. The volumes are specially 
intended for evening students voluntarily attending the cultural, 
non-vocational classes held by the L.C.C. Literary Institutes, the 
Workers' Education Association, and the University Extension 
Boards, and for all g~neral readers interested in self-culture. 

NOW READY 
ECONOMICS: THE STUDY OF WEALTH 

By A. L. GORDON MACKAY, M.Litt., M.A., M.Econ. 58. net. 

BOOKS: AN INTRODUCTION TO READING 
By WRIGHT WATTS MILLER, B.A., M.Ed., Manchester. 

ART: AN INTRODUCTION TO APPRECIATION 
By RAYMOND COXON, A.R.C.A., Lecturer at the Chelsea SCMol of 
A~ . 

THE FILMS: THE WAY OF THE CINEMA 
By ANDREW BUCHANAN. 

READY SHORTLY 
ARCHITECTURE: A NEW WORLD 

By RAYMOND MCGRATH, B.Arch., A.R.I.B.A., Decoration Con
sultant to the B.B.C. 
THE PLAYHOUSE: A BOOK OF THE THEATRE 

By D. NUGENT MONCK, Director of the N01UIich Players, Madder- . 
market Theatre, Norwich. 

Each in large crown 8vo, cloth, about 200 pp. ss. net. 

SIR ISAAC PITMAN & SoNS, LTD., PARKER ST., KINGSWAY. W.C.~ 
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COMMON COMMODITIES; 
AND INDUSTRIES SERIES 

·In each of the handbooks in this series a particular product or industry is 
treated. by an expert writer and practical man of busmess. Beginning with 
the life history of the plant, or other natural product, be follows its develop
ment until it becomes a commercial commodity. and so 00 througb the various 
phases of its sale in the market and its purchase by the consumer. lndustrie'il 
are treated in.a similar manner. 

Each book in crown 8vo. illustrated. 8s. net. 
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